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Preface&

In this report, we describe the existing public cord blood bank (CBB) system, assess
current trends and economic relationships from the perspective of key stakeholders in the
CBB system, and provide recommendations for ways to improve the economic
sustainability of the system.
This report will be of interest to both private- and public-sector CBBs, health
researchers, policymakers, and to other stakeholders of the CBB system, including
pediatric and minority patients in need of transplants.
This research was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Health under contract HHSP233201500038I, for
which Rich Henry serves as the project officer. The research was conducted in RAND
Health, a division of the RAND Corporation. A profile of RAND Health, abstracts of its
publications, and ordering information can be found at www.rand.org/health.
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Summary&

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs)—from bone marrow, peripheral blood, or umbilical
cord blood—are used to treat patients with cancers such as leukemia or lymphoma,
disorders of the blood and immune systems, severe aplastic anemia, sickle cell disease,
and certain inherited metabolic diseases.1–3 Promising research also suggests a wide range
of other possible applications of HSCs, including trauma repair, organ replacement, and
treatment of more-prevalent conditions, such as diabetes or traumatic brain injury.4–7 In
addition to its direct therapeutic value to patients, cord blood is used for basic research on
blood, blood stem cells, and immune cells.
There are several advantages and disadvantages to different HSC sources, and no
single source is “best” in all circumstances for all patients. Although there are
approximately 11 million individuals registered as bone marrow or peripheral stem cell
donors in the United States, these sources require a stringent match to the patient and
often require significant time, pain, and additional medical costs to collect donations.
Cord blood stem cells are unique because they allow for less-precise matching of the
donor’s human leukocyte antigen (HLA) type to the recipient’s HLA type. Evidence
suggests that health outcomes from these less precisely matched cord blood cells are just
as good as those from matched bone marrow grafts.8 Cord blood is, therefore, particularly
useful in cases where an exact match cannot be obtained from other sources—a situation
which tends to occur more frequently in the United States for certain minority
populations.1 Cord blood collection also does not cause risk or pain to the mother or
baby,9 whereas bone marrow or peripheral blood collection is more invasive and imposes
risks and discomfort to the donor. Cord blood collection typically occurs long before the
units are needed, which means the units must be stored, usually for years, before they are
used. However, the turnaround time between requesting a cord blood unit (CBU) and
receiving it in a transplant center is generally very short in comparison with turnaround
times for bone marrow and peripheral blood, which require extensive coordination with
potential donors. On the other hand, the relatively small number of stem cells in cord
blood compared with bone marrow or peripheral blood means the time for engraftment
(i.e., the time required for the transplanted cells to take hold in the recipient’s bone
marrow and produce normal blood cells) is longer for cord blood.
In recent years, the U.S. government has endeavored to increase the overall national
inventory of CBUs—which currently contains over 200,000 units—as well as the number
of high-quality units and the number of units from racial/ethnic minorities. As we will
describe in this report, these are two competing goals. The Stem Cell Therapeutic and
Research Act of 200545 and the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Reauthorization Act
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of 201046 authorized the Secretary of the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) to assist qualified cord blood banks (CBBs) with the collection and maintenance
of the inventory goal of at least 150,000 new units of high-quality cord blood. The new
CBUs were to be made available for transplantation through the C. W. Bill Young Cell
Transplantation Program. The legislation and subsequent programs emerged due to an
inability to recruit racial/ethnic minority adult donors to meet the clinical needs of a
diverse U.S. population. In particular, some minority patients were historically unable to
obtain other HSC units. Overall, the number of HSC transplants—which includes cord
blood and other sources of HSCs—has increased over time, with 8,689 transplants taking
place during fiscal year 2015, of which 718 transplants were cord blood. However, the
percentage of HSC transplants using cord blood has declined over time, from about 12
percent (822) of all HSC transplants to about 8 percent (718) from 2010 to 2015.
The focus of this report is on the public banking system in the United States, which
currently includes 19 public CBBs, and understanding factors related to future
sustainability of the public system. Although we briefly discuss private CBBs, we only
do so to the extent that their activities affect public CBBs. Therefore, unless otherwise
specified, when we refer to CBBs, we mean public CBBs.
Although the federal government has been involved through regulating and
subsidizing the public CBBs, we know little about the effects of government policies and
funding arrangements on CBBs’ financial outcomes and cord blood collection. Moreover,
many public CBBs in the industry have reported significant financial stress and have
expressed concern for the long-term trajectory of the industry, given current market
conditions.
Despite the important clinical and research roles of cord blood products and a clear
public health need for increasing and diversifying our national inventory, little is
systematically known about the economics of the cord blood industry, including what
banks’ costs and revenues are, cost structures and determinants of financial health,
successful collection efforts for CBBs, whether the market is competitive or similar to a
public goods market, and the role of the government in the market.
In this report, we aim to fill these knowledge gaps by (1) describing the existing
public CBB system, (2) assessing current trends and economic relationships from the
perspective of key stakeholders in the public CBB system, and (3) providing
recommendations to improve the economic sustainability of the public CBB system. For
this report, cord blood system sustainability implies that there are enough public banks in
the industry financially “breaking even” to maintain the current inventory as well as to
increase the diversity and quality of the units collected in the future. In other words, we
evaluate and propose changes that will improve the ability of public CBBs to cover their
costs.
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Key&Findings&
According to key stakeholders, the declining demand for CBUs is attributable to
various forces, including an increase in the use of alternative sources of HSCs, the
ongoing high costs of U.S. Food and Drug Administration licensure, and the medical
challenges of successfully transplanting relatively small cord blood grafts compared with
other HSC sources.
In our analysis of data from the National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP), which
facilitates the vast majority of HSC transplants in the United States under the auspices of
the HHS Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA), we found a decline in
the proportion of HSC transplants that are cord blood, but a significant increase in
the national cord blood inventory overall. However, the growth in the inventory has
been disproportionately concentrated among lower-quality (i.e., smaller) units.
In terms of quality, the total nucleated cell (TNC) count of a CBU is one of the most
important measures used: Clinical guidelines recommend a minimum TNC count
calibrated to patient weight and HRSA has established a TNC minimum for all CBUs
added to the national inventory, which is called the Be The Match® Registry (hereafter,
The Registry) and is maintained by the NMDP. Obtaining higher–TNC count units is
costlier, but these units are significantly more likely to be used by patients. We found that
about half of the current national inventory is made up of CBUs that have TNC
counts of less than 1.25 billion cells per unit, whereas the probability that a CBU
with that cell count will be used in a given year is about one-tenth of a percent (or
about an 11-percent chance that it will ever be used) relative to a 1–3 percent chance
that a CBU with a TNC of more than 1.5 billion will be used in a given year (or about a
61-percent chance that it will ever be used).
The TNC count also matters for increasing the racial/ethnic diversity of the national
inventory. The federal government has prioritized increasing ethnic and racial minorities’
access to cord blood. As noted above, a “less-precise” match is required for CBUs
relative to other HSC sources, but this relationship between HLA-matching and patient
outcomes is nonlinear and is affected by TNC count. Although an exact match is ideal,
patient outcomes are statistically similar with one or two mismatched antigens if the CBU
has a sufficiently large TNC count. Thus, increasing racial/ethnic minority access to
CBUs and increasing the diversity of the inventory can also be achieved, at least in
part, by collecting higher–TNC count units.
We investigated banks’ costs of collection, testing, processing, storing, and releasing
units as well as banks’ revenues from transplants. On the patient side, we explored the
evidence for the clinical benefits of cord blood transplants as well as how payments
between transplant providers and payers typically occur, noting that the majority of cord
blood transplants occurs in inpatient settings. This analysis allowed us to use an
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economic model to determine whether a public CBB participating in the National Cord
Blood Inventory (NCBI) program would be able to cover their costs and break even. Our
analysis suggests that banks lose money on the collection of units with TNC counts of
less than 1.5 billion.
In addition to examining what is necessary for individual-level banks to remain
economically viable, we calculated the total value to society—the value of having a
readily available treatment option for conditions treated with cord blood. We found that
the social value far exceeds the social costs, suggesting that, to the extent that the
private market does not fully supply the inventory needed, government intervention could
have economic justification. In particular, we estimated the annual societal benefit of
having a national cord blood inventory to be around $1.7 billion relative to an annual cost
of maintaining the inventory at about $60–70 million. Given that the federal government
is already supporting the industry through the NCBI and other programs, we also
considered alternatives to the current NCBI program. We discussed the advantages and
disadvantages of the current subsidy structure, with recommendations for ways in which
HRSA may better calibrate the program to meet the goals of increased diversity and
quality of the national inventory.

Recommendations&
Based on these findings, we make two main sets of recommendations to improve the
sustainability of the U.S. cord blood system. The first set of recommendations pertains to
the NCBI program, and the second set is relevant to the broader public cord blood
system. We briefly summarize both sets here.
NCBI%Program%%
HRSA should focus on efforts to increase the diversity of the national inventory by
(1) providing funding that encourages banks to add collection sites where more minority
CBUs can be collected or increasing subsidies for minority units, and (2) considering
increasing the minimum TNC count threshold, especially for nonminority units. HRSA
should also explore ways in which CBBs might specialize in the collection of different
types of CBUs (e.g., minority versus Caucasian).
We discuss the trade-offs between increasing the TNC-count threshold and revising
the way in which subsidies are paid. There are advantages and disadvantages to each
approach, but we note that the current system incentivizes the banking of lower–TNC
count units despite these units being the least-profitable units for banks. Thus, HRSA
should consider these trade-offs in conjunction with the program objectives to modify the
program so that the CBBs’ efforts better align with the program goals.
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HSRA should standardize and consistently fund the NCBI contracts to the extent
possible. The uncertainty, both in terms of how the contracts will be funded as well as the
frequency, results in market instability. CBBs are competing for NCBI subsidy contracts
that may favor those CBBs that are financially stable, but do not contribute to diversity as
much as other CBBs that may be less financially stable. Because HRSA might change
which CBBs will have a contract for each fiscal year, this could contribute to the ability
of CBBs to make long-term investments aimed at diversity that would take longer than a
single fiscal year to establish.
Broader%Recommendations%for%Public%Cord%Blood%Banking%%
We also suggest other ways in which stakeholders can work together to strengthen
different aspects of the industry by making changes to payment, research funding, and
knowledge sharing. Payment could be structured similarly to the way organs are
reimbursed, and although cord blood is costly to procure, there are other significant costs
related to bone marrow and peripheral blood transplants that are often overlooked (i.e.,
costs to the donor and the cost of waiting to obtain units). We found a strong societal
benefit to banking cord blood, quantified annually at about 2.5 times the cost of
maintaining the system. As a result, we recommend continued federal support for cord
blood stem cell research, despite discussions by cord blood researchers in our study that
focus may be shifting away from cord blood research, given the growth in alternative
approaches for HSC transplantation. Finally, we point out the advantages for sharing
knowledge in the industry—especially if the overall cord blood industry does shrink—to
avoid losing all clinical and technical knowledge specific to cord blood and cord blood
transplantation.
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Chapter&One.&Introduction&

Hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are derived from three distinct sources: bone
marrow, peripheral blood, and umbilical cord blood (hereafter referred to as “cord
blood”). HSCs are multipotent in that they have the potential to differentiate into several
types of blood cells. After transplantation, HSCs create new bone marrow, which is the
body’s “factory” for producing red blood cells, white blood cells, and platelets.
Transplanted HSCs can replace a patient’s native bone marrow and go on to develop into
normal, healthy blood-forming cells. Treatments using HSCs can be autologous, that is,
used for the person from which the HSC originated, or allogeneic when used for a person
other than the individual from whom it originated.
HSCs have been used to treat patients with cancers such as leukemia or lymphoma,
disorders of the blood and immune systems, and certain inherited metabolic diseases. In
addition, promising research suggests a wide range of other possible applications of
HSCs, including trauma repair, organ replacement, and treatment of more-prevalent
conditions, such as diabetes or traumatic brain injury.4–7

HSC&Transplants&Have&Increased,&but&Cord&Blood&Transplants&Have&
Declined&Over&Time&
In Figure 1.1, we present the number of HSC transplants over time by HSC type
based on data from the National Marrow Donor Program (NMDP) (see Chapter Three for
more information on the NMDP). The categories of HSCs are cord blood, haploidentical
donor, other related donor, or unrelated donor. The latter three categories are all from
bone marrow or other peripheral stem cell sources. The figure shows HSC transplants
increasing over time, with 8,689 transplants during fiscal year (FY) 2015, but also shows
the percentage of those that used cord blood declining from a high of 12 percent (822) of
all HSC transplants in FY 2010 to about 8 percent (718) in FY 2015. These data further
show that the decline in the use of cord blood mirrors the increased use of haploidentical
transplants, which is a technique for transplanting related donors’ bone marrow or
peripheral blood with only a partial match. We discuss haploidentical transplants in
greater detail in Chapter Two. Overall, the percentage of HSC transplants that use bone
marrow or other peripheral stem cell sources (i.e., haploidentical donors or other related
donors) has increased from about 42 percent to 45 percent, while the percentage of
unrelated donors has remained relatively flat. A 2012 study of international banks
showed a similar downward trend in the use of cord blood.10
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Figure$1.1.$Number$of$HSC$Transplants$Over$Time,$by$Source$$
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Diseases&Treated&by&HSC&Transplants&Are&Rare,&but&Have&High&
Mortality&Rates&
In Table 1.1, we present the number of transplants by the key conditions for which
patients received HSC transplants in the United States from 2010 to 2016 based on data
from the NMDP (see Chapter Three for more information). Overall, cord blood
transplants represent only about 9 percent of all HSC transplants during this period.
Although this is a relatively small percentage of HSC transplants, a closer look at the data
helps to illuminate the patients likely to be affected by HSC-related policies, and cord
blood–related policies in particular. For instance, the condition most frequently treated
with HSC transplants is acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), with over 18,000 transplant
patients, or 36 percent of all HSC transplant recipients from 2010 to 2016. AML is a
cancer of the blood that primarily occurs in adults, with a median age of onset of 68
years.11 Further, across HSC sources, AML accounts for a relatively stable one-third of
all transplants. The next–most frequently treated disease using HSC transplants is acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), accounting for 14.4 percent of all HSC transplant
recipients. Like AML, ALL is a cancer of the blood. However, in contrast to AML, the
median age of diagnosis for ALL is 15 years.12 In addition, ALL accounts for 20 percent
of cord blood transplants (1,002 out of 4,958) compared with 13–15 percent of
transplants from other HSC sources.
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Table$1.1.$Number$of$HSC$Transplants,$by$Source$and$Condition$$
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269&&

130&&

292&&

566&&

1,257&&

Severe&aplastic&anemia&

58&&

107&&

773&&

709&&

1,647&&

Sickle&cell&disease&

55&&

101&&

450&&

131&&

737&&

4,958&

4,171&

17,960&

25,009&

Chronic&myelogenous&leukemia&

Other&disease,&specify&

Total&

All$HSCs$
7,485&&

&

SOURCE:&NMDP&Industry&Shipment&Data,&2010–2016.&&
NOTE:&Numbers&represent&the&number&of&units&shipped&for&transplant&patients&within&a&given&condition.&
Categories&of&HSC&source&are&mutually&exclusivea&see&the&Health&Resources&and&Services&Administration&
(HRSA)&documentation&for&more&details&on&disease&categories.&&

Although the conditions for which HSC transplants are used with the greatest
frequency are relatively rare, the conditions have high mortality rates and there are few
options for treatment once patients experience disease recurrence after primary treatment.
In 2017, an estimated 21,380 patients were diagnosed with AML, and just 5,970 patients
were diagnosed with ALL. Although AML and ALL account for less than 3 percent of all
cancers, they are associated with particularly high mortality rates and are the leading
cause of cancer-related deaths in those younger than 39 years.13, 14 In fact, the five-year
survival rate for AML is just 26.9 percent. Thus, for a wide range of age groups, HSC
transplants are a vital treatment for patients who do not attain remission of their diseases
using other therapies.

Advantages&and&Disadvantages&of&Cord&Blood&
In HSC transplants, the donor’s human leukocyte antigens (HLAs) need to match
those of the recipient closely. There is wide diversity in human HLA types, and
particularly in certain populations, such as African-Americans and Southern Europeans,
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who face greater challenges identifying HLA-matched HSC donors.15 Current evidence
indicates that just 25 to 30 percent of all patients will have an HLA-matched relative who
can serve as a donor.15 Patients who do not have an HLA-matched relative must then turn
to unrelated donors, including individuals who have joined national registries for bone
marrow or peripheral blood donations and public cord blood banks (CBBs) that store
cord blood units (CBUs) for potential transplant.
However, research has demonstrated differences by racial/ethnic background in the
ability to identify HLA-matched unrelated donors for bone marrow and peripheral
blood.16 In this study, although the majority of patients of Northwestern European or
Eastern European ancestry and half of those of mixed European ancestry were able to
find 10/10 HLA-matched unrelated bone marrow or peripheral blood donors, just onethird of those with Southern European ancestry, 19 percent of Asians, 8 percent of
African-Americans, and 21 percent of Hispanic patients were able to find such a match
(see text box). The availability of cord blood was noted to “extend stem cell availability
to patients of both European and non-European origin” and findings demonstrated that
more than half of cord blood transplant recipients were non-European.16
Text Box 1. Matching Donors with Patients: HLA Markers
The human body uses HLA genes to create a group of proteins known as the HLA
Complex, which is found on the surface of most cells in the body. Individuals inherit half of
their HLA genes from their mother and half from their father. Although HLA Complex
proteins have a number of functions, one very important role is helping the body to
distinguish the body’s own cells from those that are “foreign” and that should be cleared
from the body through an immune response. The best transplant outcomes occur when the
components—or markers—of a patient’s HLA Complex closely match those of the donor.
There are two classes of HLA markers: Class 1 and Class 2. Class 1 HLA markers are
further classified into three types (A, B, and C) and Class 2 markers are further classified
into six types (DP, DM, DOA, DOB, DQ, and DR). As an indication of the degree of
diversity in the human genome, there are multiple forms of each HLA marker subtype (for
example, there are at least 21 HLA type A antigens). Transplant centers typically examine
at least eight HLA markers when looking for a match: two type A HLA markers, two type
B HLA markers, two type C HLA markers, and two type DRB1 HLA markers. Sometimes
an additional two type DQ HLA markers are also tested.17, 18 The match is expressed as a
ratio: For example, a 6/8 HLA-matched unit means that six out of the eight markers were
the same in the patient and the donor. Many more markers can—and sometimes are—
tested, but these are the most common.
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A major benefit of cord blood is that it has less-stringent HLA-matching requirements
compared with bone marrow and peripheral blood. Further, evidence suggests that health
outcomes even from mismatched cord blood cells are comparable to those from matched
bone marrow grafts.8, 19 Once identified in a bank, cord blood is immediately available,
unlike a donor, who may be difficult to locate or unable or unwilling to donate. However,
as we have previously mentioned, CBUs are small relative to bone marrow and peripheral
blood, meaning a longer engraftment period for cord blood transplants. Further, cord
blood only provides a one-time source of HSCs—once the cells have been collected from
a given donor, it is not possible to return to the same source to collect additional cells, as
can be done with bone marrow or peripheral blood. Finally, because cord blood comes
from newborn infants who have not had prior exposure to viruses, it does not impart any
immune protection from prior viral exposures, as peripheral blood and bone marrow do.
Table 1.2 describes the various HSC sources, along with some relative advantages
and disadvantages of each source. We note that future innovations may change the
balance of these advantages and disadvantages. We will address the potential effects of
innovations currently under investigation in Chapter Seven. Although a systematic
review is beyond the scope of this study, we highlight key differences in clinical
outcomes in the cost-effectiveness literature in Chapter Five.
Table$1.2.$HSC$Sources,$Advantages,$and$Limitations$
Cord$Blood$Stem$Cells$
Source&

Adult$Sources$$

Umbilical&cord&blood&following&a&healthy&
singleton&birth.&

Bone&marrow&(from&a&surgical&procedure)&or&
peripheral&blood&(nonsurgical,&but&requires&
premedication&to&stimulate&stem&cell&releasea&
long&collection&process,&often&eight&or&more&
hours).&

Advantages&

•& Young&cells,&broad&range&of&proliferation&
and&differentiation&capabilities&
•& Readily&available&once&collected&and&
stored&
•& LessLstringent&HLALmatching&requirements&
•& Lower&risk&of&GVHD&infection&than&adult&
sources&
•& Associated&with&lower&relapse&rates&

•& Maintain&the&ability&to&differentiate&
•& Rich&concentration&of&stem&cells&
resulting&in&moreLrapid&engraftment&
•& Can&be&harvested&more&than&once&
•& Extensive&historical&data&for&use&
•& Transmits&some&immune&protection&
from&donor&to&recipient&from&prior&viral&
exposure$

Limitations&

•& Delayed&shortLterm&engraftment&
•& OneLtime&supply&
•& Costly&to&procure,&process,&and&store&
compared&with&other&HSC&sources&
•& Lower&volume&of&cells&than&adult&sources&
unless&double&units&or&cell&expansion&
technologies&are&used&
•& Confer&limited&protection&from&prior&viral&
exposure&

•& Less&developmental&potential&compared&
with&cord&blood&
•& Donor&discomfort&during&harvesting&
procedure&&
•& Can&take&time&to&locate&donor&and&
schedule&donation&
•& Greater&potential&for&GVHD&than&cord&
blood&

SOURCE:&Adapted&from&“A&Comparison&of&Stem&Cell&Sources:&Key&Differences&in&Therapeutic&Viability&and&
20$$
Effectiveness.”
GVHD&=&graftLversusLhost&disease.&
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Some&Public&CBBs&Are&Struggling&Financially&to&Cover&Cord&Blood&
Operations&
Recent trends in the use of cord blood have had an impact on the potential future
sustainability of public CBBs. A 2015 investigation by the World Marrow Donor
Association (WMDA) found that only 11 percent of public CBBs worldwide are
financially breaking even. According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office
(GAO), CBBs in the United States have reported numerous financial challenges.1, 21
Overall, the demand for cord blood in the United States has stagnated and there is
considerable uncertainty about future projections of cord blood demand, which we
discuss in more detail in subsequent chapters. Some have suggested that collection costs
have increased as banks have been tasked with collecting CBUs from a more racially and
ethnically diverse set of donors. As we discuss, key stakeholders report that obtaining
licensure through the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) Biologics License
Application, which the HRSA now requires for public CBBs, is costly. Because of the
wide HLA diversity in the U.S. population, a relatively large number of CBUs
representing a wide variety of HLA types must be banked to have sufficient inventory to
draw on to identify matches for diverse patient populations. Yet CBBs must also collect
and store inventory for years without any assurance that their inventories will be used.
Furthermore, CBBs only receive the fee from transplant centers when a unit is withdrawn
for use, which could be years after it was collected.
In addition to its direct therapeutic value to patients, cord blood is used for basic
research on blood, blood stem cells, and immune cells. Despite the important clinical and
research roles of cord blood products and a clear public health need for increasing and
diversifying our national inventory, we know little about the economics of the public cord
blood industry, including what banks’ costs and revenues are, cost structures and
determinants of financial health, successful collection efforts for cord blood banks,
whether the market is competitive or more similar to a public goods market, and the role
of the government in the market. Although the federal government has been involved
through regulations and subsidies, we know little about the impact such policies and
funding arrangements have on both CBBs’ financial outcomes and cord blood collection.
Note that the focus of this report is on the public cord blood banking system in the
United States and understanding factors related to future sustainability of the public
system. Although we briefly discuss private CBBs, we only do so to the extent that their
activities affect public CBBs. Similarly, we briefly discuss the international market,
which clearly affects the U.S. market. Therefore, unless otherwise specified, when we
refer to CBBs, we mean public CBBs.
Amid concern about the financial sustainability of the public CBBs in the industry,
we aim to (1) describe the existing CBB system, (2) assess current trends and economic
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relationships from the perspective of key stakeholders, and (3) provide recommendations
for ways to improve the system. Financial sustainability implies that there are enough
banks in the industry “breaking even” to maintain the current inventory and to increase
the diversity and quality of the units collected in the future.
To achieve these aims, we focus on the following key research questions in
subsequent chapters:
•& What are the current trends and challenges to public CBBs perceived by key
stakeholders? (Chapter Four)
•& What are the economic characteristics of the public cord blood market? (Chapters
Five and Six)
•& What is needed for financial sustainability? What is the market equilibrium?
(Chapter Seven)
•& What future developments might change the market? (Chapter Eight)
•& What is the government’s role in sustaining the industry and meeting society’s
needs? (Chapter Nine)
To answer these questions, we utilized a mixed-methods approach, drawing on both
qualitative and quantitative research methods. We describe the details of our analytic
approach in Chapter Three; briefly, we rely on (1) an environmental scan and review of
pertinent literature, (2) semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders, and (3) an
analysis of multiple data sources. This analysis is grounded in economics, health policy,
and clinical practice.

Organization&of&This&Report&
The remainder of the report is organized as follows: In Chapter Two, we describe the
current state of the U.S. public cord blood banking system, including key stakeholders,
steps in the donor-to-transplant-recipient process, and key stresses on the system. This
chapter is intended to serve as a primer for those unfamiliar with the structure of the cord
blood system and to set the stage for later chapters where we aim to answer more-specific
questions about important economic aspects of the system that may be contributing to the
current state of affairs. Chapter Three provides details of our analytic approach. In
Chapter Four, we present current industry trends and challenges, as identified by our key
stakeholders. Chapter Five describes the economic characteristics of the cord blood
system and includes empirical evidence on industry trends based on cord blood banking
and shipping data. Chapter Six provides greater details on the economic interactions in
the market, while Chapter Seven delineates the profit-maximizing equilibrium—the
quantity and type of units to be collected given certain prices and costs for CBBs to cover
their costs. In Chapter Eight, we discuss potential developments that could alter the cord
blood market. Chapter Nine contains details on assessing the social value of the cord
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blood market and analyzes the government’s involvement in supporting cord blood as a
public good.
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Chapter&Two.&Overview&of&the&U.S.&Cord&Blood&System&

In this chapter, we provide a brief overview of the cord blood system in the United
States from donation to use, focusing on the actors and processes. We also describe the
organizations involved and the regulatory and policy context in which they operate. This
chapter is intended for readers who may not already be familiar with the U.S. cord blood
system.

The&Cord&Blood&Market&
Cord blood is one source of HSCs, the others being bone marrow and peripheral
blood. Thus, the cord blood market is part of a larger market for HSCs. Because cord
blood is donated, the market is unique in that it does not pay donors. Public CBBs
compete not only with one another to provide cord blood to transplant centers, but with
other HSC sources, such as bone marrow and peripheral blood. When selecting the most
appropriate source of HSCs, transplant centers weigh a variety of factors, including
patient disease stage, patient comorbidities, prior treatments, the level of HLA match
between donor and recipient, and timing and availability of the HSC sources.
Importantly, bone marrow and peripheral blood are not banked—they are harvested from
the donor for use by a specific recipient. Only cord blood is collected, processed, and
banked in advance of any specific patient needing it. If the transplant center determines
that cord blood is the best source of HSCs for a particular patient, the center must then
choose the best CBU if there are multiple potential matches. As with selecting the most
appropriate HSC source, choosing the best CBU is generally based on HLA profile, CBU
size, and other factors, such as the CBB’s reputation for quality and service.

Overview&of&the&U.S.&Public&Cord&Blood&Banking&System&&
If parents decide to donate their newborn’s cord blood to a public CBB, the cord
blood is collected following the delivery of the baby. Generally, public CBBs only collect
cord blood from healthy singleton births. The collected cord blood is then tested for a
variety of infectious diseases, assessed for general parameters indicating quality, and, if it
passes these tests, is stored by the CBB and listed on the Be The Match® Registry
(hereafter, The Registry), where it is available to any patient who needs it. Donors to
public CBBs do not pay any fees to have their cord blood collected or stored. As of 2016,
it is estimated that over 710,000 CBUs are currently available in public CBBs
worldwide,22 of which 235,000 are banked publicly in the United States.23
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Figure 2.1 depicts the key stakeholders in the public cord blood banking system in the
United States: CBBs, the hospitals and physicians with whom they coordinate collection
and transplantation, payers, and several government agencies that facilitate both the
collection and banking of cord blood (e.g., HRSA) and oversee the safety of the system
(e.g., the FDA). Figure 2.2 outlines the key steps of cord blood collection, testing,
processing, and storage, and we further analyze these processes in later chapters. We
organize the discussion of the system by key steps in the process and with discussions of
the key stakeholders within each section.
Figure$2.1.$Key$Stakeholders$in$the$Current$Public$Cord$Blood$Banking$System$in$the$
United$States$

NOTES:&AABB&=&American&Association&of&Blood&Banks.&BLA&=&Biologics&License&Application.&CB&=&cord&
blood.&FACT&=&Foundation&for&the&Accreditation&of&Cellular&Therapy.&IND&=&Investigational&New&Drug&
(application).&Boxes&in&blue&denote&U.S.&government&agencies&or&programs.&Payers&include&both&private&and&
public&payers.&
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Text Box 2. Private (Family) Cord Blood Banking
As an alternative to public cord blood banking, individuals may pay a private CBB to bank their
newborn’s cord blood for their family’s own use. This is called family banking or private cord blood
banking. In private banking, individuals pay a collection fee as well as either an annual or lump-sum
storage fee. CBUs in a private bank are only available to the family that deposited them. As of 2014,
one report estimated that approximately 4 million CBUs had been privately banked worldwide,
including 1.26 million banked in the United States.25 We note that the American Academy of
Pediatrics (AAP) recommends public banking and discourages private banking for most families.
Research suggests that transplant physicians are reluctant to use privately banked CBUs26 and
several experts in the field have made arguments against private banking. A review of this literature
is beyond the scope of this study, but we note that hybrid models of cord blood banking were
mentioned in several interviews (and have been studied elsewhere).27
Private CBBs produce marketing materials targeted to expectant parents and some pay
obstetricians to recommend their bank specifically. Typically, private CBBs can collect CBUs from
any hospital in which an obstetrician or midwife is willing to perform the collection. They do not
typically employ their own staff to collect cord blood.
Private banks are regulated differently than public CBBs and operate under very different
market conditions. Private banks are not required to hold FDA licensure or to hold accreditation,
although some do voluntarily. Private CBBs, like public CBBs, do need to register with the FDA,
which involves providing a list of every blood product manufactured, prepared, or processed for
commercial distribution twice per year.28 Private CBBs are also required to adhere to current “good
tissue practice” regulations and to conduct donor screening and testing for infectious diseases
(except when cord blood is used for the original donor). Some private CBBs contract with other
private CBBs—or even public CBBs—to process and store CBUs. In any private–public CBB
arrangement, CBUs from private CBBs must be processed and stored separately from those from
the public CBBs, in compliance with federal regulations.
This report focuses on the public cord blood system. Our discussions refer to private CBBs only
to the extent that they affect the public cord blood market. Throughout this report, cord blood
banking refers to public CBBs unless specifically noted.
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Figure$2.2.$Overview$of$Cord$Blood$Collection,$Testing,$Processing,$Storage,$and$Use$in$
the$United$States$

NOTE:&TNC&=&total&nucleated&cell.&Authors’&interpretation&and&adaptation&of&Figure&4L1&from&the&Institute&of&
24
Medicine .&&

Recruitment%and%Donor%Education%%
Public CBBs are required to process and store collected units within 48 hours of
collection (in keeping with accreditation and regulatory requirements). Thus, collection
efforts tend to occur in geographically proximate hospitals, with a few notable
exceptions. Currently, public cord blood banking is available in fewer than 200 hospitals
in the United States.29 This, coupled with the lack of funding for marketing campaigns,
means that recruitment and education of expectant parents provided by public CBBs is
typically minimal, mostly consisting of websites to provide education and guidance to
expectant parents who want to donate their baby’s cord blood. Most public CBBs rely on
hospital volunteers (including physicians, prenatal class instructors, and labor and
delivery nurses) to encourage expectant parents to donate, provide information about
donation, and to collect the cord blood at the time of delivery. Some public CBBs
maintain their own staff in collection hospitals to provide information and education
about cord blood donation or consent-and-obtain information for the maternal
questionnaire. Other parents learn about public cord blood banking through family and
friends, while still others may learn about it through pamphlets or brochures from
obstetricians and pediatricians. Finally, many states have laws requiring obstetricians to
inform their patients about cord blood banking.30 However, most legislation does not
specify whether public or private donation should be discussed.
Cord%Blood%Collection,%Processing,%and%Storage%
Families who decide to donate their newborn’s cord blood to a public CBB must
provide a maternal health history and a maternal blood sample for infectious disease
12

screening prior to delivery. Results indicating the presence of infectious disease must be
reported to the patient’s state health department.31
As previously discussed, the majority of public CBBs rely on hospital volunteers for
recruitment, education, and collection efforts. Some public CBBs have on-site staff for
recruitment, education, and maternal screening, and just a few public CBBs hire their
own staff to perform cord blood collections.
There are advantages and disadvantages to each approach. Relying on hospital
volunteers is inexpensive for CBBs and capitalizes on ongoing relationships between
hospital staff and patients to encourage cord blood donation. In fact, existing research
coupled with our own interviews of public CBB representatives indicates that the mosteffective recruitment method for public CBBs is education and encouragement from
hospital staff.32 However, this approach can leave cord blood collections vulnerable to
variations in collection practices and, therefore, variations in the quality of the collected
cord blood. Employing CBB staff to provide in-hospital information and education and to
guide women through consent and the maternal questionnaire is costly, but can also help
improve precollection screening to optimize quality in collected cord blood. However,
since hospital volunteers still perform the actual cord blood collection, there may be
challenges with variations in collection practices between collectors. Employing CBB
staff to perform collections is the costliest approach and also limits the number of
collections, since CBB staff are only present during certain hours compared with hospital
staff and physicians, who are required to be present at all deliveries. However, interviews
with representatives from public CBBs who use this approach indicate higher TNC
counts among collected units, translating to a lower rate of discarded CBUs. This was
attributed to greater expertise and consistency among cord blood collectors.
In Figure 2.2, we describe the various steps involved with collecting, testing,
processing, storing, and later withdrawing cord blood from a public CBB. In general,
most banks collect cord blood in a sterile storage bag containing an anticoagulant.25, 24
Collected cord blood is then packed, stored, and transported, typically in a temperaturemonitored environment, to a cell-processing laboratory. While in transit from the
collection site to the processing and storage site, time and temperature affect the viability
of the cord blood: One study reported a 1-percent drop in cell viability for every 4-hour
increase in transit time.33
After collection, but before further testing or processing, many public CBBs perform
an initial assessment of the collected unit to determine its weight and volume. Lowweight or -volume units are usually discarded or donated to research at this time, since
they are unlikely to meet minimum cell count requirements for banking and use in
transplants given current technology.
On arrival at the CBB, CBUs undergo a variety of tests. Public CBBs largely submit
to standardized testing to determine the volume by weight, the HLA type, and the quality
13

(generally based on TNC counts, number of colony-forming units, and/or CD34+ [a
protein found on the surface of the cell] counts). Additionally, banks may conduct
screening for bacterial, viral, and fungal contamination.
Table 2.1 indicates the types of testing that public CBBs may order on the maternal
blood sample and the CBU.34–36 Some of these tests, particularly testing to ensure that
infections are not transmitted from donor to recipient through cord blood, are required by
the FDA. Other tests, while not required, are performed in some form by all public CBBs,
given the need to determine the viability of the cord blood sample and ensure appropriate
matching.
If the sample passes this step of the review, most banks remove red blood cells and
plasma from the CBU.25 Most banks also cryopreserve the cord blood using controlledrate freezing, most often 1°C per minute. The sample is typically stored in liquid nitrogen
at temperatures of at least !150°C.25, 9 Generally, a portion of the CBU is frozen
separately to allow for later testing (i.e., if the unit is identified as a candidate for use).24
In some cases, there is a follow-up conversation with the donor family to verify whether
the infant was healthy and whether there were any complications following the birth for
either the infant or mother. This may be done at the point of storage, or it may be done
much later, when the CBU is withdrawn for use.22
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Table$2.1.$Potential$Testing$for$CBUs$
Test$

Purpose$

Maternal$Blood$

CBU$

X&

X&

Matching&tests&
HLALtyping&

Determines&match&with&
potential&recipients&

ABO&blood&group&and&Rhesus&(Rh)&
factor&&

Determines&match&with&
potential&recipients&

X&

Hemoglobinopathy&screening&

Tests&for&problems&with&
hemoglobin&that&may&be&
passed&on&through&cord&
blood&transplant&

X&

TNC&enumeration&

Total&number&of&stem&
cells&present&in&the&
sample&

X&

CD34+&cell&number&

Additional&test&of&number&
of&stem&cells&in&sample&

X&

ColonyLforming&unit&assay&

Test&of&the&viability&of&
cells&in&the&sample&

X&

Counting/viability&tests&

Infectious&disease&screening&
a

Bacterial&infection&screening &

Infection&screening&

X&

X&

If%bacterial%infection%screen%is%
Infection&screening&
positive:&bacterial&culture&(for&
aerobic&and&anaerobic&organisms)&

X&

X&

X&

X&

a

Infectious&disease&testing &
Cytomegalovirus,&HIV,&HTLV,&
hepatitis&B,&hepatitis&C,&syphilis,&
Chagas&disease&(maternal&blood&
b
only),&Treponema%pallidum, &
chlamydia,&gonorrhea,&West&Nile&
Virus,&Zika&

Infection&screening&

NOTE:&HIV&=&human&immunodeficiency&virus.&HTLV&=&human&TLlymphotropic&virus.&&
a&
The&FDA&requires&these&tests.&
b
&T.%pallidum&is&a&bacterium&that&causes&syphilis.&

At any point in the process, a CBU may be identified as unsuitable for storage for any
number of reasons, including low volume (i.e., not enough stem cells to use in a
transplant), poor viability (i.e., there may be stem cells, but they may not be alive or
appropriately functioning), poor results from infectious disease testing, or negative
findings from the maternal health questionnaire. Some evidence indicates that for every
100 births otherwise eligible for cord blood donation (that is, births with no exclusionary
conditions, such as multiple gestations, premature birth, or other maternal or child health
conditions that preclude donation) in which cord blood collection is attempted, 45 CBUs
are sent for processing and only ten are ultimately stored.37 This information corroborates
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reports from key stakeholders representing public CBBs in this study, who indicated that
anywhere from 10–30 percent of collected CBUs were ultimately stored.
Cord%Blood%Inventory%Management%and%Withdrawal%
Logistics&and&Inventory&Management&

Most cord blood stored in public banks in the United States is listed with NMDP,
which runs The Registry and serves as a “one-stop shop” for patients seeking HSC
transplants of all kinds. Many international banks’ cord blood is also available through
The Registry.
Some public CBBs may also offer units that do not meet qualifications for being
listed on The Registry, but may still have value to potential recipients (e.g., they may
have lower cell counts, but represent rare HLA types). These are not available through
The Registry, but rather are obtained directly through established relationships with
CBBs.
Identifying&a&CBU&for&Transplant&

When a patient has a condition that necessitates treatment using an allogeneic HSC
transplant, the patient’s physician, whether in the United States or abroad, can search
existing registries, including The Registry, for a potential match. Cord blood from 19
public CBBs in the United States and five international banks, as well as registries in 39
countries, are listed on The Registry.24, 38, 39 More than 90 percent of CBUs distributed for
transplant in the United States are distributed through The Registry, which has a
congressional mandate to serve as a single point of access that can be used to search for
unrelated marrow donors and CBUs.38, 40 The NMDP also facilitates financial
transactions between CBBs and transplant centers for units that are listed on The
Registry.38 Finally, the availability of cord blood in international registries also helps
increase the potential for a match. In 2012, the WMDA reported that over 4,000 CBUs
were shipped for unrelated patients in 46 different countries.10
Most patients who require an HSC transplant will find a donor, whether the source
required is bone marrow, peripheral blood, or cord blood.40 However, depending on the
patient’s ethnicity, HLA profile, and other factors, the transplant center may receive a
varying number of potential matches. The NMDP search yields a Preliminary Match
Report that lists all potential HSC sources available (cord blood, peripheral blood, and
bone marrow). Upon reviewing the report, the provider and patient can decide which
available source is best. The discussion below focuses only on what happens if the
transplant physician chooses a CBU as the source for transplant.
CBUs are sorted by the level of HLA match and TNC count (cells per kilogram [kg]
of a patient’s weight).38 If a suitable CBU match is found, the physician or transplant
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center can request an Individual Match Report for each unit under consideration, which
gives detailed information about the CBU; the HLA type; and measures of quality, such
as the number of TNCs and CD34+ cells; tests for compatibility, such as ABO blood type
and Rhesus blood group; as well other test results that were conducted prior to the CBU
being stored. The report will also include some information from the medical history,
potential risks for infectious or genetic diseases, and any other details that might affect
the quality of the CBU. Typically, a CBB will also request a blood sample from the
transplant recipient to confirm that the HLA type of the patient matches the HLA type of
the CBU. In addition, transplant centers can request samples of the CBU to conduct
special testing—for instance, to measure enzyme levels for specific genetic diseases or
for infectious agents that are not part of routine testing. Generally, prior to storage, a
small aliquot is frozen separately so that the entire CBU does not need to be thawed to
conduct such testing.
Once the most appropriate HSC transplant graft is selected, the transplant physician
completes a formal request form documenting that he or she has reviewed the
information provided and approves the transplant.
Requested CBUs are shipped to the transplant center, typically via overnight courier
in a container that uses liquid nitrogen to maintain the temperature at !150°C. The
temperature is monitored and documented continuously. There is variation across
transplant centers in how they thaw and wash the CBUs, with some experts noting
concern with the chain of custody and ultimate efficacy of a CBU.
Finally, we also note that many public CBBs provide CBUs for research purposes. In
many cases, these units have not met the criteria for banking. In less-common cases,
CBUs listed on registries for transplantation may be withdrawn for research purposes.
Transplant&Procedure&

For patients who have been deemed appropriate candidates for a cord blood
transplant, there are several preparatory steps to undertake.41 Most of these steps will be
the same for any HSC transplant. Patients will generally receive a central venous
catheter—also called a central line—which is a long, thin, flexible tube that is used to
administer medicines, fluids, nutrients, or other treatments over time, usually several
weeks or more. The catheter is usually inserted in the arm or chest, through the skin and
into a large vein. Patients will also receive their transplant cells through the central line.
In addition, since transplant patients need to have blood drawn for a variety of tests, a
central line helps make the process more comfortable by eliminating the need for
repeated punctures.
Patients also must undergo a conditioning regimen—also referred to as purging—
which is the process of getting the body ready for transplant by destroying diseased cells
in the body, destroying a patient’s native bone marrow (to make room for the
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transplanted cells), and stopping the patient’s immune system from functioning so that it
does not recognize the transplanted cells as foreign. There are a variety of conditioning
regimens of varying intensity and involving combinations of chemotherapy and/or
radiation therapy, depending on the patient’s specific circumstances.42 Many patients who
are eligible for a low-intensity conditioning regimen (meaning that the patient’s own
bone marrow is not completely eliminated) may even be able to receive their transplant
without being admitted to the hospital. However, they will typically need to visit an
outpatient clinic regularly, even daily, and may still be admitted if complications arise.
Patients who undergo myeloablative, or high-intensity, conditioning will generally be
admitted to the hospital because their own bone marrow is eradicated. These patients are
usually admitted to a special section of the hospital for transplant patients, which helps
minimize the risk of infection and other complications. It is also important to help ensure
that the staff caring for transplant patients is experienced in this specialized aspect of
patient care, particularly in recognizing early warning signs of potential complications.
Once the conditioning process is complete, the transplanted cells are infused through
the central line. The number of cells, and thus the length of the infusion, depends on the
patient’s size, with smaller patients requiring a smaller number of transplanted cells. The
period immediately following the transplant is called the engraftment period, which is the
time in which the transplanted cells establish themselves in the patient’s bone marrow.
The engraftment period generally occurs between 25 and 42 days after transplant, which
is slightly longer than the engraftment period for other sources of HSCs.43 During the
engraftment period, physicians and staff must exercise vigilance for infection and
complications, such as GVHD. Engraftment is considered successful when a patient’s
blood cell counts begin to increase, indicating that the transplanted cells are working
properly. This depends on several factors, including disease, conditioning treatment, and
factors related to the transplanted unit.44
Cord%Blood%Regulations%and%Government%Policies%
Here we provide an overview of the different regulatory and accreditation bodies that
affect public CBBs.
Congress&and&the&Stem&Cell&Therapeutic&and&Research&Act&

The Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Act of 2005 provided the initial funding for
the “collection and maintenance of 150,000 new units of high-quality cord blood to be
made available for transplantation through the C. W. Bill Young Cell Transplantation
Program.”45 The Act authorized NCBI to receive an appropriation of $15 million in
federal funds for each fiscal year, from FY 2007 through FY 2010, to help meet this goal.
The Act’s reauthorization in 2010 changed the NCBI language from 150,000 new units to
“at least 150,000” units and allocated $23 million from FY 2011 through FY 2014 and
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$20 million in FY 2015.46 The 2015 reauthorization for the C. W. Bill Young Cell
Transplantation Program provided an authorization of $30 million from FY 2016 to FY
2020.47
HRSA&

HRSA administers the C. W. Bill Young Cell Transplantation Program and manages
its various components. HRSA provides funding for the collection of diverse CBUs for
NCBI through contracts to CBBs. There are 13 NCBI contractors who bid to provide a
certain number of CBUs of certain types (e.g., racial/ethnic groups).48 Despite its name,
NCBI is not a separate registry. Rather, once NCBI-eligible CBUs are listed on The
Registry, public CBBs receive a subsidy for cord blood collection, processing, and
storage. This subsidy does not cover the entire costs borne by CBBs for collection,
processing, and storage, but it does help defray some of those costs.
NMDP&

The NMDP provides the link between HRSA, CBBs, and physicians for obtaining
stem cells and, specifically, cord blood. The Registry provides physicians with software
designed to find the best available stem cell candidates for the patient. The NMDP acts as
the intermediary between the CBB and the transplant center once a CBU has been
located. The NMDP also acts as the financial intermediary between individual CBBs and
hospitals. The NMDP also provides education for patients and clinicians.
Accreditation&Bodies&

By law, all public CBBs must be accredited to ensure that they meet high quality and
safety standards. The Secretary of HHS recognized the AABB and the FACT as
accreditation entities for NCBI CBBs. Some private banks also choose to obtain
accreditation.45, 46, 49–51 The accreditation processes require CBBs to adhere to a set of
quality standards meant to serve as minimal requirements with the expectation that CBBs
should treat them as a “floor” not a “ceiling.”52, 53 There are some differences in
accreditation between the two bodies. For instance, FACT accreditation addresses the
thawing and washing process, while AABB does not.54
In addition, the WMDA offers accreditation to blood stem cell organizations,
including registries. These activities are designed to help facilitate the search for
unrelated donors for patients in need of a transplant.55
FDA&Oversight&

The FDA regulates cord blood in a variety of ways, depending on the source, the
processing, and the intended use.
Cord blood stored in private banks (i.e., for autologous use or use in first- or seconddegree relatives) does not need to go through FDA licensure because it is used on the
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individual from whom it was collected, or on a related individual. In contrast, public
CBBs store CBUs intended for use by a patient unrelated to the donor (e.g., for allogeneic
use). Therefore, this use meets the legal definitions of both a “drug” and a “biological
product,” which means that public CBBs must adhere to additional requirements. Public
banks are required to comply with good tissue practice regulations, conduct specific
donor screening and infectious disease testing (see Table 2.1), conduct standardized
testing on CBUs, and maintain international cellular therapy accreditation. Potential
donors must provide a health history and a maternal blood sample must be drawn within
a week of delivery and screened for infectious diseases. Positive results must be reported
to the state health department for the patient.31
Further, public CBBs are required to hold licensure from the FDA. This means that
their CBUs must be licensed under a BLA that provides licensure for a large number of
CBUs. The costs and time line for achieving FDA licensure are reportedly high, with
many public CBBs reporting a 12- to 24-month timeline, initial costs of approximately $1
million, and ongoing annual costs of more than $100,000.56–60 Despite a federal
government requirement for public CBBs to hold FDA licensure, to date, only seven
public CBBs have obtained FDA licensure.61
It is also important to note that individual CBUs are licensed, not the CBB itself.
Since most public CBBs in the United States were in operation before the FDA licensure
mandate—the FDA issued guidelines for licensure in 2009 and issued the first licensed
product in 201162—they have both licensed and unlicensed CBUs. Licensed CBUs are
units meeting FDA standards, and unlicensed CBUs are units collected and processed
prelicensure, or are postlicensure collections that do not meet the requirements specified
by the FDA. Public CBBs that have not achieved FDA licensure will produce only
unlicensed CBUs. Finally, CBUs from foreign CBBs are also unlicensed. The use of an
unlicensed CBU must go through the process of an IND application.63 An IND may be
submitted by the manufacturer (the CBB), the transplant physician, the transplant center,
a national or international cord blood registry involved in coordinating the distribution, or
another qualified sponsor.63 INDs are granted only for specific uses.64 Bone marrow or
other peripheral blood stem cells are not required to be licensed.

Related&Research&
Broadly, research utilizing cord blood can be categorized into (1) research utilizing
CBUs in novel ways to treat human disease, and (2) research exploring ways to
manipulate the CBU itself. Current studies are exploring the potential of cord blood for a
variety of diseases, as described in Chapter One, as well as developing CBU expansion
techniques and methods to optimize how CBUs are collected, processed, stored, washed,
and thawed before being transfused.
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Because public CBBs partner with specific hospitals to act as collection sites, women
who deliver at other hospitals are typically not eligible for public cord blood banking.
Some hospitals, particularly hospitals in academic research centers where research
utilizing cord blood may be conducted, have procedures to retrieve these discarded cells
and tissues for use in research. Institutions have varying policies around consent for
collecting these discarded CBUs, with some requiring specific consent and others
including it in their blanket consent for treatment.
Researchers can also request cord blood from public or private CBBs, and some
CBBs have developed collaborations and partnerships with researchers in both academic
medical centers and in privately held biotechnology firms. In some cases, researchers
with specialized needs may be able to purchase CBUs already on The Registry from
public CBBs, although this is uncommon and would be limited to smaller units that are
unlikely to be used for transplant purposes. Because private CBBs are paid to collect,
process, and store units, they do not have large numbers of discarded units to provide to
researchers. According to an interviewer representing a private CBB, most private CBBs’
discarded units are units for which families have stopped paying storage fees. For these
units, private CBBs have also developed partnerships with private- and public-sector
researchers.
Funding for cord blood–related research comes from a variety of sources. Privatesector research (i.e., research conducted by private organizations, such as biotechnology
companies, laboratory testing companies, and other private companies providing supplies
to the cord blood industry) is generally funded by the private sector itself. Public-sector
research (i.e., research conducted in academic medical centers or other academic research
settings) may be funded by government entities, such as the National Institutes of Health,
or by private foundations and other philanthropic means.
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Chapter&Three.&Methods&

In this chapter, we outline the overall analytic approach of this study, with a focus on
the qualitative and quantitative data utilized. In Chapters Four to Eight, we provide more
details and describe analytics unique to each chapter. We employed a mixed-methods
approach, drawing on both qualitative and quantitative data from several sources. Our
study was reviewed and approved by the RAND Human Subjects Protection Committee.

Literature&Review&
We reviewed the literature to gain an overall understanding of the public cord blood
system and market in the United States and to inform our interviews and empirical
analyses. We also surveyed the literature to help identify potential sources of quantitative
and qualitative information on cord blood banking in the United States.
Our literature review encompassed both the peer-reviewed literature and grey
literature (e.g., government reports, industry association reports, and other non–peer
reviewed research). We reviewed articles for information on (1) the cost structures of
CBBs; (2) payment models; (3) statistics and trends in the donation rates, diversity, and
quality of units collected; (4) government regulations, funding, and other government
involvement relevant to cord blood; and (5) current clinical practices related to cord
blood.

Qualitative&Approach&
The goal of our qualitative data collection was to identify the challenges to and
facilitators of a sustainable U.S. cord blood banking system. Specifically, our qualitative
data collection comprised a series of semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders,
including public and private CBB leaders and managers, transplant center physicians,
representatives from relevant government agencies, researchers who utilize cord blood,
and leaders of organizations that provide supplies for cord blood banking. We also
interviewed representatives of private CBBs to understand the extent to which their
activities affect public CBBs and the public cord blood banking industry.
We also sought input from various other stakeholders, including HRSA, the NMDP,
the FDA, and other subject-matter experts who provided clarification, additional details,
and contextual insights into the information we gathered from the literature.
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Sampling%
In identifying individuals to interview, we sought to achieve a wide range of
perspectives within each respondent group. For public CBBs, we sought diversity along
factors such as FDA licensure, racial and ethnic diversity of banked units, CBB size (i.e.,
number of units banked annually), and ownership structure (i.e., standalone CBBs, banks
owned by a whole blood center, banks owned by a hospital, hybrid banks). We
interviewed only two completely private CBBs.
We targeted transplant centers that varied with respect to the number and growth in
the number of cord blood transplants conducted annually, and the ethnic and racial makeup of the populations served. We identified representatives from agencies most likely to
have policies that impact cord blood collection, storage, and use. Finally, we targeted
academic and private-sector researchers conducting research on potential therapeutic
applications of cord blood, as well as those conducting research on cord blood itself (i.e.,
researchers studying the potential expansion of small CBUs).
We identified potential respondents through publicly available information, including
FDA registration data, the NCBI program website, The Registry, and WMDA survey
results. We also identified some respondents through professional referrals.39, 48, 65
We note that our sampling frame of key stakeholders does not reflect the entire
population of stakeholders; therefore, our findings may not be representative. We used
purposeful or nonprobability sampling, which is common in qualitative research and
allows us to focus on collecting data from a limited number of respondents with specific
knowledge or expertise.66
Protocols%
We developed separate and unique interview guides for each type of respondent,
focusing on each respondent group’s role in the cord blood system. To develop the
interview guides, we drew on findings from the literature review to form an initial set of
questions for each type of interviewee. We refined the interview guides to facilitate better
collection of emerging themes from early interviews. The final interview guides are
available in Appendix A of this report.
Data%Collection%
As appropriate for semi-structured interviews, interviewers followed respondents’
leads, allowing the breadth and sequence of topics to flow naturally from respondents’
answers to questions. Each interview lasted from 45 to 60 minutes, was conducted by
phone, and was audio-recorded (with permission). One lead interviewer and at least one
notetaker conducted each interview. Most interviews were with individuals, but to
accommodate respondent schedules, some were with groups of interviewees. Our notes
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were augmented by transcribing salient quotes from recordings and summarizing the
general themes discussed in each interview.
Final%Sample%
In Table 3.1, we provide details on our sample of interview participants and the
organizations they represent. We note that the totals in each column of participants and
organizations will sum to more than the total number for each category because many
participants and organizations are counted in more than one category. For instance, many
of our researchers were also transplant physicians.
Table$3.1.$Interview$Participants$and$Organizations$$
Number$of$Participants$
$(n$=$44)$

Number$of$Organizations$$
(n$=$33)$

Public&CBBs&

14&

11&

Private&CBBs&

9&

6&

a

Hybrid&CBBs &

4&

4&

Researchers&

5&

5&

10&

9&

5&

5&

10&

5&

Transplant&centers&
Suppliers&
b

Other &&
a

&Hybrid&banks&are&listed&as&both&private&and&public&banks.&
b Includes&payers&and&government&and&nongovernment&representatives.&

Data%Analysis!
We created a draft of the code structure that would allow us to classify consistently
concepts described by our key interviewees. We used the constant comparative method to
identify novel concepts by adding codes, expanding on existing codes, or refining
existing codes.67 Two members of the research team applied the code structure to notes
and transcripts from our interviews. Following Miles and Huberman,68 the thematic
analysis incorporated both themes and trends identified in our key interviews, as well as
in review of documents obtained throughout the study period.69 Our analysis generated
insights into the perceptions and experiences of various stakeholders in the public cord
blood system in the United States.
Cord%Blood%Bank%FollowIUp%
We contacted all the public CBBs we interviewed to answer a set of detailed followup questions on the costs and collection methods used at their banks. Only three banks
agreed to answer the questions (21 percent), but among these three sets of responses there
was significant item nonresponse. To maintain the confidentiality of the respondents, we
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do not report any quantitative results from this follow-up, but we provide qualitative
findings where appropriate.

Quantitative&Approach&
Our quantitative approach included analysis of data from several different sources
across multiple levels (e.g., CBU, patient, bank, and transplant). We discuss each data set
and our analysis of each below. In subsequent chapters, we present a synthesis of results
from various sources as appropriate for each research question.
FDA%CBB%Registration%Data%
We requested a full list of all registered active umbilical cord blood establishments
operating in the United States from the FDA. These data are publicly available through
the Human Cell and Tissue Establishment Registration—Public Query website,70 and
were made available to us in electronic form as of 2016.
Sample&

We restricted the sample to entities operating in the United States whose product list
included “umbilical cord blood stem cells.”
Approach&

We utilized the list of umbilical cord blood establishments paired with data from
other publicly available sources (e.g., the NMDP, the WDMA) to develop a list of
potential CBBs to contact for our qualitative interviews.
NMDP%Data%
The NMDP provided us with cord blood banking and shipment data at both the CBU
level and aggregated at the bank level. We discuss each data source below.
CBUL&or&PatientLLevel&Data&

We used banking data that included the TNC-count category (less than 90, 90–124,
125–149, 150–175, and more than 175) and the broad racial/ethnic category of the donor
for each CBU collected (and registered on The Registry). These data covered 202,160
units added to The Registry between 2002 and 2016. The 2016 data are incomplete, so
we primarily focus on 2015 as the last year of data available.
We also used cord blood shipment data that included the TNC count (continuous), the
race and ethnicity of the donor and patient, whether the unit was used domestically or
internationally, the broad disease category of the patient, and the year shipped for CBUs
shipped between 2010 and 2016. We are missing data from October to December 2010
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and from August and September 2016. From 2010 to 2016, there were 10,787 cord blood
shipments both domestically and abroad, including single and multi-cord units.
Finally, we used U.S. transplant patient-level data available from January 2010 to
June 2016, which included the source of HSCs, i.e., cord blood, haploidentical donor,
bone marrow or other peripheral stem cells from a related donor, and from an unrelated
donor; the broad disease group; the patient’s age category (in ten-year increments); the
patient’s broad race/ethnicity category; and the year of the transplant. These data are
different from the cord blood shipment data described in the previous paragraph because
they do not include international shipments, and did not occur in exactly the same time
frame. From 2010 to 2016, there were 52,098 transplants, including 4,958 cord blood
transplants.
Approach%%

We used these three data sources to describe the supply and demand for cord blood,
as well as how this varies by race/ethnicity and TNC count. We specifically examined
trends over time in the number of units recruited and shipped by race, age, and TNC
count, and we discuss this in more detail in Chapters Five and Six. We also used these
data to estimate input parameters for our economic models, described in detail in Chapter
Seven. For example, from these data, we can estimate the probability that a CBU with a
given TNC count will be collected, banked, or used for transplant in a given year.
BankLLevel&Data&

In addition, the NMDP provided us with bank-level data, which included details
about the number of units banked and shipped, the number of banked CBUs that were
NCBI units, the number of banked CBUs in each TNC-count category, and the number
for broad patient racial/ethnic categories. These data include 22 public CBBs with CBUs
registered with the NMDP. We were also provided with industry-wide average financial
information, including the average rate of units discarded from collection to processing
and registering the units, the collection costs per collected unit costs, the processing costs
per unit, and sales price. Finally, the NMDP provided bank-level cost data for four CBBs
that they interviewed to provide ranges of potential costs at the bank level and estimated
aggregate industry costs.
Approach%

We combined the bank-level data with publicly available data on the HRSA NCBI
contracts71 (namely contract amount and year of contract) for two purposes. First, we
used the bank-level data to compare NCBI banks with non-NCBI banks and to
investigate the role of HRSA subsidies in determining banks’ decisions on what kind of
CBUs they bank. Second, combined with published literature, information from
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interviews, and follow-up data from three CBBs, we used the industry-wide average
financial information in our economic model to determine profit maximization, which we
explain in more detail in Chapter Seven.
Agency%for%Healthcare%Research%and%Quality%National%Inpatient%Sample%%
We used the online query tool from the Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project
(HCUPnet), to examine utilization and costs of HSC transplants. We specifically
examined frequencies of utilization based on hospital discharge data by patient age,
payer, and year from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ’s)
National Inpatient Sample (NIS)—the largest publicly available all-payer inpatient health
care database in the United States.72 We also produced aggregate statistics of length of
stay, costs, and charges.
Sample&

We restricted the sample to all discharges where the International Classification of
Diseases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9 CM) principal procedure code
was one of the following:
•&
•&
•&
•&

41.03: allogeneic bone marrow transplant without purging
41.05: allogeneic HSC transplant without purging
41.06: cord blood stem cell transplant
41.08: allogeneic HSC transplant with purging.

We focused on these procedures because they consistently have large enough sample
sizes to produce descriptive statistics. Purging refers to myeloablative (or intense)
conditioning.
Approach&

Using HCUPnet, we produced descriptive statistics of average length of stay, costs,
and charges, by procedure code and year. In Table 3.2 we show the sample sizes and
frequency of inpatient discharges by procedure code for which we obtained descriptive
statistics from HCUPnet. AHRQ has suppressed some cells (denoted as asterisks in the
table). In some cases, we were able to impute the value in the cells based on other outputs
(those values are italicized in the table). For example, in 2011, the total number of
discharges with primary diagnosis of 41.03 is not reported. However, the number of
discharges that were covered by Medicaid is reported at 288, and AHRQ reports that this
is 22.09 percent of the total discharges with that primary diagnosis. Thus, we imputed the
total number of discharges as 288 divided by 22.09 percent, for a total of 1,305. For most
years, the frequencies are unavailable for principal procedure code 41.08, but HCUPnet
does produce mean costs, charges, and length of stays for this procedure. Therefore, we
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report this in Chapter Six, but results should be interpreted with caution because we are
not confident in the generalizability of those statistics.
Table$3.2.$Frequency$of$Different$Stem$Cell$Transplant$Procedures$and$Percentage$of$
Pediatric$Procedures$in$the$NIS,$2005–2014$$

Year$
2005$

Allogeneic$Bone$
Marrow,$No$
Purging$
(41.03)$
%$Age$
1–17$
n$
1,437&
53%&

&

Allogeneic$HSC,$
No$Purging$
(41.05)$
%$Age$
1–17$
n$
3,667&
*&

&

Cord$Blood$Stem$
Cell$(41.06)$
%$Age$
1–17$
n$
321&
49%&

&

Allogeneic$HSC,$
Purging$(41.08)$
%$Age$
1–17$
n$
*&
*&

2006$

513&

*&

&

1,928&

*&

&

*&

*&

&

*&

*&

2007$

1,127&

*&

%

4,175%

*&

&

*&

*&

&

*&

*&

2008$

1,023&

*&

&

4,933&

*&

&

*&

*&

&

*&

*&

2009$

1,172&

*&

&

5,487&

11%&

&

666&

*&

&

*&

*&

2010$

1,168&

46%&

&

5,149&

*&

&

693&

48%&

&

*&

*&

2011$

1,305%

*&

&

4,534&

*&

&

*&

*&

&

*&

*&

2012$

1,015&

38%&

&

4,660&

9%&

&

465&

34%&

&

*&

*&

2013$

875&

43%&

&

4,460&

9%&

&

425&

29%&

&

*&

*&

2014$

870&

33%&

&

5,005&

9%&

&

395&

*&

&

100&

*&

SOURCE:&Weighted&national&estimates&from&HCUPnet&NIS,&2005–2014,&AHRQ,&based&on&data&collected&
and&provided&to&AHRQ&by&individual&states.&Statistics&based&on&estimates&with&a&relative&standard&error&
(standard&error&/&weighted&estimate)&of&more&than&0.30&or&with&a&standard&error&of&zero&in&the&nationwide&
statistics&are&not&reliable&and&have&been&suppressed.&Beginning&with&the&2012&data,&the&NIS&was&redesigned&
to&optimize&national&estimates.&The&nationwide&statistics&in&HCUPnet&for&years&prior&to&2012&were&
regenerated&using&new&trend&weights&to&permit&longitudinal&analysis.&The&regenerated&data&were&posted&to&
HCUPnet&on&July&2,&2014.&Therefore,&the&statistics&for&years&prior&to&2012&currently&on&HCUPnet&will&differ&
slightly&from&statistics&obtained&prior&to&July&2,&2014.&&
NOTE:&Cells&with&asterisks&were&suppressed.&Values&in&italics&have&been&imputed&based&on&other&outputs,&
as&explained&in&the&text.&&
&
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Chapter&Four.&Trends&Affecting&Public&Cord&Blood&System&
Sustainability&

The U.S. public cord blood system is currently in a period of financial stress, as many
public CBBs are facing challenges adapting to evolving market conditions. In this
chapter, we focus on understanding how key cord blood system stakeholders perceive the
current challenges in a broader context of change within the entire stem cell marketplace
and in the U.S. health care system. These broader systemic changes include increasing
competition among both domestic and foreign CBBs; falling domestic and international
demand for U.S. cord blood, in part because of a global trend toward using haploidentical
sources for HSC transplantations; and shifting CBB collection and ownership structures.
The aim of this chapter is to identify and describe the most-significant trends already
affecting public CBBs in the United States. To identify and understand these trends, we
relied on interviews and reviewed literature and data sources, as described in Chapter
Three. We limit this chapter’s discussion to trends that are already established and
observable, while in Chapter Eight we discuss nascent or potential future changes that
could significantly impact the cord blood sector.

Leading&Trends&
Our analysis and key stakeholders identified several important trends affecting the
U.S. public cord blood system. Many of the trends identified in our analysis are
interrelated, and most of these trends are potential threats to the financial viability of
public CBBs. Note that when we detail insights from hybrid CBBs, we are referring to
practices on the public CBB side, unless otherwise indicated.
Below we describe each trend and provide illustrative examples, quotes, and other
supporting evidence. In later chapters, we further analyze the business and policy
implications of these trends for the public cord blood system.
Increased%Competition%Among%CBBs%%
Most representatives from groups that we interviewed noted increased domestic and
international competition among public CBBs in the United States. Two representatives
of nongovernmental agencies noted that there might be “too many” public CBBs, and one
researcher commented that consolidation among public CBBs “might not be a bad thing,”
stating
a huge mistake was made in the beginning in terms of facilitating a
multitude of banks. It’s not a cost-efficient model. There should be banks
of excellence…. There are a number of smaller banks we would not use
and those banks should be allowed to fold. The transplant physicians
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who have a lot of experience should be asked which banks they want to
use. They’re the ones who are buying the units and need to defend the
cost and quality of the graft. It has not helped the field to create 30
banks. We should have less than ten and they should be a powerhouse of
creating high-quality grafts around the country.

Some of this increased competition has also come from international CBBs. One
expert who closely follows international cord blood sales explained that
in the beginning, our banks did have a very large market share
globally…[foreign banks have] become increasingly self-sufficient.
Definitely in the early days the French registry and the U.S. registries
were emerging much more rapidly. There were also quite a few cord
blood banks emerging around Europe. The quality of the U.S. banks was
seen as a higher-quality inventory in the beginning. So some of the
European banks faded away. They hadn’t put a lot of effort in or they
hadn’t held their banks to a quality standard where they were getting a
lot of requests…then, as England began its own cord blood program,
especially with a specific interest in diversity, they were increasingly
able to meet the demands of their diverse patients in addition to their
Caucasian patients. Then we saw Asia…start forming cord blood banks
and collecting inventory…there was less need to access the U.S. for cord
blood units. The heyday of U.S. cord blood unit activity going overseas
was probably more like four to five years ago and has started to decline.

Several researchers and transplant center representatives noted that U.S. CBUs are
more expensive than foreign CBUs and may therefore be less likely to be used abroad.
Data from the NMDP confirm this trend, showing that almost a quarter of U.S. CBBs’
total sales used to go to foreign destinations, but this share dropped to approximately 16
percent of total sales in recent years (see Figure 4.1). U.S. cord blood sales to foreign
destinations appear to have peaked in 2012 at 430 units (24.6 percent), and then gradually
fell to 237 units in 2015 (14.6 percent).
In a 2011 GAO report, public banks cited competition with private banks as an
important factor, with one noting that in hospitals with a more affluent population “the
loss of available cord blood to private banking can exceed 20 percent.”1 Key interviewees
in our study held varying opinions on the level and nature of competition between private
and public CBBs. For example, one manager of a public bank stated that public banks
don’t feel that they [public banks] compete with them [private banks].
We don’t try to. They have a different clientele. [We are] getting units
from people who aren’t looking at private banking. The majority can’t
afford private banking. It goes into the trash if they don’t donate to the
public bank.

A hybrid bank representative noted that organizations such as the Cord Blood
Association include both private and public banks, and that there is general cooperation
between the two groups. In Chapter Eight we further discuss and analyze potentially
beneficial relationships between public and private banks.
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This competition from international CBBs is not only decreasing U.S. exports abroad,
it is also decreasing U.S. cord blood sales at home. International CBBs used to supply
approximately 13 percent of all CBUs used in the United States, but more recently that
share has increased to approximately 24 percent, as illustrated in Figure 4.2.
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However, at least one public CBB representative did perceive competition with
private CBBs. One public CBB leader explained, “[w]e are absolutely in competition
with private CBBs because they market everywhere and are not limited in [geographic]
scope.”
Other key interviewees voiced concerns with some of the marketing and/or
educational materials that some private CBBs disseminate to expectant parents. For
instance, two respondents reported that some private banks have made unsupported
statements regarding the potential uses of cord blood to encourage expectant parents to
bank privately. Our own review of private CBBs’ websites corroborates these statements.
For instance, one private bank, ViaCord, has the following statement on its website:
“Nearly 80 life-threatening diseases—from cancers to blood diseases to immune
disorders—can use cord blood stem cells in treatment.” The website does not point out
that very few of these diseases would use autologous cord blood (as opposed to
allogeneic cord blood, which would have to come from a public CBB). Further,
ViaCord’s website also indicates that Tay Sachs disease and osteoporosis could be treated
by cord blood, even though the use of cord blood for these conditions is experimental, not
scientifically proven, and not the standard of care. Two respondents reported that private
banks have harmed patients by failing to maintain quality standards, thereby hurting the
mission of cord blood banking overall. Both respondents—representing separate
organizations—described an instance in which a hybrid CBB was using an outdated
method of cell processing. After several adverse events resulting from the use of CBUs
processed using this method, they stopped using this processing method on the public
banking side. However, our respondents reported that this hybrid bank continued using
this processing method on the private banking side, and even marketed it as a “premium
method” for which it charged extra to families. One respondent said, “what [they] got
was stem cells that can be lethal…there are things in the industry that aren’t proper.”
Decreasing%Demand%for%Cord%Blood%
Of the seven public CBBs we interviewed, only one reported stable or increased cord
blood sales in the past two years compared with previous years. All other public CBBs
reported that their sales had fallen significantly, sometimes by nearly half, compared with
prior-year sales. There was little consensus from key interviewees with regard to whether
these trends would continue in the future.
A variety of secondary trends were perceived to have contributed to the decreased use
of cord blood, which we discuss in more detail below. We note that many of these trends
are interrelated, and it is not possible to single out an individual leading or driving trend.
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Challenges&of&the&Relatively&Small&Size&of&CBUs&&

CBUs generally have a smaller number of stem cells compared with other HSC
transplant sources. Existing clinical guidelines recommend a TNC count of 2.5×107 per
kg of patient weight. Given the weight of an average adult in the United States, most
CBUs currently available in the national inventory have TNC counts that fall below this
requirement. Using the current TNC cutoff of 0.9 billion cells used by NCBI, a CBU of
this size would only be sufficient for an individual weighing 32 kg or less. Although this
may be sufficient for many pediatric patients, an adult male of average weight (89 kg) in
the United States would need a CBU with a TNC of at least 2.22×109 while an averageweight female (75 kg) would need a CBU with a TNC of at least 1.87×109.73Although a
double cord blood transplant is possible, it can significantly increase costs and push the
calculus of choosing an HSC source toward less-expensive alternatives, such as
haploidentical transplants. NMDP data show relatively equal declines in the number of
cord blood transplants using single units and double units over time.
The small size of many existing CBUs effectively shrinks the overall “usable” cord
blood inventory in the United States. One representative of a hybrid CBB noted that, with
regard to the existing inventory, all transplant centers are “fishing from one end of the
pond” when searching for cord blood, and that the effective inventory currently useable is
only about 10,000 CBUs, despite having over 200,000 units listed on The Registry.
Several respondents noted that the small size of CBUs might contribute to their
higher cost, which, in turn, may lower demand for cord blood. Transplant recipients are at
greater risk for infections and GVHD during the engraftment period, which is longer due
to the smaller size of cord blood relative to other sources. As this transplant physician
described,
[o]nce the cord goes in, the time to recovery tends to be quite a bit slower
for neutrophils and platelets than some of the other cell sources that we
use. We’re looking out to the fourth week before we start to see
engraftment…. The patient’s immune recovery is reduced compared to
some of the cell sources we use. We have a lot of trouble with
reactivation, serious viral infections, CMV [cytomegalovirus infection],
etc. The recovery from cord blood transplant tends to be slower and
sometimes more complicated than recovery from other sources.
Increasing&Use&of&Haploidentical&Transplants&

The most commonly cited trend contributing to the decreased overall use of cord
blood has been the rise in haploidentical transplants, particularly during the past seven
years. The overwhelming consensus from public CBBs is that haploidentical HSCs are
easier and cheaper to transplant with shorter engraftment periods compared with cord
blood. Several public CBBs noted that the shift toward haploidentical transplants is a
global trend. A representative of a nongovernmental organization observed “the turn to
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haploidenticals [happened] more quickly in the U.S. In 2016, we really started to notice
that change in volume in Europe as well.”
A manager of a large medical device manufacturer said that people at his large
international corporation
…don’t expect to see changes [in these] trends. I imagine peripheral
blood [haploidentical transplants] will be the preferred start for graft
choice—[because they are] easy to get to.... Bone marrow requires larger
volumes and multiple punctures…. Cords are hampered by the small
starting material. I don’t think double cord research has progressed. I
don’t see growth opportunities for cords at this time in the transplant
setting.
Text Box 3. Haploidentical transplants
As described in Chapter Two, when
performing an HSC transplant, it has traditionally
been necessary for donors and recipients to have
closely matched tissue types as determined by
HLA proteins, which mark cells with that person’s
“self” profile. The body’s immune cells use these
markers to distinguish the body’s own cells from
foreign cells. Finding a high-level HLA match can
pose a significant challenge for individuals with
relatively rare HLA types, for which a good match
can be exceedingly difficult to find. To address this
problem, researchers developed a modified form of
HSC transplant, known as a haploidentical
transplant, where a healthy first-degree relative
(i.e., a parent, sibling, or child) may serve as a
donor. In such cases, donors can have as little as a
50-percent HLA match to the recipient.
In a haploidentical transplant, HSCs can be
harvested from bone marrow or peripheral blood,
and procedures are very similar to procedures for
other allogeneic HSC transplants. The main
innovation of the haploidentical transplant is that
several days following transplant, patients receive
a very high dose of Cytoxan, a chemotherapy drug
that causes a sharp decline in active T-cells. Active
T-cells are a major contributor to GVHD; reducing
their number increases the likelihood that the
transplanted cells will not be attacked as foreign,
despite having up to a 50-percent mismatch
between patient and donor.

At the same time, many public CBBs,
as well as researchers and transplant
physicians, cautioned that they had seen
other trends “come and go,” and that
haploidentical transplants may be just the
latest trend. Many respondents also
expressed concern about the long-term
outcomes of haploidentical transplants.
One transplant physician, who is also a
researcher, said
[t]here’s still the un-discussed
long-term implication of a higher
risk of rejection. The argument is
that in the first three to four
months it costs 50 percent of a
cord blood transplant. [But] the
high risk of relapse can cost [an
additional] 50 to 60 percent.
Maintenance therapy is $15,000
to $20,000 per month. That cost
has not been factored in.

Although some cord blood
stakeholders viewed the rise of
haploidentical transplants as contributing
to the decline in use of cord blood, other
respondents took a more positive view of
haploidentical transplantation’s effects on
the cord blood system, as exemplified by
this transplant physician, who said
The addition of haploidenticals
has not been to the detriment of
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cords, but to be an additional stem cell source so we can transplant more
people and add the option of mismatched unrelated donors.

In our quantitative analysis, we did find evidence of an increase in haploidentical
transplants over time (see Figure 1.1).
Due to the longer engraftment period for CBUs, defining an episode in such a
relatively short period of time can disadvantage CBUs as compared with haploidenticals.
As one transplant physician explained
[i]t’s expensive when you take into account not just the cost of the units,
but also the clinical care…costs associated with cords…[s]uch as the fact
that patients stay in the hospital longer.

A public CBB leader elaborated that
[g]enerally, the reimbursement for [HSC] transplants is bundled. No
matter the source of the cells, the bundled payment is the same. So
people may be less likely to choose [cord blood] because there is less left
in the bundle for other things…. [Cord blood] is probably the most
expensive cell source. That’s only looking at the up-front cost. The
cheapest would be a related donor, then an unrelated donor, and then
cord blood. Except that’s for the up-front procurement costs. But if it
turns out [that] the amount or severity of GVHD is less, then maybe the
cheaper up-front cost is not an overall cheaper cost.

Several transplant physicians and researchers hope that if the long-term outcomes
using cord blood are better compared with other alternatives, payers may reconsider
existing payment models. However, one representative from a nongovernmental
organization noted that long-term outcomes are not a focus of payers, and that transplant
centers may not be particularly sensitive to price because HSC transplants are still very
infrequent, even if they are losing money on them.
Difficulty%Distinguishing%Among%Many%Potential%CBUs%
Several public CBBs and transplant physicians reported that the large number of
public CBBs makes it difficult for transplant centers to distinguish between high- and
low-quality CBUs. Patients with common HLA types may be able to choose from a large
number of CBUs. One representative of a public CBB explained that
the [increasing] number of banks has had a number of consequences. The
fracturing of the market has resulted in people offering units. The idea is
to choose the best unit from wherever it may be. The decision of which is
the best unit is not always clear.

Our interviewees noted that transplant centers with extensive experience performing
HSC transplants and cord blood transplants use “search coordinators” who have
experience identifying CBUs that are likely to result in a good outcome. However,
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transplant centers with little experience performing cord blood transplants are unlikely to
have such a resource.
Several physicians described having preferred public CBBs because they had greater
confidence in the quality of the cord blood. One transplant physician explained that there
are
published factors that predict high unit quality. So, if you happen to be a
bank that has units with those characteristics, then it’s highly likely based
on the data that your units would be good. If your bank doesn’t have
units that fulfill those characteristics, it’s possible your units won’t be as
good.

Given the complexity of selecting the most optimal unit, one public CBB
representative expressed concern that less-experienced transplant centers may select a
suboptimal CBU, and then, if their patient does not have a good outcome, they may be
less willing to use cord blood in the future.
Delayed&Cord&Clamping&May&Also&Contribute&to&Smaller&CBUs&

Delayed cord blood clamping is a recent trend whereby the obstetrician delays
clamping the umbilical cord to allow continued flow of blood to the newborn for 30 to 60
seconds after birth. The practice appears to increase hemoglobin levels at birth and
improve iron stores for the first few months of life, which is associated with favorable
developmental effects for the infant. The American Academy of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (ACOG) and the AAP recommend delaying umbilical cord clamping by
30–60 seconds after birth.74, 75 Delayed umbilical cord clamping was mentioned by every
public CBB representative, and by several transplant centers, as posing a challenge in
collecting sufficiently large CBUs. Public CBB representatives reported that they have
seen varying degrees of impact from delayed umbilical cord clamping. One hybrid CBB
representative noted that
[w]e are running into the challenge of delayed cord clamping.... One
hospital is advocating doing it for all deliveries. That hospital has pretty
much depleted collections because after significant delayed clamping
there isn’t anything left in the umbilical cord to collect. One site...is
looking to close in the near future. Until two years ago it was the top
collection site.

In contrast, another public CBB representative reported that
[i]t’s too soon to tell. It has not had a devastating effect. All of our sites
have instituted some level of delayed clamping. ACOG now
recommends 60 seconds or less. The impact is marginal.

Several respondents concurred that delaying umbilical cord clamping in accordance
with clinical guidelines would still leave “plenty of cord blood” for collection. However,
one public CBB representative noted that some parents and practitioners were taking the
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practice to an extreme, with prolonged delayed clamping of the umbilical cord, which left
very little, if any, cord blood to collect. Further, extreme prolonged delayed clamping can
cause neonatal jaundice and hyperbilirubinemia.76 There were concerns that this
continued trend of extreme delay could significantly affect the volume of cord blood
collected, but there was no overwhelming call for an end to the practice as currently
recommended by medical professional societies.
Rising&Cost&of&CBUs&

Many respondents in all categories discussed the high and rising cost of cord blood as
a major deterrent to its use. A transplant physician who is also a researcher lamented that
“CBUs are too expensive. Given that adults frequently need a double unit [cord blood
transplant]…you’re looking at a graft cost of about $90,000.”
The high cost of CBUs places it at a disadvantage relative to other sources of cells for
HSC transplant. A transplant physician and researcher explained that
Cord blood is in a potentially precarious position. A number of groups
don’t use it because of the expense. The cost of the cord is quite high. If
you can do a haploidentical transplant for less and get a similar outcome,
people will run to that just because of cost.

Some public CBBs also noted that the falling use of CBUs has caused them to raise
their prices (or fees charged) to cover the cost of collecting those units, thereby
exacerbating the rise in prices. A hybrid CBB representative commented that
[s]ometimes the cost is prohibitive for transplant centers. It’s a chickenand-egg scenario. For CBBs to remain competitive, prices for CBUs
need to decrease while usage increases.

Some government regulations may have also contributed to higher costs. The most
frequently discussed government regulation was FDA licensure. Specifically, many
respondents—including public CBBs, transplant physicians, and representatives of
nongovernmental organizations—attributed recent increases in costs of cord blood to the
costs associated with FDA licensure. A representative from a nongovernmental
organization reported that
[o]nce the application was submitted, it was a six-month process. But it
was 18 months of work up to that point.... It cost a million dollars to hire
a consultant, build a clean room, and expensive lab testing to validate
processes. A lot of personnel were involved in a rapid fashion.

One transplant physician and researcher noted that FDA licensure places cord blood
at a relative disadvantage compared with other HSC sources because
the creation of the licensure for the cord blood banks…put a huge burden
of cost on the banks.... Banks are paying a million dollars per year to
keep up with regulatory demand, and none of the other [providers of] cell
types have to deal with that.
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Despite FDA licensure being required by law, many public CBBs have not obtained
it. Some interviewees from FDA-licensed banks expressed frustration that FDA licensure
had not translated into any clear advantage for licensed banks compared with unlicensed
banks. For example, one public CBB leader said
[w]e decided to pursue FDA licensure because we thought it would be
enforced eventually. We thought there would be an advantage to selling
our product in terms of licensure…. It was very challenging. It required
more infrastructure than we had in place.... We had to borrow or get
funding for those activities to get through it.... It increased our operating
expenses at the bank by about $1 million/year. Money that might go into
more collection goes into these regulatory standards.

Others reported concern with a lack of mechanisms to recoup the expenses of FDA
licensure. For example, one public CBB leader said
[o]ne of the challenges that we see in terms of the market [is that] it
hasn’t necessarily recognized how to capture that expense, hasn’t
recognized that licensed units should be reimbursed at a higher rate. We
could charge more for the licensed units, but we’re finding that…the
market won’t bear the higher prices.

Several transplant physicians and public CBB representatives gave the FDA credit for
helping to improve CBU standardization and quality. For example, one transplant
physician acknowledged some benefits of regulation, explaining that
[i]f you look at what’s happening now compared to 20 years ago, an
enormous amount has been achieved—standardization, organization,
accreditation. People were doing this in freezers in the back of their lab
20 to 25 years ago. It has come a long way. We need to strike a nice
balance between feasibility and overregulation.

Another leader of a hybrid CBB noted that without FDA licensure, his organization
would not have been well positioned to take on other profitable new businesses. He
explained that
…having an FDA license means we can take a product through [the]
FDA, and if somebody comes to us with a product like mesenchymal
cells—we can do that—we can take that and get it through an IND and
clinical trials—who else can do that? For example, our competitor
doesn’t have an FDA-licensed stem cell product like we do—they would
manufacture cells and give them back to you—and what are you going to
do with them? But, we can take the cells and hold them here and
distribute them—like we do with cord blood.

Beyond FDA-licensure requirements, a broad array of respondents—including
nongovernmental representatives, public CBB representatives, and transplant
physicians—noted that more than FDA licensure, transplant centers look at accreditation
status when selecting a CBU. A hybrid CBB representative reported that “…accreditation
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through FACT or AABB is viewed as very rigorous and at least as good as FDA
[licensure].”
This was confirmed by several transplant physicians, including one who said
[w]e pay attention to FACT accreditation. [For b]anks that have gotten
their act together to submit a BLA…[it] doesn’t mean that a unit from
their bank is better. All of the units prior to getting a license are still
good-quality units.

Finally, several respondents discussed the effect of HRSA’s NCBI program, which
subsidizes part of the procurement costs but are not provided every year for all contractor
banks. Although HRSA sets a minimum TNC count for CBUs to be eligible for the
subsidy, this cutoff is relatively low, and some respondents felt this incentivized the
collection of small units. One researcher and transplant physician described the “catch22” situation some public banks may find themselves in because they need the NCBI
subsidies from HRSA for short-term cash flow, despite the fact that continuing to collect
the smaller units can be harmful to banks’ long-term financial sustainability.
There are rumors that smaller units are collected from minority patients
to get the HRSA money, but those units never go out the door. It also
doesn’t make sense to bank the smaller units because they will never be
used.

This researcher and transplant physician argued that the money used to subsidize
smaller CBUs with a low likelihood of usage could be better spent elsewhere.
Doctors aren’t going to take smaller units. You can bank all you want,
but people aren’t going to use them. People should be more comfortable
making those decisions now that there are more options. Policies should
not be set for the exception. We can’t definitely say which option is the
best, but they’re all in the same ballpark. For all of the millions of dollars
spent on banking things that are never used, we could do something to
make a difference for transplantation, like helping to pay for transplants.

One hybrid CBB representative noted that the HRSA focus on ethnic and racially
diverse units may also contribute to increasing costs.
It’s not sustainable. All the banks are losing money. They are all going to
come apart. The biggest problem is that the HRSA model is wrong.
HRSA is focused on banking minority units, but 70 percent of the units
that get transplanted are Caucasian. From a financial standpoint, that
doesn’t work. They only give you half the cost of banking the units; you
have to spend the other half. They set the TNC low, [and] people go after
chasing small units—it’s a disaster. You spend $3,000 to bank a unit
from a minority patient and it’s not going to get used. Statistically, it
won’t get used. If the government wants us to do things for the greater
good, they should be paying full price for it. But from a business point of
view, somebody has to pay for it.

On the other hand, this same researcher and transplant physician commented
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[donor ethnicity is] relevant for cord blood banking because it influences
where you go to collect your cords. If you’re trying to serve the AfricanAmerican community, you will want a greater number of AfricanAmerican cords. Financially, that doesn’t help the cords much because
the reason that minorities are minorities is that they’re not the major
group. So, the majority of people who get leukemia are Caucasian. Of
course, that’s changing and getting even more complicated with mixedrace [patients]. And there’s, of course, the social justice aspect. All
ethnicities should have a chance to find a decent donor.

CBBs%Are%Innovating%to%Meet%Financial%Challenges%
Most public CBBs are responding to the pressures described above by adjusting their
approaches to collection, diversifying into new lines of business, and exploring new
ownership structures. Although no single innovative strategy has enough subscribers to
constitute a clear trend, the fact that so many public CBBs are innovating in diverse ways
is itself a trend that is helping to develop practices to increase efficiency and contributing
to CBBs’ future sustainability.
Several banks noted that to collect large and/or diverse CBUs, they have shut down
collections at some hospitals and partnered with new hospitals. There was no single
model of collection that was prevalent among all CBBs. Rather, the approach was
tailored to the hospitals available and the experience of the CBB. One leader of a public
CBB described his organization’s approach:
To move into a hospital, we look at the birth rate and the ethnicity of the
births, [a]nd see if we think that will be a good place to go through the
trouble of setting up collections. Then we need to have local champions.
In order to shut down a collection, it’s when all those things don’t work.

At least two other public CBBs have diversified their inventory of CBUs by
establishing partnerships with geographically distant collection hospitals. This is a break
from traditional practices because most CBBs collect from hospitals that are in the same
state or region of the country. For example, one public CBB representative explained that
his organization ships units across the Pacific Ocean to a partner CBB that processes and
banks the units.
[W]e collect…97-percent minority units…25 percent of the units we
send get banked…not bad considering they have to fly across the ocean.

A manager of another hybrid CBB shared that his organization used to collect instate, but now collects from two neighboring states that tend to yield CBUs with higher
cell counts.
Other public CBBs have shifted expensive, labor-intensive procedures, such as the
detailed maternal questionnaire, until after the unit is determined to be of sufficient size.
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[We are] trying an all-collect model…everyone is asked and consented
and then [we only] go to moms whose units were big enough and get full
consent and ask them to give a [blood] sample [and] full questionnaire.

Another public CBB noted that they had a policy of having anything that was
collected come to their lab for processing.
Our process is that we have all of the cord blood units that are collected
sent to us. We don’t do triage in the hospital. [Ours is] a high-collection–
high-output model. Shipping is done by big daily batches. There’s no
shipping cost reduction if we send less units. We anticipate someday
being able to use all of them. We wanted them to all come here, which is
unusual for the industry.

One hybrid CBB has a collection strategy that focuses on utilization rates. As the
CBB manager explained,
[w]e look at the utilization rate of different groups of cords. What is the
utilization rate, how many units do you have, and how much is a unit
worth? You don’t want to spend $3,000 for something that, after you get
in the bank, is worth $300. You are losing money in that case. You’ve
got to be banking ones that have a higher utilization rate.

Public CBBs have also attempted to diversify sources of revenue by expanding the
services and products they provide. Public CBBs that are becoming hybrid banks by
expanding into private cord blood banking are the most obvious example of this trend.
Several CBBs mentioned that hybrid banks are attractive primarily because the private
side can compensate for the financial losses incurred on the public side. For example, one
manager of a hybrid CBB stated that
[i]t’s fair to say we’d never make a profit on the public side—it is a loss
every year—we absorb that and we recognize that for what it is….!This
was never profit-driven and [we] never sought to make money off of this
[public banking]. The draw to this was to give back because I don’t think
anyone believes you can make money with public banking.

Another manager of a different hybrid bank stated
[w]e started as a hybrid bank to get financial support for the public
bank….!Public banking isn’t profitable. Because of the private banking
I’m able to generate revenue to cover [public-banking] expenses or
losses.

Among public CBBs that are not hybrids, some are considering the option. One
manager of a public CBB stated
[w]e have reached out to the community to look into setting up a private
banking program to subsidize the public banking program.

Several public CBBs also noted that they have adjusted their business models to sell
services to private CBBs. For instance, some public CBBs provide processing and storage
services for private CBBs, as described by a representative of a hybrid bank that had
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moved away from marketing their own private bank toward providing processing and
storage for other private banks.
[Business with private banks] has allowed us to generate a small revenue
at the end of the year. Even with the expenses, public banking isn’t
profitable. Because of the private banking, I’m able to generate revenue
to cover expenses or losses.

Some public CBBs have also diversified into services and products not related to cord
blood banking. One hybrid CBB representative we interviewed has expanded into HLA
testing, mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs), diabetic wound healing, and chimeric antigen
receptor (CAR) T-cell work in additional to stem cell processing and cord blood banking.
A manager there explained
I don’t think you can just run a CBB by itself today—it doesn’t make
sense to me. Cord blood banking needs to be part of a stem cell
enterprise that’s bigger—it doesn’t make sense on its own—it’s too
esoteric on its own…. If you are only a CBB, it doesn’t pay off.

CBBs have also explored a variety of ownership structures that may bolster their
sustainability. Some public CBBs are strategically located within a larger entity, such as a
blood center or a biotechnology company. Several representatives of public CBBs owned
by a blood bank stated that their cord blood programs benefit from using the couriers,
labs, and hospital connections of their whole blood programs. One representative of a
hybrid CBB noted that
[o]ur bank shares a footprint with a blood center. The biggest benefit is
the logistical part of moving units from collection hubs to our processing
center. It saves us from hiring additional overnight couriers. We also rely
upon the lab functions of the blood center.

Other public CBBs are owned by hospitals, and this appears to confer some
advantages. A leader of one of these CBBs explained that
[w]e can also do the transplants here because we have the patients. We
have a lot of advantages over competitors…[we] can bring in the top
talent. But, if you are a cord blood bank [that] doesn’t do transplants…is
that going to work, or are you going to focus on banking? [C]ord blood
banking needs to be part of a stem cell enterprise that’s bigger.

Summary&
Our interviews indicate that most public CBBs are facing increasing competition to
provide CBUs in the face of decreasing demand. At the same time, CBBs are continuing
to innovate to meet these challenges. The changing competitive landscape includes
competition between public CBBs, between domestic and foreign CBBs, and possibly
between public and private CBBs. There is also substitutability across HSC sources.
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The decreasing demand and increasing competitive environment was perceived to
have resulted from several factors. First, many respondents attributed the decrease in the
use of cord blood to the corresponding increase in haploidentical transplants, which are
usually less expensive. CBUs are also relatively smaller in size compared with other HSC
sources, resulting in a longer engraftment period and an accompanying risk for infections.
Delayed umbilical cord clamping can also result in decreased size of collected CBUs.
Additionally, inexperienced transplant centers may find it difficult to select the most
appropriate CBU among many potential matches. Finally, some respondents perceived
that some federal regulations—such as FDA licensure requirements and the HRSA NCBI
program—have contributed to the rising cost of CBUs.
Despite these complex challenges, we found that CBBs continue to innovate to meet
the financial challenges they face. This includes developing and implementing innovative
collection strategies, diversifying their sources of revenue, and exploring new ownership
and/or organizational structures that may help them to remain financially viable into the
future. There are no clear indications about whether these trends have stabilized or
whether they will continue. Later chapters will explore the potential implications if some
of these trends continue, or if other developments were to disrupt the U.S. cord blood
system, and will also examine the economic and financial effects of current policies.
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Chapter&Five.&Trends&in&Public&Cord&Blood&Banking&and&
Shipping&&

In this chapter, we highlight several of the unique properties of cord blood that have a
significant effect on how the cord blood market functions, including how market
participants make decisions regarding investments in inventory, pricing, subsidies, and
organizational structures. We briefly highlight some unusual market characteristics
present in the cord blood system, organized by the cord blood physical characteristics
responsible for these market characteristics. Finally, we used data from the NMDP to
show trends in the banking and shipping of cord blood over time, as well as by key cord
blood characteristics (see Chapter Three for a full description of this data source).

Uniqueness&of&Cord&Blood&&
Cord%Blood%Saves%Lives%and%Consists%of%Living%Human%Cells%
The fact that cord blood transplantation is a life-saving intervention and that cord
blood is itself alive significantly affect several aspects of the cord blood market. Parents
of newborns make the altruistic decision to donate neonatal tissue at the time of birth, and
often hospital staff donate their labor and facilities to collect cord blood on behalf of
CBBs. These are the two most obvious examples of altruism outweighing any profit
motive among market participants, but this altruism is also evident among CBB managers
and government officials, who often attribute their policies and business decisions to
goals other than financial profit, including the goal of saving lives.
Furthermore, because cord blood consists of living human cells, market participants
sometimes refrain from valuing it the way that they might value other products, such as
rice. For example, supermarkets do not hesitate to differentiate the prices of different
bags of rice according to weight, type, quality, supply, and demand. However, CBBs
refrain from doing so, typically pricing all their CBUs equally despite significant
variation in demand for CBUs of different sizes and HLA types. Because the market for
rice is priced flexibly, farmers, processors, and sellers are more likely to feel price
incentives to meet the needs of the marketplace. However, CBBs often bank units that are
not in the highest demand, in part because cord blood’s inflexible pricing gives them less
financial incentive to cater to the needs of the market.
Additionally, because the cord blood market consists of real people whose lives
depend on a life-saving transplant, issues of equity and fairness sometimes outweigh
profit incentives. People involved in subsidizing and banking units have sometimes
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proven willing to bank units with a lower probability of use to serve minority populations
who are statistically less likely to get a cord blood transplant.
Cord%Blood%Can%Be%Frozen%for%Decades%
Unlike many products, cord blood has a long shelf life—20 years or more—which
carries many economic implications. Unlike perishable products that cannot be frozen,
cord blood can be shipped internationally. In practice, U.S. hospitals often purchase cord
blood from foreign countries, and vice versa, making the U.S. market impossible to
analyze without considering foreign supply and demand.
Also, because decades may pass between the time of collection and the time of sale,
public banking is a capital-intensive enterprise. As described below, CBBs incur most of
their procurement costs during the first week after collection, while most of their revenue
is realized years—even decades—later. This is the opposite of the “just-in-time” model
that made Japanese car manufacturers so profitable, and may be a significant cause of
CBBs’ lack of profitability. This also contrasts with the market characteristics of
haploidentical HSC transplantation, which always incurs the majority of costs close to its
time of use.
Cord blood’s long shelf life may provide some investment value, however, in addition
to its immediate value. Currently, most cord blood sold in the United States is used for
transplantation in patients requiring new bone marrow, and, presumably, hospitals and
payers will only be willing to pay for this portion of the cord blood’s value. However, if
future research discovers new medical applications for cord blood, already-banked CBUs
may last long enough to be sold. This investment value is difficult to quantify, but
research indicates that expansion technologies and new medical applications for cord
blood are promising enough to tempt at least some investors to bet on cord blood’s future.
Despite the extreme diversity of human HLA types, cord blood’s long shelf life
makes it feasible for U.S. and global inventories to someday fully or partially match to
almost every possible patient. Demand for cord blood may increase as the inventory
becomes more complete and cord blood provides a closer match to an increasing number
of patients.
Cord%Blood%and%Its%Consumers%Are%Extremely%Genetically%Diverse%
As noted earlier, the cord blood system must collect significantly more units than
would likely be used at any one time to ensure that a given patient will have a match.
This also means that the probability that any specific unit will be used in a given year will
be low. This leads to an unusual market situation, whereby thousands of units of product
have been collected but have not been used. These unused CBUs are not considered
“wasted,” in that they could potentially be used if a matching patient comes along.
However, many future patients who will need these CBUs have not yet been born or have
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not yet become sick, making the exact demand for HLA types unknowable. The effect of
the difference between collection and use has significant economic implications at the
bank level, which we will discuss more in subsequent chapters.

Supply&and&Demand&of&Cord&Blood&Units&&
As noted in the introduction, the overall use of HSCs has increased over time, from
slightly more than 7,000 transplants in 2010 to almost 9,000 in 2015 (see Figure 1.1).
After the first year of NCBI funding for contractor banks (FY 2006), the inventory of
CBUs banked and registered has increased, with more than 200,000 CBUs currently
listed.77 Despite some year-to-year fluctuations in the number of units added to the
national cord blood inventory, the number added has declined since the last cohort of
banks was added to the program in 2010 (see Figure 5.1). The percentage of HSC
transplants that used cord blood as the HSC source has declined from about 12 percent to
7 percent.
In this report, we refer to units added to the The Registry as banked or stored, and we
use these two descriptive terms interchangeably. We refer to units that have been shipped
or released for use in a transplant as shipped CBUs. The number of CBUs shipped each
year reflects the annual demand for cord blood that is met by the current market. There
may also be patients who would prefer cord blood, but for whom high-quality units are
not available. The difference between the cumulative number of banked units and units
shipped over a certain period represents the supply of cord blood or units potentially
available for transplantation. In the next sections, we present trends in both banked and
shipped units, often stratified by key characteristics.
CBUs’%TNC%Counts%%
As described in Chapter Two, the TNC count is an important aspect physicians
consider when selecting a CBU for transplant, because it is highly correlated with
transplant success. Although the average value of TNC count for transplanted units has
remained fairly constant between 2010 and 2016—with around 75 percent of all units
shipped for transplant having a TNC count of 1.50×109 or above—the average TNC
count of the CBUs added to The Registry each year has changed over time, as presented
in Figure 5.1. Between 2002 and 2004, nearly 50 percent of all units added to The
Registry had a TNC count of less than 0.90×109, a third had a TNC count between 0.90
and 1.24×109, and less than 20 percent combined had a TNC count larger than 1.25×109.
Overall, banks have increased the average size of the units they are collecting over time.
Nonetheless, a large percentage of the banked units in the United States still have
lower TNC counts, and the TNC composition of the banked units does not yet match that
of the units shipped for transplant. Figure 5.2 describes the TNC composition of all CBUs
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stored and shipped for transplant between 2010 and 2016. About 70 percent of all units
added to The Registry during this period had a TNC count below 1.50×109 (green,
purple, and light blue sections in the pie chart on the left in Figure 5.2), whereas only a
quarter of all shipped units during this period had a TNC count above 1.50×109 (red and
dark blue sections).
Figure$5.1.$Annual$Number$of$CBUs$Banked$by$U.S.$CBBs,$by$TNC$Count$
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Figure$5.2.$Share$of$CBUs$Banked$and$Shipped$by$U.S.$CBBs,$by$TNC$Count$
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Donor%and%Patient%Race/Ethnicity%
Figure 5.3 shows the share of newly banked CBUs each year between 2002 and 2016
by the race/ethnicity of the donor. Since the start of the NCBI program, the share of
newly banked CBUs from Caucasian donors has decreased from 65 percent (in 2006) to
about 42 percent in 2015. From 2006 to 2015, the share of newly banked AfricanAmerican and Hispanic CBUs increased from 8 percent to 12 percent and 14 percent to
25 percent, respectively. Since 2006, banks have added around 2,000 new units from
non-Caucasians per year. A similar pattern exists for units shipped.
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Figure$5.3.$Percentage$of$Newly$Banked$CBUs$Annually$in$the$United$States,$by$
Race/Ethnicity$
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Figure 5.4 shows that, on average, the TNC count among banked CBUs does not vary
substantially across race or ethnicity, but Caucasians tend to have more of the higher
TNC-count units available (i.e., a smaller percentage of units donated by Caucasians have
TNC counts of less than 1.25 billion). Ideally, we would like to describe the distribution
of TNC-count value by race or ethnicity for CBUs collected as well as CBUs banked.
However, due to data constraints, we are only able to describe distribution of units by
TNC count for CBUs that are already banked and registered with the NMDP.
Despite having a larger percentage of lower–TNC count units in inventory among
minority donors, the median TNC count of units used in transplantation is actually quite
similar across racial and ethnic groups (see the horizontal line within each box in Figure
5.5). The median TNC value for Caucasians is 1.94×109, 1.81×109 for Hispanics,
1.75×109 for African-Americans, and 1.70×109 for Asians or Pacific Islanders. The
median TNC count for Caucasians is statistically significantly different from the median
TNC counts of other races or ethnicities; however, the other race/ethnicity medians are
not statistically significantly different from each other.
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Figure$5.4.$Share$of$Banked$CBUs$Within$Racial/Ethnic$Categories,$by$TNC$Count,$2002–
2016$
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The percentage of cord blood transplant patients who use units with TNC counts
between 0.90×109 and 1.10×109 is relatively low, especially in more-recent years (see
Table 5.1). Over the full study period, about 7 percent of racial/ethnic minority cord
blood transplant patients utilized a low–TNC count unit. This percentage has declined
over time, with only about 2–5 percent of minority patients using such units in 2016.
Unfortunately, we do not have the patients’ ages in these shipment-level data and
therefore cannot determine whether these are primarily pediatric patients, in which case
smaller units may be clinically appropriate.
Table$5.1.$Percentage$of$Transplants$Using$Low–TNC$Count$CBUs,$by$Race/Ethnicity$and$
Year$

Race/Ethnicity$$

2010$
(%)$

2011$
(%)$

2012$
(%)$

2013$
(%)$

2014$
(%)$

2015$
(%)$

2016$
(%)$

Total$
(%)$

AfricanLAmerican&

9&

7&

10&

4&

10&

7&

2&

7&

Asian&or&Pacific&Islander&

10&

6&

8&

7&

8&

5&

4&

7&

Caucasian&

7&

4&

5&

4&

4&

4&

3&

4&

Hispanic&

8&

6&

6&

5&

10&

7&

5&

7&

Other&
8&
6&
6&
6&
9&
8&
5&
7&
SOURCE:&RAND&authors’&calculations&using&NMDP&shipment&data&from&2010&to&2016&(see&Chapter&Three&
for&more&details&on&this&data&source)&
NOTE:&Percentages&represent&the&number&of&transplants&using&a&low–TNC&count&unit&(between&0.9&and&1.1&
billion)&within&a&given&year&and&racial/ethnic&category,&divided&by&the&total&number&of&transplants&for&that&
group&in&that&year.&We&have&excluded&cord&blood&transplants&from&2010&to&2016&with&CBUs&with&TNC&counts&
9
of&less&than&0.9×10 ,&because&those&would&have&been&with&nonLNCBI&units.&This&results&in&dropping&230&
transplants.&Shipments&include&both&domestic&and&international&shipments&by&U.S.&CBBs.&Other&refers&to&
other&ethnic&or&racial&groups,&to&those&who&declined&to&reveal&their&race&or&ethnicity,&or&for&whom&race&or&
ethnicity&is&unknown.&&

Adult%and%Pediatric%Patients%
A larger percentage of the Caucasian CBUs are used for adult patients, whereas
pediatric use is as common or more common among African-American and Hispanic
patients (see Figure 5.6).
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Figure$5.6.$Number$of$CBUs$Shipped$by$U.S.$CBBs$for$Pediatric$and$Adult$Patients,$by$
Race/Ethnicity$
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ethnicity,&or&to&those&for&whom&race&or&ethnicity&is&unknown.&CBUs%shipped&refers&to&those&shipped&both&
domestically&and&internationally.&&

Summary&
In this chapter, we discussed the unique attributes of cord blood that likely influence
the economic interactions in the market. Namely, cord blood saves lives, and quantifying
the value of such a treatment is complicated; cord blood can be stored for a long time; the
inventory of cord blood must be significantly larger than the units needed at any given
time to meet the demands of genetic diversity; and cord blood competes somewhat with
other HSC sources, but in some cases it is the only option for patients (i.e., when there is
no other match or they do not have time to wait).
We presented the trends showing the decline in the demand for cord blood, the
growth in the national inventory, and how this varies by TNC count and racial/ethnic
diversity. Nearly half of the national inventory comprised CBUs with TNC counts of less
than 1.25 billion, which is problematic because these units are very unlikely to be used
unless cord blood expansion technologies take off (see Chapter Eight). Although the
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diversity of the units has increased over time, it is unclear whether that translates into
more-equitable access.
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Chapter&Six.&Economics&of&Cord&Blood&

In this chapter, we describe the economic relationships and transactions between
participants in the cord blood sector, which includes public CBBs, transplant centers and
physicians, patients needing HSC transplants, and the NMDP. There are multiple
economic relationships governing transactions related to cord blood, with products
flowing from CBBs to hospitals (or providers), public and private health care payers
providing reimbursement to providers for cord blood transplants and related care,
government organizations subsidizing the collection and sale of CBUs, and patients
paying insurance premiums (and cost-sharing) to payers in return for coverage of care.
We focus first on banks, presenting a description of costs related to processing and
banking the CBUs and the revenue sources for CBBs. We then present details on the
costs and benefits of treatment from a patient’s perspective, including information on
payment for and utilization of CBUs as well as highlights of the state of the evidence on
clinical effectiveness of HSC transplants.
For these analyses, we relied on several sources of data, including semi-structured
interviews with CBBs, their suppliers, hospitals, researchers, payers, and government
regulators who have provided context and insight into the costs and benefits of cord
blood. Additionally, we used NMDP data on recruitment and shipments of CBUs over
time and HCUP data on inpatient stays. Finally, we supplemented these sources of
information with estimates from published literature. We described our methods in more
detail in Chapter Three.

Bank&Costs&and&Revenues&from&Cord&Blood&Banking&
Figure 6.1 presents an overview of the key steps that a unit goes through before being
stored and later released for transplant and the costs associated with collection, testing,
processing, storage, and release of the CBUs (see Chapter Two for a detailed overview of
each of the steps). Although this may not be exhaustive and varies by individual CBB,
this figure provides a summary of typical steps, discard rates, and costs incurred. Discard
rates include all CBUs not used for transplant, but it does not necessarily mean that the
units were not used in research or for other purposes.
Variable%and%Fixed%Costs%of%Cord%Blood%Banking%%
Public CBBs incur both variable and fixed costs. Variable costs include costs of
collection, testing, processing, storing, and distributing the unit. Fixed costs include
obtaining FDA licensure and overhead costs, such as rent.
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In Table 6.1, we present the average or range of the variable costs for each stage
of the banking process for public banks, based on our interviews, bank-level data
from the NMDP, and other published studies.78–82 Collection costs include costs of
recruiting donors, collection kit supplies, and labor costs. These costs may vary based on
the recruitment efforts conducted, as well as whether the bank uses volunteer CBU
collectors (which is most common), or whether it employs its own CBU collectors. After
CBUs are collected and have arrived at the CBBs, they undergo a variety of tests,
including tests for volume and weight, quality, and microbacterial contamination.
Figure$6.1.$Overview$of$Variable$Costs$in$a$Public$CBB$

NOTES:&Purple&boxes&denote&the&number&of&units&at&each&stage&of&the&CBB&supply&chain.&Orange&boxes&
denote&the&costs&incurred&by&CBBs&at&each&stage.&Standard&economic&theory&assumes&that&CBBs&optimize&
based&on&costs&and&revenues.&*&Transplant&fees&are&paid&directly&to&CBBs&from&the&NMDP&in&most&cases:&
Transplant&centers&then&pay&the&NMDP.&

There are also significant costs at the processing stage, including separation of the
CBU components and HLA-typing to prepare the units for storage. The cost of annual
storage for a given unit is relatively small. Once CBUs are chosen for release, a small
share of them may be discarded due to issues related to thawing or transportation.
However, based on our interviews with CBBs and transplant physicians, this is a rare
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event. Distribution costs do not include the costs transplant centers incur for washing,
thawing, and preparing units for transplant.
Table$6.1.$Typical$Variable$Costs$per$CBU$

Stage$
Collection/recruitment&

Variable$Costs$per$
CBU$

Discard$Rate$

Percentage$of$Total$
Variable$Costs$per$
Banked$CBU$

$200&

N/A&

12–17%&

5–65%&

39–60%&

5–25%&

20–48%&

Testing&
Maternal&infectious&disease&
Measuring&TNC&count&
CD34&markers&
Microbacterial&contamination&
Other&
Total%

$150&
$100&
$150–200&
$75&
$200–250&
$675–775%

Processing&
Separation&
HLALtyping&
Total&

$250–450&
$65–125&
$315–575&

Storage&per&year&

$10–50&

N/A&

N/A&

$500–1,500&

N/A&

N/A&

Transplant/release&costs&
Total&

$1,700–3,100&

SOURCES:&Interviews&and&data&sources&cited&in&Todda&Wagner&et&al.a&Jones&et&al.a&Lauber&et&al.a&and&Lecchi&
78–82
et&al.
&&
NOTE:&N/A&=&not&applicable.&

Prior to the collection of CBUs, public CBBs must first register with the FDA and—
since October 2011—CBBs are technically required to apply for an FDA license. The
costs banks typically incur to obtain the FDA license are not publicly available. However,
all respondents we interviewed agreed that the FDA licensure process is lengthy and
expensive. According to these interviews, CBBs took between one and seven years to get
licensed.
Average annual overhead costs—which consist of equipment costs, maintenance,
rent, utilities, office supplies, and other related expenses—total from $1.2 million to $4.5
million, depending on the size and setup of the CBB.
Revenue%
Public CBBs’ revenues mostly depend on the fees charged to hospitals when a CBU
is sold. CBBs do not typically charge different fees based on unit size, quality, or
individual processing and storage costs, although costs may vary across these
dimensions. For example, obtaining higher–TNC count units costs more than does
obtaining lower–TNC count units, because, on average, many units must be collected to
acquire a higher–TNC count unit. By contrast, the probability of obtaining a lower–TNC
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count unit is much higher, so it is easier and less costly to obtain those. For example, as
we show in Chapter Seven, the probability that any randomly collected CBU has a TNC
count of 0.9 billion or higher is about 60 percent, whereas the probability that a randomly
collected unit has a TNC count of 1.5 billion or more is only about 27 percent. On the
other hand, lower–TNC count units are likely to require longer storage periods, implying
greater average storage costs as TNC count declines.
Because higher–TNC count units tend to be in higher demand (clinical evidence
suggests better outcomes from larger units), we might expect CBBs to charge a higher
price for higher–TNC count units—but we do not observe such behavior in the actual
market for CBUs. In the United States, fees charged per shipped CBU vary from around
$29,000 to $45,000. Based on data from our interviews, the average price per shipped
CBUs is around $36,200.79
HRSA&NCBI&Contracts:&Subsidies&&

Since 2005, the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Act made available $15–23
million per year for cord blood–related programs.45 NCBI is part of this act and allows
for subsidies for banked units listed on The Registry with TNC counts higher than
0.9×109. Subsidies per banked unit vary across public CBBs, but our estimate of the
HRSA subsidy per banked CBU is approximately $1,200. Around 60 percent of all
banked CBUs on The Registry are NCBI CBUs. Chapter Two describes these subsidy
programs in more detail.
Other&Donations&and&Research&Grants&

CBBs derive a small income stream from other federal support, charity or
philanthropic donations, and research grants. For example, at the Michigan Blood CBB,
contributions and grants made up only about 1 percent of all revenue in 2015 while the
vast majority of revenue originated from blood products and testing.84 Many local
programs or facilities help public banks to receive donations as well. There are several
state-level initiatives, such as donations in the form of a $2 fee per birth certificate in
California, or granting income tax refunds toward a statewide cord blood banking
program, available in Arkansas.85–87 Several banks have actively used fundraising events
to increase their income stream. For instance, GenCure, a parent organization of the
Texas Cord Blood Bank, has actively used fundraising events to bridge the gap not
covered by operational revenue, reporting contributions of $651,000 in 2015, out of
which $96,000 were related to cord blood activities.84 In another example, the Cleveland
Foundation has awarded over $150,000 to the Cleveland Cord Blood Center, which
reported combined philanthropic funding of $12.4 million between 2007 and 2014.56, 88
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Costs&and&Clinical&Benefits&from&Treatment&
Above, we discussed details of the costs to CBBs of collecting, testing, processing,
and storing CBUs as they relate to the price CBBs charge hospitals for CBUs. In this
section, we discuss how payment for HSC transplants works, including estimates of the
treatment costs of HSC transplants, drivers of costs, and current issues with costs.
Because transplant physicians typically begin a search with the NMDP for any HSC
source (cord blood, bone marrow, or other peripheral stem cell), we present much of this
discussion and analysis stratifying by source where possible. As shown in Figure 2.1 and
discussed in Chapter Two, the NMDP facilitates the transaction between hospitals and
CBBs. Thus, payment for transplants flows from payers to hospitals and from hospitals to
the NMDP for CBUs when they are used. We also consider possible changes in payment
methodologies and how that could affect the market for cord blood.
Factors%Affecting%Treatment%Costs%
Differences in treatment costs to hospitals due to graft type or source of HSCs have
been previously noted, with allogeneic sources and CBUs resulting in higher collection
costs.89 Although the NMDP will charge hospitals differently based on the HSC source—
which is directly a function of collection costs—several studies have noted that a large
share of these differences can be explained by patient factors or conditioning and not by
graft types alone.90–92 If certain conditions are treated systematically using one particular
graft source, it may be difficult to disentangle how much of the cost difference is driven
by differences in patient characteristics and the actual costs of treatment. For example, if
higher-risk patients tend to be less likely to find a bone marrow match (i.e., they do not
have time to wait to find a match), and therefore are more likely to obtain a cord blood
transplant, cord blood transplants may appear costlier overall, simply because the
individuals receiving those transplants tend to be sicker and require more care. We also
show below that the HSC transplant costs hospitals pay that are attributable to the HSC
source are a small percentage of the overall costs.
HSC transplants can occur in both outpatient and inpatient settings, but the vast
majority of cord blood transplants occurs in inpatient settings. Because engraftment after
transplant takes 25 to 42 days,43 on average, these patients typically need to be isolated in
an inpatient setting to prevent infection and to increase the chance of a successful
engraftment. Other types of HSC transplants occur more frequently in outpatient settings,
which can decrease the cost of the treatment in the short term, but this may be at least
partly because higher-risk (and hence more-costly) patients tend to have transplants in
inpatient settings.93
A related cost factor is the conditioning regimen a patient undergoes, which can vary
considerably in terms of intensity and length of time. Conditioning is the process of
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preparing a recipient’s bone marrow to receive an HSC transplant. How the conditioning
affects the success of the transplant can ultimately affect the costs and the length of the
hospital stay. Several studies have shown reduced costs with lower-intensity conditioning
compared with myeloablative (more-intense) conditioning, but one study following
individuals one year after transplant found no significant difference in costs.91, 94–96
In our investigation of HCUP inpatient discharge data for 2014 (the most-recent year
for which data were available), we found significant variation across graft types, with
autologous bone marrow (41.01) and other peripheral stem cells (41.04) being much less
expensive during the first year and resulting in shorter lengths of stay than transplants
from allogeneic sources (see Table 6.2). The two autologous transplants had inpatient
costs, on average, from $56,125 to $68,382 relative to $129,514 to $262,972 for the
allogeneic transplants. We note that these averages have been unadjusted for disease,
setting, conditioning, or other factors that might explain differences in costs and are only
reflective of inpatient stays (see Chapter Three for more details). Costs are also derived
from hospital-wide cost-to-charge ratios from reports hospitals submit to the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS); more generally, acquisition costs reported in
claims data may not reflect true transplant costs.97 Among all allogeneic transplant
procedures in inpatient settings (41.03, 41.05, 41.06, and 41.08), cord blood resulted in
the longest length of stay at 51 days compared with 31 to 38 days for bone marrow or
other peripheral stem cells. Not surprisingly, inpatient stay costs for cord blood
transplants were significantly higher than for other types of HSC transplants at $262,972,
but we note that these charges in the HCUP data only include amounts billed by
hospitals. For example, other transplant patients may have additional outpatient visits,
home care, and costs from relapse or GVHD that are not captured here. The medical costs
of the bone marrow or peripheral stem cell donor collection are also not included here
and typically are not included in cost-effectiveness analyses. These analyses also do not
account for the amount of time it typically takes to obtain a bone marrow or peripheral
stem donation, which, according to our interviews, can take a couple of months, on
average. In a more-recent study that examined costs over a longer time period, these
differences across types of transplant become less significant.98 We also point out that the
type of treatment chosen for a given patient likely depends on patient-level characteristics
that may also be cost drivers, such as disease severity, comorbidities, and age.
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Table$6.2.$Average$Length$of$Stay,$Charges,$and$Costs$for$Inpatient$HSC$Transplants,$2014$$

ICD_9$Procedure$Codes$

Frequency$

Average$
Length$of$
Stay$(days)$

Average$
Hospital$
Charges$

Average$
Hospital$
Costs$

41.01&Autologous&bone&marrow&transplant&
without&purging&

385&

19.6&
(1.01)&

$173,673&
($23,521)&

$68,382&
($8,325)&

41.03&Allogeneic&bone&marrow&transplant&
without&purging&

860&

37.5&
(2.49)&

$484,745&
($45,026)&

$159,005&
($13,255)&

41.04&Autologous&HSC&transplant&without&
purging&

7,865&

18.5&
(0.41)&

$196,532&
($8,403)&

$56,125&
($2,407)&

41.05&Allogeneic&HSC&transplant&without&
purging&

5,005&

30.6&
(1.19)&

$419,254&
($19,032)&

$129,514&
($7,185)&

41.06&Cord&blood&stem&cell&transplant&

395&

51.2&
(6.14)&

$830,870&
($99,279)&

$262,972&
($34,384)&

41.08&Allogeneic&HSC&transplant&with&
purging&

100&

33.5&
(1.94)&

$571,112&
($96,213)&

$165,524&
($26,299)&

SOURCE:&HCUPnet&2014&National&Inpatient&Sample&(see&Chapter&Three).&&
NOTES:&Standard&errors&in&parentheses.&Total&charges&were&converted&to&costs&using&costLtoLcharge&ratios&
based&on&hospital&accounting&reports&from&CMS.&In&general,&costs&are&less&than&charges.&For&each&hospital,&
a&hospitalLwide&costLtoLcharge&ratio&is&used&because&detailed&charges&are&not&available&across&all&HCUP&
states.&

Evidence on the relationship between patient characteristics and treatment cost is less
clear. As expected, patients at more-advanced stages of disease tend to have higher
treatment costs, but whether this is due to some aspect of the cord blood transplant or
simply due to the fact that sicker patients may require more post-transplant care is
unclear.92, 99, 100 Among pediatric patients, one study found that older children (above age
ten) had higher costs, but overall, pediatric patients also tend to be more costly.100, 101
Costs also varied by the condition for which the patient was being treated, but all these
factors are likely to affect decisions about conditioning, graft type, and HSC source, as
well as health care setting. Moreover, HSC transplants in inpatient settings will typically
be reimbursed based on the episode, which may include a risk adjustment for patientlevel factors.
Current%Payment%Policies%
As with other parts of health care, payment rates and rules vary by payer and health
care setting. Cord blood transplants typically occur in inpatient settings, but other types
of HSC transplants occur more frequently in outpatient settings.102 Approximately 57
percent of HSC transplant centers for adults offer outpatient transplants, although this is
significantly less common among pediatric centers (19 percent).103 For cord blood,
approximately 97 percent of transplants occur in inpatient settings, according to our
interviews. In Table 6.3, we present the percentage of transplants in each payer status
(Medicare, Medicaid, and private payer) by transplant type and year for all inpatient
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discharges from the HCUP NIS data (see Chapter Three for more details). Although there
is year-to-year variation and data suppression by HCUPnet, most of the inpatient
transplants are covered by Medicaid or private insurers. We discuss typical coverage by
private and public payers for transplants for both inpatient and outpatient transplants.
Medicaid&

Medicaid is funded by both states and the federal government, but is administered by
each state within federal guidelines. All states are required to cover low-income pregnant
women, children through age 18, and typically also seniors or individuals with disabilities
participating in the Supplemental Security Income program.
Similarly, state Medicaid programs are required to cover a certain set of services, but
then states can cover additional services and have some latitude in determining the length
and scope of services covered. Some states deliver Medicaid through a managed care
program that receives a per-member-per-month payment for all services. Inpatient and
outpatient hospital services are considered mandatory benefits, but states can decide
whether and to what extent to cover HSC transplants as treatment and for which
conditions.104 A recent review of state Medicaid coverage found that all states report
Medicaid coverage of HSC transplants, but the scope of coverage varied considerably.104
In Table 6.4, we present the average charges and costs for inpatient HSC transplants
covered by Medicare and Medicaid based on HCUP data. Overall, Medicaid charges and
costs tend to be higher than for Medicare. This may be driven by patient age if a large
percentage of Medicaid patients is younger, because pediatric patients tend to require
longer lengths of stay.
Medicare&

Medicare covers individuals ages 65 and older who worked (and paid into the
Medicare system for at least 10 years) and some younger individuals with disabilities or
other conditions (e.g., end-stage renal disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis). Part A of
Medicare covers inpatient care, including at hospitals, nursing homes, home health, and
hospice. Part B covers care received in other settings (e.g., physician offices) and
typically requires enrollees to pay a premium. Some Medicare beneficiaries choose to
enroll in Medicare Advantage plans (also known as Part C), which combines Parts A and
B into a plan administered by a private plan. Part D is optional and covers prescription
drugs. Currently, Medicare covers allogeneic HSC transplants for
•& leukemia, leukemia in remission, or aplastic anemia when it is reasonable and
necessary
•& severe combined immunodeficiency disease and Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome
•& Myelodysplastic Syndromes pursuant to Coverage with Evidence Development
(CED) in the context of a Medicare-approved, prospective clinical study.105
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Table$6.3.$Percentage$of$HSC$Transplant$Inpatient$Stays$Covered$by$Payers,$2005–2014$$

Medicare$

41.06:$Cord$
Blood$
(n$=$2,966)$
Medicaid$

Private$

Medicare$

Medicaid$

Private$

Medicare$

Medicaid$

$ 41.04:$Autologous$HSC,$ $ 41.05:$Allogeneic$HSC,$ $
No$Purging$
No$Purging$
(n$=$75,858)$
(n$=$39,822$)$

Private$

Medicare$

Medicaid$

41.03:$Allogeneic$
Bone$Marrow,$No$
Purging$
(n$=$9,200)$

2005$

21%&

*%

65%&

&

62%&

15%&

*&

&

67%&

14%&

*&

%

*&

38%&

2006$

57%&

31%&

*&

&

58%&

16%&

*&

&

70%&

17%&

*&

%

*&

*&

2007$

*&

*&

57%&

&

8%&

16%&

*&

&

*&

%

*&

*&

2008$

73%&

*&

*&

&

62%&

12%&

69%&

13%&

*&

%

*&

*&

2009$

63%&

24%&

*%

&

12%&

20%&

*&

15%&

*&

%

*&

*&

2010$

28%&

*%

59%&

&

57%&

14%&

*&

&

66%&

15%&

*&

%

*&

38%&

2011$

*&

*&

*&

&

53%&

12%&

*&

%

*&

14%&

*&

%

*&

*&

2012$

58%&

23%&

*%

&

54%&

10%&

*&

&

11%&

17%&

63%&

20%&

2013$

53%&

26%&

*&

&

55%&

12%&

*&

&

62%&

12%&

*&

&

61%&

*&

2014$

55%&

25%&

*&

&

56%&

11%&

*&

&

64%&

10%&

*&

%

*&

24%&

65%& %
*&

&

64%& %

63%& &

SOURCE:&HCUPnet&2005–2014&NIS&(see&Chapter&Three).&&
NOTES:&Cells&with&asterisks&were&suppressed&by&HCUPnet&due&to&small&sample&sizes.&No&data&were&
presented&on&private&payers&covering&cord&blood&transplants.&Note&that&the&number&of&transplants&does&not&
match&with&our&NMDP&data&because&the&HCUPnet&NIS&data&are&based&on&a&20Lpercent&stratified&sample&of&
all&discharges&from&U.S.&community&hospitals,&excluding&rehabilitation&and&longLterm&acute&care&hospitals.&
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Table$6.4.$Average$Hospital$Charges$and$Costs$Per$Inpatient$Stay$in$2014,$by$Payer$and$
Transplant$Type$
Medicare$

41.01:&Autologous&bone&marrow&transplant&without&
purging&
n&

Charges$

Costs$

$

Charges$

Costs$

$184,390&

$51,045&

&

$230,799&

*&

(18,218)&

(4,378)&

&

(61,984)&

*&

125&

41.03:&Allogeneic&bone&marrow&transplant&without&purging&

&
$114,503&

& $&515,716&

$180,426&

(59,850)&

(25,326)&

&

(25,007)&

*&

n&

$53,322&

&

$209,498&

$60,119&

(13,574)&

(3,015)&

&

(14,481)&

(4,064)&

(28,422)&

&

n&
$515,605%

(66,319)%

875&

$112,012&

&

$520,970&

(7,011)&

&

(45,876)&

985&

&

$164,143&
(16,246)&
510&

$149,864%

%
$987,339%

$296,896%

(20,224)%

(252,707)%
%

(71,633)%

75%

n&

215&

$198,787&

$401,893&

41.06:&Cord&blood&stem&cell&transplant&

(68,302)&

&

2,105&

41.05:&Allogeneic&HSC&transplant&without&purging&

*&

$327,407&

n&
41.04:&Autologous&HSC&transplant&without&purging&

Medicaid$

&

95&

SOURCE:&HCUPnet&2014&NIS&(see&Chapter&Three).&&
NOTES:&Standard&errors&in&parentheses.&Cells&with&asterisks&were&suppressed&by&HCUPnet&due&to&small&
sample&sizes.&No&cost&or&charge&estimates&for&41.06&in&2014&were&available,&so&estimates&(in&italics)&shown&
are&2013&valuesa&all&other&values&are&from&2014.&Sample&sizes&were&too&small&to&estimate&costs&and&charges&
for&ICDL9&code&41.08&(allogeneic&HSC&transplant&with&purging)&by&payer.&

CMS has also proposed to expand coverage of HSC transplants pursuant to CED to
multiple myeloma, myelofibrosis, and sickle cell disease.106
Inpatient%Settings%

Payment in inpatient settings tends to be based on diagnosis-related groups (DRGs)
for both private and public payers. Medicare makes one diagnosis-specific payment for
facility use that covers an entire hospital stay for up to 90 days (with some adjustments
for type of hospital or other factors) as part of the Inpatient Prospective Payment System
(IPPS).a Thus, in the case of HSC transplants, payment covers the cost of obtaining the
donor cells as well as all labor, supplies, and drugs used during the treatment stay.
a

Discharges are assigned to a DRG based on their principal diagnosis and up to 24 secondary diagnoses.
DRG assignments can be influenced by patient age, gender, or discharge status. CMS uses the Medicare
Severity DRG (MS-DRG) system, which is based on secondary diagnosis codes for major
complication/comorbidity (MCC), complication/comorbidity (CC), or no complication/comorbidity (nonCC).107
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Physicians typically bill for their services separately. For FY 2017, CMS reimburses
$64,217 for allogeneic transplants (MS-DRG 014), $33,679 for autologous transplants
when the patient has major comorbidities (MS-DRG 016), and $22,453 for autologous
transplants when the patient does not have those comorbidities (MS-DRG 017) through
IPPS.108 The average hospital costs—according to the HCUP data for allogeneic
transplants—ranges from $129,514 to $262,972 (for cord blood) (see Table 6.2).
Analysis by the NMDP suggests that stem cell acquisition costs alone are $51,727 on
average, or 81 percent of the total Medicare reimbursement.97 However, acquisition costs
vary considerably across states and by source. For example, cord blood and bone marrow
acquisition costs in Colorado are estimated at $70,364 and $46,659, respectively, but are
$45,863 and $67,246, respectively, in California.
Nonetheless, the total hospital cost estimates based on the HCUP data (Table 6.4)
suggest that the current Medicare reimbursement does not fully cover the cost of HSC
transplants. On average, the gap between reimbursement and hospital costs is largest for
cord blood, but this may vary considerably by hospital.
Outpatient%Settings%

HSC transplants that occur in hospital outpatient departments are reimbursed by
Medicare under the hospital Outpatient Prospective Payment System (OPPS). In OPPS,
individual services are coded using the Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System,
which are then assigned to ambulatory payment classifications (APCs). Payment is then
calculated for each APC. Through 2016, HSC transplants were coded using APC 5281,
apheresis and stem cell procedures, and the Medicare reimbursement rate was about
$3,015 for all services. Acquisition costs for stem cells are the same regardless of
whether the transplant occurs in an outpatient or inpatient setting. Thus, Medicare
reimbursement for outpatient HSC transplants has historically covered less than 6 percent
of the average stem cell acquisition costs of $51,727.
CMS proposed several new comprehensive APCs for 2017, including one for
allogeneic HSC transplants (C-APC 5244), which will allow for future updating of the
reimbursement rate based on provider cost reports that are specific to HSC transplants.
The previously used code was also used by other unrelated and less costly services that
pulled down the average costs and, thus, reimbursement. The proposed payment rate for
C-APC is $15,267. Although this is significantly more than the previous reimbursement
rate for outpatient HSC transplants, it is still considerably less than average acquisition
costs. Some have argued that this lower reimbursement in outpatient settings may be
incentivizing providers to choose more-expensive health care settings (e.g., inpatient) for
HSC delivery.97 One study comparing costs for 17 bone marrow transplant patients
treated in outpatient settings with 115 patients treated in inpatient settings suggests lower
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charges for outpatient settings, but the extent to which Medicare beneficiaries were
represented in this study is unclear.93
Private&Payers&

From discussions with key stakeholders and review of documents from a large
insurance company, we found that allogeneic HSC transplantation is typically covered for
certain conditions by private payers. Commercial or private payers tend to pay for
inpatient HSC transplants based on a negotiated case rate that is typically bundled or
episode-based, but the details of these contractual agreements between payers and
transplant centers vary considerably. For example, the number of days after the transplant
that are included in the bundle varies, and some transplant centers have negotiated a
separate payment for cord blood on the basis that engraftment takes about ten days longer
than for other HSC sources.
Some private payers will cover acquisition costs, though there may be limits. For
example, for bone marrow donors, a patient may end up HLA-typing several potential
family member donors to find a match, but acquisition costs may be capped at a certain
dollar amount precluding coverage of typing multiple donors. Most private payers will
not cover costs of private banking, often citing lack of support for this practice from the
medical community.74, 109–111
Although a systematic accounting of private-payer coverage was not available, we
found patient-level studies reporting a significantly greater likelihood of HSC
transplantation among individuals covered by private insurance relative to public
insurance (Medicaid or Medicare).112, 113 However, it is unclear whether this is due to
more-generous coverage benefits among the privately insured, better access to care, or
other factors.

Evidence&for&Clinical&Effectiveness&&
In this section, we highlight the status of the literature on the clinical effectiveness of
different HSC sources; a full systematic review of this literature is beyond the scope of
this study, but we aim to show how these factors tend to be considered for treatment
decisions.
Overall, the evidence base for the clinical effectiveness of cord blood compared with
bone marrow or peripheral blood is somewhat limited because there are currently no
randomized trials comparing outcomes for HSC transplants using cord blood versus bone
marrow or peripheral blood. There is one study currently under way with the potential to
add significantly to the existing evidence—a multicenter randomized controlled trial
comparing double cord blood transplants with haploidentical bone marrow transplants in
patients with hematologic malignancies.114 However, results from this study will not be
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available until 2019. In the meantime, we note that observational studies that have
examined the clinical effectiveness of cord blood find that these treatments lead to
comparable outcomes relative to alternative treatments.
We also note that older data comparing cord blood with bone marrow or peripheral
blood often demonstrated worse post-transplant outcomes for CBUs. However, morerecent data tend to show similar outcomes for cord blood and bone marrow or peripheral
blood. This change has been attributed to an increase in the minimum acceptable cell
dose of the CBU to qualify for transplantation.115
One study compared outcomes of 450 patients receiving 5–6/6 HLA-matched
unrelated donor transplants with 150 patients receiving 4–6/6 cord blood transplants.116
Acute GVHD and relapse rates were similar between cord blood and 6/6 matched
unrelated donor transplants, but patients who received matched unrelated donor
transplants had better overall survival at three years (33 percent versus 23 percent)
compared with patients who received 4–6/6 cord blood transplants. When cord blood was
compared with 5/6 HLA-matched unrelated donor transplants, cord blood was shown to
have a lower risk of acute GVHD but a similar risk of relapse, mortality, and disease-free
survival.
A similar study compared outcomes of 682 adults with acute leukemia who received
an HSC transplant: Ninety-eight patients received cord blood transplants and 584 patients
were recipients of bone marrow transplants from an unrelated donor.117 This study found
that cord blood patients had a lower risk of GVHD and similar rates of relapse, mortality,
and disease-free survival.
These findings were largely confirmed in a recent observational study that examined
outcomes for 582 patients with either acute leukemia or myelodysplastic syndrome and
minimal residual disease who received a primary HSC transplant from an unrelated cord
blood donor (140 patients), an HLA-matched unrelated donor (344 patients), or an HLAmismatched unrelated donor.118 Compared with patients who received cord blood,
patients who received an HLA-mismatched transplant had a greater risk of mortality
within four years. For HLA-matched patients, there was no statistically significant
difference in the risk of mortality within four years compared with cord blood patients. A
closer examination of patients with minimal residual disease found that the risk of death
in the HLA-mismatched group was even higher compared with the cord blood group. In
patients without minimal residual disease at the time of transplant, HLA-mismatched
patients still had a higher risk of mortality, but results were more comparable. Patients
who received a cord blood transplant had lower rates of relapse than patients who
received either an HLA-mismatched or an HLA-matched transplant. However, the results
were only statistically significant for patients with a history of minimal residual disease
prior to transplantation. Compared with patients who received a cord blood transplant,
patients who received an HLA-mismatched transplant were 3.01 times more likely to
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relapse, while patients with an HLA-matched transplant were 2.92 times more likely to
relapse. Overall, this study showed that cord blood performed similarly to HLA-matched
unrelated donor sources and generally better than HLA-mismatched donor sources,
particularly in the presence of minimal residual disease.
Another study examined children under the age of 16 with acute leukemia and
compared 503 patients who received a cord blood transplant with 282 bone marrow
transplant recipients.119 For patients who received cord blood transplants with either one
or two antigens mismatched, five-year survival rates were similar to those of HLAmatched bone marrow transplants. Mortality rates for matched cord blood transplants
approached statistical significance for lower mortality rates than for matched bone
marrow. Relapse rates were also similar when comparing allele-matched bone marrow
with matched cord blood as well as cord blood with one antigen mismatch. For patients
who received cord blood with two antigen mismatches, relapse rates were actually
slightly lower compared with patients who received matched bone marrow.
In one study of 171 adults—some of whom received a single-CBU transplant (n =
100), some received 5–6/6 HLA-matched related donor bone marrow transplants (n =
55), and some received 5–6/6 HLA-matched related donor peripheral blood HSC
transplants (n = 16)—patients who received cord blood demonstrated delayed
hematologic recovery and a lower incidence of grade III–IV acute and extensive chronic
GVHD compared with patients who received bone marrow or peripheral blood.120 Cord
blood and related donor transplantation had similar relapse, transplant-related mortality,
and disease-free survival rates.
Overall, no recent studies have examined the clinical effectiveness of cord blood
treatments compared with bone marrow or peripheral blood using randomized controlled
trials. At least one important randomized controlled trial is under way,114 however, and
observational studies that have examined the clinical efficacy of cord blood compared
with bone marrow or peripheral blood have generally found similar outcomes for most
patients. Future studies may result in a shift in the balance of benefit versus risk for cord
blood compared with bone marrow or peripheral blood. However, for the moment, the
evidence currently supports the clinical effectiveness of cord blood compared with other
HSC sources, particularly in the absence of a matched related donor source.
We note several general issues with comparing outcomes across these different HSC
sources. First, selection of an HSC source is clearly nonrandom. Some of our key
interviewees shared that CBUs are used only as a last resort, whereas others mentioned a
preference for CBUs, particularly for certain types of patients. Patients at advanced stages
of disease who do not have time to wait for a donor may be more likely to choose cord
blood. Thus, any comparison of patients using different HSC sources suffers from this
selection bias. Although this can be addressed, somewhat, by conducting randomized
controlled trials, the sample would need to be restricted to patients for whom all sources
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are available, which limits the generalizability of findings. Second, the majority of the
literature to date on clinical effectiveness follows patients for a relatively short time
period. Because cord blood transplants take longer to engraft, examining outcomes over a
short time frame will bias results toward more-favorable outcomes for other sources.
Finally, even if CBUs yield better patient outcomes over the longer term, payer
reimbursement preferences may render this moot. Specifically, because patients tend to
change health insurance plans or coverage every few years, private insurers prefer to
cover services that are less expensive in the short-to-medium term.

Summary&
In this chapter, we examined the costs related to processing and banking CBUs and
the revenue sources for CBBs. On average, the total variable costs per collected CBU
range from $1,700 to $3,100. The average fee per unit used for transplant is $36,200. We
also discussed other sources of revenue, including the HRSA subsidy, which, on average,
is about $1,200 per unit listed on The Registry. In the next chapter, we use these costs
and revenues—in conjunction with the NMDP data on units collected and shipped
annually—to estimate CBB’s break-even point.
Next, we discussed treatment costs from the payer’s or patient’s perspective. These
costs include not only the cost of the HSC source (i.e., the cost of the CBU), but also the
costs associated with the transplant, which most frequently occurs in an inpatient or
hospital setting. The rules across payers vary, but we estimated that the average inpatient
stay charge was $485,000, $571,000, and $831,000 for allogeneic transplants using bone
marrow, peripheral blood stem cells, and cord blood, respectively. These treatments tend
to occur over very different lengths of stay: 37.5, 33.5, and 51.2 days for bone marrow,
peripheral blood stem cells, and cord blood, respectively.
Finally, we briefly reviewed the literature on the clinical effectiveness of HSC
transplants. To date, there is not a single source that is the clear winner in terms of best
outcomes for all patients. We discussed several issues with this literature, however, as
selection of a stem cell source is clearly nonrandom and there has not been much
evidence from longer-term outcomes that addresses the fact that cord blood transplant
patients may simply take longer to heal initially due to the longer engraftment period.
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Chapter&Seven.&Cord&Blood&Bank&Financial&Sustainability&

In this chapter, we describe challenges and trade-offs that CBBs face while trying to
optimize collection and banking of CBUs. We use standard economic theory of firm
profit maximization to model how CBBs would behave in perfectly competitive markets.
We use this analysis to provide a benchmark for consideration of how to potentially
improve the financial sustainability of the banks in the industry with the caveat that the
market for cord blood is likely not perfectly competitive. In economics, profit
maximization means that the firm is breaking even or covering all its costs. As we discuss
in Chapter Nine, the cord blood inventory can be thought of as a public good in that
individuals derive value from its presence even when they are not explicitly using it (i.e.,
they know it is available to them if needed). Although many CBBs are part of larger
corporate entities (i.e., hospitals, blood banks, or universities), we focus on one decision
that each CBB makes: how many CBUs to collect and bank given HRSA’s involvement
in the market. We also briefly describe examples of alternative organizational structures
to public cord blood banking and potential financial synergies between them.

CBBs’&Collection&Decisions&
Public CBBs face the financial and logistical challenge of balancing the sometimes
competing goals of maximizing CBU quality, diversity, and quantity. In the following
sections, we describe and analyze the difficulties CBBs face in pursuing each of these
goals.
TNC%Count%
TNC count is often used as measure of quality by CBBs because it is highly
correlated with alternative measures of quality (such as CD34 or colony-forming unit
counts), and therefore proxies for graft potency in the event of transplant.121–126 Not
surprisingly, the likelihood of both CBU use and transplant success is greatest among
high–TNC count units.81, 121, 127–129 Among all transplanted CBUs from NMDP data from
2007 to 2016, only 11 percent had a TNC count below 1.25×109 (see Figure 7.1). The
share of transplanted CBUs, however, was 28 percent and 59 percent for CBUs with TNC
counts of 1.25–1.75×109 and 1.75×109 or more, respectively. Thus, the release rate,
calculated as the number of CBUs used divided by the total number of units banked, was
also greater among higher–TNC count units (see the dotted line in Figure 7.1). This
release rate is the highest (around 3 percent) for units with TNCs larger than 2.5×109.
Because our bank-level data only report the number of units that are banked and shipped
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between 2010 and 2016, we are underestimating the actual inventory size for the number
of units that were banked prior to 2010. Thus, release rates reported are likely an upper
bound of actual release rates during this period.
Figure$7.1.$Number$of$Banked$CBUs$and$Release$Rate,$by$TNC$

SOURCE:&RAND&authors’&calculations&using&NDMP&aggregated&bankLlevel&data&for&all&22&public&banks&in&the&
United&States&between&2007&and&2016.&
NOTES:&The&release&rate&is&calculated&as&the&ratio&between&the&total&number&of&shipped&units&and&the&
number&of&banked&units&within&each&TNC&group,&divided&by&the&ten&years&for&which&the&data&are&available.&
Each&bar&represents&the&total&number&of&CBUs&banked&by&TNC&group&during&2007–2016.&TNC&is&expressed&
9
in&10 &units.&&
&

The incentive for storing high-quality CBUs is relatively high because the use of the
higher–TNC count CBUs currently generates about 70 percent of public CBBs’
revenue.127 However, this could change if cord blood cell expansion technologies
someday render smaller units more effective for transplantation (see Chapter Eight for
further discussion of this future possibility).127 Similar ratios of released units relative to
the banked inventory are observed in other countries, such as France, Italy, Germany, and
Australia.130 These ratios are typically the smallest for banks with the largest inventories
as a consequence of storing large numbers of low-quality units.
However, banking only units with higher TNCs is potentially problematic because
TNC count is not observed until after a unit is collected. Therefore, focusing on banking
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CBUs with higher TNC counts means that fewer collected units will ultimately be
banked. In other words, the number of units discarded or not used for transplant will be
higher if the bank focuses on high–TNC count units only. By discarded, we simply mean
that the units were not banked; they may still have been used for research or other
purposes. Based on an analysis of 1,839 CBUs collected by the Anthony Nolan Cell
Therapy Centre (ANCTC), the population-average TNC count is estimated to be about
1.10×109, with a standard deviation of 0.65×109; the distribution is skewed toward lower
TNC counts.121 Thus, assuming a lognormal distribution implies that 40 percent of
collected CBUs would not be banked if the TNC threshold matched the HRSA threshold
of 9.0×109. A TNC threshold of 1.50×109 would yield a discard rate of 72 percent. These
estimates are consistent with information we obtained from our interviews and from data
provided by the NMDP. One interviewee suggested that a TNC threshold of 9.0×109
implied a discard rate of 67 percent. Another study suggested that if the TNC threshold
was increased to 1.50×109, the discard rate would be 92 percent.127 The difference
between these discard rates may be driven by the fact that ANCTC has staff dedicated to
CBU collection, potentially allowing for higher TNCs on average due to larger volumes.
Therefore, banks have to consider the trade-offs between having a higher release rate
and higher–TNC count units and the number or rate of collected units that they will bank
at the higher threshold. These concerns can be mitigated by ensuring that individuals
collecting the CBUs are highly trained (training is correlated with collection of higher–
TNC count units131, 132), or endeavoring to improve processing and reduction in waste of
the already collected CBUs.121
The current structure of the NCBI program complicates this decision for banks
because the program implicitly incentivizes the collection of lower–TNC count units by
allowing CBBs to collect subsidies for banked units with TNC counts as low as 0.9×109.
Indeed, among NCBI banks, the largest share—46.8 percent—of their banked NCBI units
have a TNC count between 0.9 and 1.24×109 (see blue bars in Figure 7.2). These lower–
TNC count units represent about one-third of all NCBI and non-NCBI units collected by
the NCBI banks. However, for units with TNC counts above 1.25×109, the distribution of
the CBU shares by TNC value is similar for both bank types and CBUs.
The minimum TNC value in some other countries is higher than what HRSA
requires: 1.4×109 at the Anthony Nolan CBB in the United Kingdom and at Réseau
Français du Sang Placentaire in France and 2.0×109 at the Barcelona CBB in Spain, for
example.
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Figure$7.2.$Number$of$CBUs$Banked$by$NCBI$and$Non_NCBI$Banks,$by$TNC$Count,$2007–
2016$
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SOURCE:&RAND&authors’&calculations&based&on&NMDP&bankLlevel&data&from&2007&to&2016.&
9&
NOTE:&NCBI&and&nonLNCBI&banks&can&bank&nonLNCBI&CBUs.&TNC&count&is&expressed&in&10 units.&

Inventory%Size%
Although a larger national inventory size can improve patient survival by increasing
the likelihood that a transplant candidate will find a stored unit, the average costs
incurred at the bank level for each additional CBU has been estimated at between $1,700
and $3,100 (see Table 6.1). On average, public CBBs collect about 8,500 CBUs annually,
but ultimately bank far fewer CBUs. In our interviews with public CBB representatives,
anywhere from 5 to 40 percent of the collected units are ultimately banked. Thus, for
CBBs to break even, the HRSA subsidies received for all banked units and the fees
collected from transplant centers for units used should ideally cover the costs of all the
CBUs collected, including those that are discarded and in addition to the overhead costs
per unit. Previous research using simulation models estimated that CBBs break even
(assuming a national inventory level of 50,000 CBUs) when the fee charged to hospitals
is approximately $15,000 per unit. To meet a larger national inventory of 150,000 units, it
was then estimated that the break-even fee was around $46,000 per unit.86 The difference
is largely due to costs of collection that increase with inventory size.
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Under the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Act, 150,000 units was the minimum
number of new CBUs that NCBI aimed to add to the national inventory. As of 2016, the
average public CBB’s inventory was around 18,260, with nearly 200,000 CBUs across all
public CBBs, although not all are part of NCBI. On average, the variable costs per
shipped CBU at the industry level are similar to the fee per released unit that banks
actually charge—between $29,000 and $45,000, which is consistent with earlier
estimates.86
Diversity%Challenge%
Even with a current national inventory of over 200,000 CBUs, it remains challenging
for minority patients to find a match. This is particularly true for some populations, such
as African-Americans, Asians, and Southern Europeans—in part because of the relatively
high number of rare HLA combinations that occurs in these groups.16, 133 To ensure the
increased representation of ethnic minorities on The Registry, priority funding from
HRSA’s NCBI program is directed toward collecting minority units, particularly from
donors of Asian and African descent.134
NCBI subsidies provide between 10 and 35 percent of banks’ total collection and
processing costs according to our interview respondents and data provided by the NMDP.
Thus, HRSA’s NCBI funding is critical for banks and HRSA funding priorities strongly
influence CBBs’ collection strategies.135 This has important financial implications for
CBBs. First, as indicated in our qualitative data in Chapter Four, the collection of
minority units is more challenging than collection of nonminority units. Cord blood
programs routinely recruit pregnant women in doctors’ offices and in prenatal classes,
which minorities are statistically less likely to receive. Many minority groups also learn
too late in the prenatal process about the possibility of donation. Some believe that cord
blood donation is costly (although public donation is free) or they mistakenly believe it
will hurt the newborn.136, 137 For these and other reasons, fewer minority mothers have
been banking cord units.138
Some studies suggest that CBUs from minority donors may be smaller by some
measures (TNC count, volume, CD34+ count) compared with CBUs from Caucasian
donors, but others suggest no correlation between TNC count and volume in
preprocessed or postprocessed units and race or ethnicity.132, 138, 139 Although data on
collected CBUs were not available to us, we showed in Chapter Five that there is some
variation in TNC count across race or ethnicity in both banked and shipped CBUs.
Based on NMDP data, about 42 percent of African-American patients are matched
with donors of African descent. Yet the probability that they are matched with Caucasian
donors increases with increasing TNC count (see Figure 7.3). For instance, among
African-American patients treated with CBUs with TNC counts between 0.9 and
1.24×109, only 16 percent of donor units were from Caucasian patients. However, among
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those treated with higher–TNC count units, between 30 and 37 percent were matched to a
Caucasian donor.
However, increasing the TNC count cannot overcome large HLA mismatches. Only
between 1 and 17 percent of the U.S. population can find a CBU with no HLA
mismatches, whereas 81–96 percent can find a unit with one or two HLA mismatches,
depending on their race/ethnicity.140 One study found that in cases where there were one
or 2 two HLA mismatches, the best patient outcomes (lowest mortality rates) were from
units with TNC counts higher than 5.0×107 per kg as compared to dosing of 2.5×107 or
less.141 An average-weight adult male would need a CBU with a TNC count of at least
4.40×109, whereas an average-weight adult female would need a CBU with a TNC count
of at least 3.75×109. The implication is that, unless cell expansion technologies solve this
problem, banks should focus on collecting CBUs with higher TNC counts as one strategy
to improve genetic diversity because they can offset the detrimental effects of HLA
mismatches. There is still a significant percentage of minority groups for whom
acceptable units are not available.
Figure$7.3.$Donor’s$Race/Ethnicity$for$African_American$Cord$Blood$Transplant$Patients,$
by$TNC$Count$
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Despite the ability to overcome mismatches by increasing TNC counts, banking
additional minority units is still critical. Some researchers have suggested that public
CBBs should not restrict the CBUs for banking by initial TNC levels, but rather rely on
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analyzing the HLA type before discarding units with low TNC counts to ensure their
inventory’s racial/ethnic diversity.142
To optimize their business processes and to qualify for the HRSA NCBI subsidies,
public CBBs that we interviewed often set different thresholds for banking minority (as
high as 1.25×109) and Caucasian CBUs (as high as 1.80×109). Some banks only pursue
NCBI subsidies for non-Caucasian units.
A representative from one bank suggested that banking minority units should be
centralized in large minority hospitals, with more than 10,000 minority births per year,
rather than spread through many smaller banks. One study shows that racial diversity can
be achieved in a national network of CBBs by focusing collections in specific geographic
areas.138 Detroit, for example, has the highest percentage of African-American donors
and San Diego has the highest percentage of Hispanic donors, so some have suggested
that collections should be focused accordingly.142

CBBs’&Financial&Decisions:&How&to&Break&Even&&
In this section, we considered two approaches to estimate the break-even price and
quantity for public CBBs. Although public CBBs are typically nonprofits and the CBUs
are donated freely by altruistic donors, they still need to be able to cover their costs to
stay in operation. Thus, our calculations here are intended to determine the extent to
which CBBs are able to cover their costs given current costs and banking statistics. First,
we used average total variable costs as delineated in Chapter Six, along with the actual
quantities of CBUs shipped (transplanted), by TNC count. From our interviews and
NMDP data, we then constructed an average variable cost per shipped unit to compare to
the average fee CBBs receive from hospitals. Second, we used a more formal profit
maximization model (presented in Appendix B), where we accounted for the differing
discard rates, as well as the varying probability that a given collected CBU would have a
particular TNC count. We then used the average variable cost measures as reported in
Table 6.1 in Chapter Six to estimate the bank-level equilibrium quantity of units to
collect.
Estimating%the%BreakIEven%Price:%Comparing%Variable%Cost%and%Fee%per%Shipped%
CBU%%
In Chapter Six, we reported details on average variable costs for CBBs across various
stages of the process of collecting, testing, processing, and storing CBUs. The average
total variable cost for a collected unit ranged between $1,700 and $3,100, with about
$1,300 going toward costs accrued prior to releasing the unit for transplant (see Table
6.1). For this reason, we estimated break-even numbers using variable costs per unit of
$1,300 and $3,100 to obtain a reasonable range of estimates. As we detail below, less
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than 3 percent of collected units are ultimately used for transplant, although this varies
considerably by the TNC count of the unit.
We calculated the average variable cost per unit shipped, allowing it to vary by TNC
count due to the differences in the probability of use. As expected, the average variable
cost per unit shipped declines with TNC count because more of the higher–TNC count
units are shipped. For example, the average variable cost per unit shipped ranges from
about $3,100 to $7,300 for NCBI units with a TNC count higher than 3.0×109 relative to
about $102,000 to $240,000 for NCBI units with a TNC count between 0.9 and 1.24×109.
Non-NCBI units cost slightly more per unit. This is driven by the release rates, not by
collection costs. The cost per shipped unit across all TNC counts is $29,000 and $67,000,
assuming a variable cost of $1,300 and $3,100 per unit collected, respectively. This range
is consistent with what has been reported elsewhere and with the fees CBBs charge
transplant centers (the average fee is $36,200).127
Comparing the variable cost per unit shipped to the expected revenue per unit shipped
provides an estimate of the bank’s break-even point—that is, the price and quantity of
units sold that would allow the bank to cover all its variable costs. For this analysis, we
assumed that banks do not charge hospitals differentially based on TNC count. Using the
average transplant fee per shipped CBU of $36,200, we found that banks only break even
at TNC levels higher than 1.50×109 and 1.75×109 on NCBI and non-NCBI units,
respectively (see Figure 7.4). Using the actual number of units shipped by TNC count and
average variable costs, our analysis suggests that banks mostly lose money on lower–
TNC count units. On average, we estimated that the overhead cost per banked CBU is
around $1,560. Factoring this cost into the analysis yields a total cost per shipped CBU of
$62,000 to $101,000, depending on the assumed variable cost ($1,300 or $3,100). For
CBBs with TNC-count thresholds below 1.50×109, the difference between revenues from
transplant fees for units shipped and the total variable and overhead costs for all collected
units is negative.
Estimating%the%BreakIEven%Price:%Economic%Model%of%Profit%Maximization%%%
In this section, we used a standard economic model that assumes that the bank will
seek to collect as many units at a given sales price to maximize their profits (see
Appendix B for more details). However, we assumed the TNC count of any given unit
follows the probability that a randomly chosen unit has that TNC count. For example,
based on the literature, the probability that a randomly drawn unit will have a TNC count
of less than 0.9×109 is 0.40 (40 percent), whereas the probability that a given unit will
have a TNC count of more than 1.75×109 is 0.21 (21 percent) (see Table 7.1). Then,
based on actual banking and shipment quantities from the NMDP, we assumed that the
probability that a collected unit is banked and shipped varies depending upon the TNC
count, as shown in Table 7.1. For example, the probability that a CBU with a TNC count
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between 0.9 and 1.24×109 will be banked if the bank’s threshold is 0.9 is 0.35, but the
probability that it would actually be used is only 0.0012 (0.12 percent).The probability
that a CBU with a TNC count of more than 1.75×109 will be banked under the current
minimum threshold reimbursable by HRSA is between 0.05 and 0.12 (a 5- to 12-percent
chance in a given year), whereas the probability that it will be used is between 1 and 4
percent per year.
Using these assumptions and the average variable costs as delineated in Chapter Six,
we estimated the total costs and revenues for banks allowing for differing internal TNCcount thresholds. Consistent with other studies, we found that, on average, public CBBs
that bank only units with higher TNC counts generate greater profits, even after taking
into account the lower probability of being able to collect those units (see Table 7.2).

Total"Variable"Costs/Units"Shipped

Figure$7.4.$Break$Even:$Total$Variable$Cost$per$Shipped$Units$Relative$to$Fee$per$Shipped$
Units$
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Summary%
In this chapter, we described key challenges that public CBBs face while trying to
optimize collection and banking of CBUs. The first challenge is the CBB’s decision on
what quality-level (TNC count) CBUs to bank. On the one hand, we found that the
likelihood that CBUs will be used for transplant increases with TNC count. Among all
CBUs used for transplants from 2007 to 2016, only 11 percent had a TNC count below
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1.25×109 and, in a given year, the probability that such a unit would be used is
approximately one-tenth of 1 percent. Among all CBUs used for transplant over the same
period, about 61 percent had a TNC count higher than 1.5×109. The release rate—or the
ratio of units shipped to units available in inventory—is highest for units with a TNC
count higher than 2.5×109, at around 3 percent. On the other hand, collecting high-quality
units is costly. In addition to lower costs, the current structure of the NCBI program
implicitly incentivizes the collection of lower–TNC count units by allowing CBBs to
collect subsidies for banked units with TNC counts as low as 0.9×109.
Second, CBBs must decide how many CBUs they will bank. Although a larger
national inventory increases the likelihood that a transplant candidate can find a match
with a stored unit, the average costs incurred at the bank level for each additional CBU is
high. We estimated that, currently, the average public CBB’s inventory is around 18,260,
with nearly 200,000 CBUs in the national inventory in total, which is greater than the
150,000 that has been estimated as the optimal size, based on diversity and cost
considerations.
The third challenge refers to CBBs’ decisions to target racial/ethnic minority cord
blood donors. To ensure increased representation of ethnic minorities listed on The
Registry, priority funding from HRSA’s NCBI program is directed toward collecting
minority CBUs, particularly from Asians and African-Americans. Collecting minority
units is challenging both because minorities are less likely to donate and because there is
some evidence that minority units are smaller for biological reasons. We observed,
however, that the probability that minority patients are matched with donors of the same
race decreases with TNC count. This, in conjunction with evidence from other studies,
suggests that that CBU size may be used to compensate for some level of HLA
mismatching.
In the second part of this chapter, we estimated the profit maximization strategy for
public CBBs. We estimated that the cost per shipped CBU is between $29,000 and
$67,000. However, these costs vary significantly with TNC count; costs per shipped unit
are below $10,000 for units with a TNC count higher than 3.0×109, and above $100,000
for those with a TNC count below 1.24×109. Finally, we estimated the total costs and
revenues for banks allowing for differing internal TNC-count thresholds. We found that,
on average, banks that bank only units with higher TNC counts generate greater profits,
even after taking into account the lower probability of being able to collect those units. &
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Table&7.1.&Probability&CBU&Will&Be&Collected,&Banked,&and&Shipped,&by&TNC&Count&
Probability&
Collected&
0.40$

0.90&
0.00$

1.25&
0.00$

Banked&if&TNC&threshold&is:&
1.50&
1.75&
2.00&
0.00$
0.00$
0.00$

2.50&
0.00$

3.00&
0$

Shipped&
0.0056$

0.9–1.24$

0.21$

0.35$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0$

0.0012$

1.25–1.49$

0.12$

0.20$

0.31$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0$

0.0031$

1.50–1.74$

0.06$

0.10$

0.15$

0.22$

0.00$

0.00$

0.00$

0$

0.0056$

1.75–1.99$

0.06$

0.10$

0.15$

0.22$

0.29$

0.00$

0.00$

0$

0.0106$

2.00–2.49$

0.07$

0.12$

0.18$

0.26$

0.33$

0.47$

0.00$

0$

0.0192$

2.50–2.99$

0.03$

0.05$

0.08$

0.11$

0.14$

0.20$

0.38$

0$

0.0304$

More$than$3.00$

0.05$

0.08$

0.13$

0.19$

0.24$

0.33$

0.63$

1$

0.0378$

TNC&Count&
Less$than$0.90$

SOURCE:$RAND$authors’$calculations.$
NOTES:$The$Collected$column$reflects$the$probability$that$a$given$unit$collected$will$have$the$corresponding$TNC$count$(thus,$column$equals$1).$The$Banked,if,
TNC,threshold,is:$columns$reflects$the$probability$that$a$unit$with$a$given$TNC$count$will$be$banked,$which$is$conditional$on$the$unit$being$collected.$This$probability$
depends$on$what$the$bank’s$TNC$threshold$is$(which$we$vary$from$0.90$to$3.0$billion).$Finally,$the$Shipped$column$reflects$the$probability$that$a$unit$with$a$given$
9$
TNC$count$will$be$shipped$for$transplant.$TNC$counts$are$expressed$in$10 units.$

Table&7.2.&Revenue,&Cost,&and&Profit&for&CBBs,&by&Bank’s&Internal&TNC&Threshold&
Internal&TNC&Threshold$
0.90&
$6,204,833$

1.25&
$9,112,802$

Total$cost$

$10,753,722$

$8,698,662$

$7,524,342$

$6,937,182$

$6,350,022$

$5,665,002$

$5,371,422$

Profit$

!$4,548,888$

$414,140$

$4,756,436$

$7,810,851$

$11,554,752$

$17,031,909$

$19,127,913$

Total$revenue$

1.50&
$12,280,778.58$

1.75&
$14,748,033$

SOURCE:$RAND$authors’$calculations.$
9$
NOTE:$TNC$counts$are$expressed$in$10 units.$
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2.00&
$17,904,774$

2.50&
$22,696,911$

3.00&
$24,499,335$

Chapter(Eight.(Factors(Shaping(the(Public(Cord(Blood(Sector’s(
Future(

In Chapter Four, we identified and explained trends that have already affected the public cord
blood system, and in this chapter we identify and analyze nascent or potential developments that
could have a significant future impact on the sector. Because this chapter focuses on the future, it
is by nature less certain and more speculative. We discuss and analyze possible developments
that could either support or harm the cord blood sector.

Key(Inputs(to(the(Cord(Blood(Sector(Are(Reliable((
We reviewed factors that are likely to support the growth or the financial stability of the cord
blood system. Cord blood–sector stakeholders expressed confidence that future disruptions in the
supply or availability of key inputs are highly unlikely. Such key inputs include umbilical cord
and placenta donations and essential goods, equipment, and services. The available supply of
new cord donations is likely to remain plentiful because the number of cord donations far
outpaces the number required to sustain the sector. Furthermore, once cord blood is donated,
processed, and stored, CBUs have a long shelf life relative to whole blood or other organs, for
example. This makes the sector resistant to supply-side shocks when compared with other health
sectors, such as whole blood, which requires a continuous resupply of perishable donations. For
example, if an event were to temporarily disrupt a region’s donation hospitals or shipping
networks, this would not have a significant impact on the overall pipeline of CBUs available for
transplantation.
The equipment and services required to maintain the cord blood sector are also reliable, in
part because most of the sector’s equipment and service providers do not rely exclusively or even
primarily on sales to this sector. Several key suppliers to CBBs confirmed that they do not rely
on public cord blood to sustain their businesses. For example, one leader of a blood-testing lab
explained
…cord blood testing is a tiny part [of our business]…less than 2 percent of our
total samples tested per year. All [infectious disease] tests we do for CBBs are
the same tests we do for our other clients. If the cord blood market collapsed it
wouldn’t affect us—we’d be testing the same markers in either method [cord
blood or haploidentical].

Most components in cord collection kits are standard off-the-shelf medical supplies, with the
exception of a cord blood collection bag. Cord blood processing equipment is specialized, but
CBBs can choose from several suppliers. When asked whether there is any danger of exiting the
market for cord blood processing equipment, one chief executive officer (CEO) explained
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“…there is no danger of that. We are actually launching new technology to help the industry to
grow.”
He also explained that, despite the fact that cord blood processing machines represent a small
portion of his company’s overall sales, these machines use the same technology platform as other
machines for point-of-care application and for immune oncology. This is yet another example of
how the cord blood sector benefits from supplies, services, and infrastructure built for other
medical sectors. Furthermore, even if machines to automate cord blood processing were to
somehow become unavailable, CBBs can also function quite well without such equipment, and
some choose to keep their processes manual because they believe they can achieve higherquality CBUs using manual processes.
Considering all the above factors, public CBBs appear to enjoy a stable and predictable
market for their key inputs. We assess the probability of a disruption in key inputs to be
extremely low.

Other(Types(of(Cord(Blood(Banks(
Private(Banks((
The private cord banking sector interacts with and supports public banking and the broader
market in several ways. Although public CBBs supply the overwhelming majority of CBUs that
are actually transplanted, private CBBs still play a significant role in the system because they
collect, process, and bank more than half of all CBUs in the world.143 Furthermore, despite
having a lower rate of transplantation, the private family banking market depends on and
contributes to most of the same infrastructure that public CBBs require. For example, a
representative of a private CBB shared about supporting education and outreach programs that
also benefit public CBBs.
We are supportive of public banks. For example, we have a public banking
partner…an educational partnership…. As part of that partnership, we developed
a [public] educational resource…. We have also provided grant funding to Be
The Match® in support of the development of a webinar for [health care]
professionals on CBB—public and private.

Private banks also invest considerable resources in advertising and marketing the benefits of
banking cord blood and tissues to patients, and this investment likely produces positive spillover
effects benefitting public CBBs by raising general awareness and understanding. Public CBBs
generally lack funding for marketing, and mainly rely on hospital staff, websites, and brochures
to inform and recruit potential donors. In contrast, private CBBs spend a significant amount of
money on marketing.32 Expectant mothers often see advertisements and brochures about cord
blood that are typically produced by the private banks in their obstetricians’ offices.
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There is also evidence that private banks sometimes create new manufacturing techniques
and processes that can benefit the public cord blood sector. A representative of a private CBB
explained
[w]e’ve had representatives from a variety of public banks, say the majority in
the U.S., visit our lab over the last ten years. We’ve taken them on tours,
discussed processes, best practices, and had good knowledge sharing…. Within
the U.S., the family [private] banks were the first to initiate the cord tissue
storage.

A manager in a hybrid CBB shared examples of innovations that started in private banks and
could spread to public CBBs. This hybrid CBB is the only CBB in the United States that
processes and stores placenta blood and tissue, an innovation that was funded by the private side
of the hybrid bank. She also explained that
[p]rivate banks…are providing the materials for what we call autologous
transplants and cell therapies—for a child using their own stem cells. That could
go on to become an allogeneic process—and the public banks could benefit from
that as well…. There is a great interaction between public and private in that
way. The privates are really supporting the cell therapy clinical trials using the
autologous cord blood.

Some public banks derive significant income from private CBBs that contract with them to
process and store private CBUs.144 Representatives from several public banks that we
interviewed confirmed that such contractual relationships are an important source of revenue and
contribute to their financial sustainability.
Occasionally, the financial support that private CBBs provide to the cord blood market is
indirect. For example, a supplier to both public and private CBBs stated that the business he
generates from selling to private CBBs allows him to sell to public CBBs. This essentially means
that the private side may be indirectly cross-subsidizing the public side. He explained
[w]e don’t make a lot [of money] from the donor industry [public CBBs]…what
pays our rent are the private banks.

Although private banks help public CBBs in numerous ways, their influence is not always
positive. As we described in Chapter Two, interviewees raised several concerns about the
practices some private banks employ, and, more generally, there was concern from public banks
and some practitioners about the role of private banks in the industry.
Hybrid(and(Alternative(Cord(Blood(Banking(Models
As discussed in earlier chapters, a few public U.S. CBBs have embraced a hybrid model,
combining a public and private CBB within a single business entity. Such hybrid models allow
public CBBs to spread the fixed costs of maintaining equipment, personnel, and facilities for
collection, processing, and storage between their private and public operations.134, 145 Since both
public and private CBBs exist under a single organization, this allows the private banking to
essentially subsidize the public banking component.
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Several CBB representatives said that hybrid banks are attractive because the private side can
compensate for the financial losses incurred on the public side. One manager in a hybrid CBB
stated that
[i]t’s fair to say we’d never make a profit on the public side—it is a loss every
year—we absorb that and we recognize that for what it is….!This was never
profit-driven and [we] never sought to make money off of this [public banking].
The draw to this was to give back, because I don’t think anyone believes you can
make money with public banking.

Another manager of a different hybrid bank said
[w]e started as a hybrid bank to get financial support for the public bank….!
Public banking isn’t profitable. Because of the private banking, I’m able to
generate revenue to cover [public banking] expenses or losses.

Among public CBBs that are not hybrids, some are considering the option. One manager of a
public CBB stated that
[w]e have reached out to the community to look into setting up a private banking
program to subsidize the public banking program.

In addition to hybrid models that are already helping public banking in the United States,
there are other public-private partnership models that exist abroad, some of which U.S. banks
may someday attempt to emulate. In such models, privately stored CBUs are made available to
the public in one of three ways. First, it may be required by law that a certain share of otherwise
privately stored units is donated for public use. A second approach is the so-called hybrid split or
dual banking, in which the CBB splits a single CBU into two parts: One usually larger share of
the CBU can be used for family and the other is stored for public use. The third approach is the
so-called hybrid requisition, whereby parents pay for a CBU’s storage but are either obliged or
have an option to donate their privately stored cord blood in the event that someone else needs
their unit. If a graft is used, the parents are reimbursed.134, 146 These banks increase the inventory
size of CBUs for public use, and thereby their utilization rates and revenues, improving public
banks’ finances.146 This type of model does not exist in the United States because regulations for
private and public CBBs are different. Thus, a unit that is collected and stored in a private CBB
cannot move into public CBB registries.
There are several examples of these alternative models. Some examples from abroad are
Eticur in Germany, Eurocord in Slovakia, Cryosave in Belgium, and Precious Cells Biobank in
the United Kingdom.148 The latter, for instance, offers fee-based cord blood storage, but also
operates the Precious Cells Miracle, a charity that accepts free cord blood donations. Another
example of this hybrid model is the China Cord Blood Corporation, of which the public banking
division receives no government funding, despite being the largest public CBB in China.149 In
China, all CBBs are required by law to be hybrid. In the United States, UMass Memorial
Medical Center in Worcester, Massachusetts, is a good example of a public CBB that
transformed into a hybrid model to avoid closure.145 This public CBB filed for bankruptcy in
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2003 because the release rate, at less than 2 percent, was too small to cover its annual operating
costs.145 It was acquired by Lifeforce Cryobanks in 2006 and now offers storage at several
collection sites across the United States.146
In Turkey, a certain share of otherwise privately stored units is required to be donated for
public use, which results in 25 percent of all privately stored units being donated for public use.
The Virgin Health Bank established in 2007 in the United Kingdom is an example of a hybrid
split bank that pioneered the 20-to-80 hybrid model, where 20 percent of the CBU volume was
stored for private use and 80 percent was stored for public use.27, 150 Although the 20-percent
CBU share is insufficient for a successful transplant, the hope was that cell expansion could be
used to regenerate its volume to a useable amount. This technology is still in experimental
stages. However, in 2009, the Virgin Health Bank had to change its business model to avoid
bankruptcy. Finally, examples of the requisition approach can be found in Spain and Germany,
where parents are obliged to donate their privately stored cord blood or have an option to donate
it, respectively.134, 146

Potential(Changes(Affecting(the(Selection(of(HSC(Sources((
As explained in Chapters One and Four, the U.S. cord blood sector currently functions inside
a larger market for HSCs that also includes bone marrow and peripheral blood. In recent years,
the share of HPC transplants that used haploidentical sources has been rising (see Text Box 3 in
Chapter Four), while the share of CBU transplants has fallen, both in the United States and
abroad.151 In this section, we explore the potential for further growth in the relative number of
haploidentical HSC transplants, which might contribute to lower demand for cord blood and
increasing financial pressure on CBBs.
Investments in infrastructure and training that support haploidentical transplants and reduced
investments in cord blood infrastructure and training may be self-perpetuating. This market
momentum may weigh significantly in the calculations that transplantation specialists make
when selecting one HSC source over another.
For example, an increasing number of transfusion specialists may choose haploidentical
sources of HSCs mainly because they have more experience with haploidentical sources or no
experience with cord blood. As one transfusion specialist explained,
[y]ou will speak to transplant physicians who won’t do cords; end of discussion.
If you don’t have experience with cords or limited and unsuccessful experience,
their reluctance stands to reason.

As one leader of a hybrid CBB elaborated,
[t]he problem will be when the market collapses and there are new people
coming in that are training in haploidentical, etc., not cord blood—it will take 20
years to reboot the [cord blood] training—you can’t get the trained people back if
you are not doing these types of transplants—even though with cord blood you
have the best outcomes.
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Falling cord blood sales could also motivate CBBs to recover costs by raising prices, and
higher prices could perpetuate further reductions in the quantity of CBUs demanded. Increased
volume of collection, processing, and increased purchases of equipment used for haploidentical
collections, processing, and transfusions could lower the price of haploidentical options and
perpetuate the fall in demand for cord blood.
In contrast, new innovations and technologies that boost the relative efficacy of cord blood or
other HSC sources may impact demand for cord blood in the opposite direction. For example,
some promising new technologies and techniques aim to increase CBU cell counts by expanding
cells within a CBU or by combining multiple CBUs. Other researchers are exploring reducedintensity (nonmyeloablative) stem cell transplantation preparative regimens, or combining
expanded or otherwise altered HSCs with normal CBUs to improve grafting speed, donorrecipient compatibility, and immune system development.152 If proven successful, any of these
new techniques could improve the demand for cord blood by increasing its efficacy, particularly
with larger (adult) patients.

Potential(Changes(Affecting(the(Use(of(Cord(Blood(
In-vitro cell expansion techniques that increase the TNC count of a CBU have recently been
tested by biotechnology companies, including Nohla Therapeutics, NiCord, Gamida, and others.
Nohla pioneered using expanded CBUs to improve patient survival before HSCs finish
engrafting and taking on blood system functions.153 These expanded cells can be transplanted
alongside an HLA-matched CBU to help support the patient’s immune system while the HLAmatched CBU engrafts.
One stem cell scientist expressed some optimism that HSC expansion technology could begin
to increase demand for CBUs during the next three to five years. He explained that
[t]he last two years have seen some significant work at [the University of
Minnesota], a group in Canada, and Peter Rossi’s work in Boston set up by Third
Rock Ventures. All three have shown significant expansion without the loss of
engraftment ability. It still needs to be validated. Could be a real game-changer in
the industry.

A manager of a hybrid bank and a partner corporation explained another new technology that
can be used both for growing MSCs for diabetic wound healing or for growing HSCs. The CBB
manager explained that
…we don’t know if we can grow long-term grafting cells, but we probably can.
A lot of cells can be grown in these hollow fibers—that [is] a great technology
with easy expansion capability that open[s] things tremendously, whereas
growing in a flask isn’t easy.

Although expansion technology could increase the demand for the many banked CBUs that
are currently too small for transplantation, there remains the danger that these technologies may
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not develop quickly enough to help existing CBBs. One HSC transplantation specialist opined
that
…at least two-thirds of the [already-banked cord blood] units are useless
[currently too small for transplantation] and expansion technology isn’t there yet.
The [cord blood transplantation] field will be gone before expansion is big
enough.

Although expansion technologies could help the cord blood sector, other changes in
technology could someday severely disrupt or replace the existing cord blood system. After
several decades of research,154 during the past five years a few biotechnology companies have
made significant progress in propagating or expanding HSCs,155 as discussed earlier in this
chapter. On the one hand, moderate success in this field greatly benefits the cord blood sector in
that it can help small CBUs to effectively treat adult patients. However, if farther into the future
this same technology reaches the point where lines of HSCs can be indefinitely cultured in-vitro,
as is currently done with some embryonic stem cell lines, total demand for units banked in CBBs
could dramatically fall.

Potential(New(Clinical(Applications(for(Cord(Blood(!
Several potential new clinical applications for cord blood are under development. Success in
these trials could open up new potential applications for CBUs. A prominent researcher who uses
cord blood noted that
[t]he stem cell industry…is an amazing industry to be in. There are companies all
the time being formed. Some of the regenerative medicine is coming out of cord
blood. There is concern that once these industries take off, we’ll hit [use up] the
[cord blood] inventory very hard.

A manager of a hybrid CBB added that
[t]he [cord blood] market is pretty plateaued—but, with the promise of
regenerative medicine and cell therapy and what we are seeing today—we could,
if we had one breakthrough in cell therapy using cord blood—which is a couple
of phase II clinical trials—if we have one breakthrough with these common
diseases—for instance—stroke, cerebral palsy, autism, then I think we will see
exponential growth. I think it is really going to depend on clinical trials.
The private [CBBs] are really supporting the cell therapy clinical trials using the
autologous cord blood…for cerebral palsy for instance there have been two
clinical trials—one using a child’s own autologous cord blood, and one using a
sibling’s cord blood. [This] might go on to be another reason for public banks to
release units.

A CEO of a private bank concurred that
[t]here are some promising studies from Duke on [cerebral palsy, traumatic brain
injury], and autism—we are hearing good results—and these studies need to be
published—and hopefully moved to the FDA.
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A biotechnology venture from Cellectis is looking at CAR T-cell therapy. According to a
prominent stem cell scientist,
[t]he best source of off-the-shelf T-cells, which you don’t have to match, would
be cord blood. That would increase the demand for small CBUs.

We do note that organizations that depend on cord blood sales may be exhibiting bias when
expressing optimism about the prospects of new medical applications for cord blood. Because we
primarily interviewed people whose careers depend on the growth of cord blood sector for this
study, we must interpret these findings with caution.

Cord(Blood(Banks(Could(Bank(Other(Stem(Cells(and(Tissues(
Beyond cord blood, other cells and tissues derived from cords and placentas could also yield
new medical applications, and CBBs may be well positioned to participate in any new markets
that arise. Neonatal tissues are also a source of MSCs, discussed in Chapter Two, and other cells
that have many potential therapeutic applications. Because CBBs have already established the
infrastructure, expertise, and relationships to collect neonatal tissue donations, CBBs would be
well suited to take advantage of any new demand for related tissues. One CEO of a company that
supplies equipment to various medical sectors explained
[y]ou’re seeing a predominant number of trials in recent years that are focused on
mesenchymal stem cells. It’s a global trend. And if you’re looking at how many
stem cell…technologies have been approved globally, it’s about ten. And if you
count what are really the cells that are being used or approved, you will see that
nine out of ten were approved for MSC and only one for cord blood. So that
gives you a sense of where the industry is and is going.

New demand for neonatal cells and tissues could allow CBBs to expand their businesses and
achieve greater efficiencies of scale in the collection, transportation, testing, processing, and
storage of neonatal tissues and cells. Whereas CBBs currently discard the vast majority of
donations because they do not meet the requirements specific to cord blood and HSC
transplantation, additional uses for cord tissues and placentas would allow at least some currently
discarded donations to go toward productive uses. Additionally, there could be some donations
that yield both cord blood and other useful cells, and, in such cases, the costs of collection,
transportation, and disease testing would be shared between the cord blood and other products,
thereby lowering cord blood costs per unit and improving CBB profit margins.
Many private CBBs already collect and store MSCs and tissues in addition to cord blood, and
these private CBBs could quickly transfer this knowledge to public CBBs via existing hybrid
bank ownership structures and ongoing knowledge-sharing platforms. At least one hybrid CBB
is already collecting and processing cord tissue for its private banking clients, and one hybrid
CBB already has experience collecting placentas and harvesting their stem cells for private
banking clients. A manager from a public CBB stated that her organization
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…did invest for a number of years in experimenting with other populations of
cells…particularly MSC and [natural killer] cells, but without funds to continue
that research we had to stop.

Such experience could give some CBBs a head start in any potential new market for
additional neonatal cells and tissues. As a representative of a private CBB explained,
[y]ou see this anecdotally at medical conferences and in sidebar
conversations…you hear that public banks have an interest in getting into cord
tissue. I think it’s only a matter of time before they start to take a look at that.
There is a lot of exciting research with the mesenchymal stem cells. As the use of
cord blood declines for transplant applications, and these public banks have a
sizable amount of inventory collected for that use, they are looking for other
avenues in the bio economy that they can use for a revenue source. I think you
see Natera coming into the marketplace and their partnership with BloodWorks
Northwest and Natera using the BloodWorks lab—you can imagine in collecting
the cord tissue that there could be some things learned for BloodWorks that they
could apply down [the] line.

Although some CBBs may be well positioned to expand into new markets, the FDA and
other federal regulators may impede their rapid expansion into the collection and storage of new
cell types. Many federal regulations will need to be rewritten to account for these new cell types,
because public CBBs are currently only permitted to collect and store cord blood. Therefore,
CBBs’ expansion into other cell types would likely require significant additional financial
investment.

International(Cord(Blood(Banks(May(Continue(to(Increase(Their(U.S.(
Market(Share(
International CBBs have expanded their operations during the past decade and have taken
both U.S. and global market share away from U.S. CBBs. In Chapter Four, we introduced this
trend and provided its historical context. In this chapter, we explore whether this trend is likely to
continue.
Some factors limit the degree to which international CBBs could continue to expand their
market share. Many foreign countries have genetically homogenous populations compared with
the U.S. population, which makes it almost impossible for most countries to collect and export a
full genetic range of CBUs to meet U.S. and global demand. Instead, most international CBBs
focus on serving their domestic populations, which, in many cases, overlaps only slightly with
the U.S. and global populations. As the U.S. public inventory of CBUs continues to expand to
include more HLA types and larger units, it would be reasonable to expect U.S. imports of
foreign CBUs to decline, all else held equal. A similar logic dictates that even if international
CBBs build larger (yet still less diverse) inventories, they will continue to rely on imports (some
of which will presumably come from the United States) to meet the demand for unusual HLA
types.
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Although cases persist of U.S. hospitals purchasing foreign-derived CBUs when U.S.-derived
alternatives of similar size are not available, hospitals tend to appreciate the quality and short
turnaround times provided by U.S. CBBs, according to some cord blood system stakeholders that
we interviewed. Also, international shipping will always entail at least some additional cost and
time. These stabilizing factors aside, there are some grounds for concern that international CBBs
will continue to gain market share at the expense of U.S. CBBs: As one HSC transplantation
expert explained, the quality and consistency of international CBBs is improving.
In other respects, however, this increase in the production, size, and quality of foreign CBBs
may help U.S. CBBs by contributing to the diversity, quality, and size of the global CBU
inventory. As noted earlier in this chapter, the continued viability of cord blood as an option for
HSC transplantation depends in part on cord blood’s market momentum relative to other sources
of HSCs. The more CBUs that are available and used worldwide, the more physicians gain
experience and familiarity with cord blood selection criteria and cord blood transplantation
protocols, and the more suppliers produce and improve cord blood–related devices and
equipment, and researchers discover ways to improve cord blood transplantation and other
medical applications. By contributing to the overall attractiveness and availability of cord blood
as an option for HSC transplantations, foreign CBBs help all organizations participating in the
global cord blood sector.

Summary(
Chapter Four identifies several trends that have caused U.S. CBBs to experience financial
hardship, and the potential future developments highlighted in this chapter could either reverse or
exacerbate the sector’s financial hardship. The potential technological developments highlighted
here—ones that could significantly improve the efficacy of cord blood HSC transplants, create
new medical applications for cord blood, or create new medical applications for other cells and
tissues derived from umbilical cords and placentas, stand out as the main potential developments
that could dramatically improve the financial prospects of U.S. CBBs. We are unable to assess
the likelihood that these technological developments will pan out, nor can we estimate when they
might occur.
The greatest dangers facing the cord blood system—and CBBs in particular—include the
potential for a continued fall in demand for cord blood, possibly caused in part by shifts in the
relative cost and efficacy of cord blood as compared with other sources of HSCs. We note that
these shifts could happen in either direction, however, as the relative cost and efficacy of cord
blood could improve rather than continue to decline. Other potential developments that could
reduce demand for cord blood include the possibility of further increased competition from
international CBBs.
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Chapter(Nine.(Government(Intervention(in(the(Public(Cord(Blood(
System(

This chapter builds on the previous chapters by considering the social value of the public
cord blood banking system and how government interventions influence its different dimensions,
including TNC counts, genetic diversity, and current and future value to society. Our initial goal
is to estimate the value of the cord blood banking system, accounting for present demand. Next,
we assess how existing government interventions have changed the public cord blood inventory
along several different dimensions, such as average or minimum TNC and genetic diversity.
Finally, we assess how alternative interventions could affect the cord blood system at both the
bank and the industry levels.

Public(Goods(and(the(Social(Value(of(the(Public(Cord(Blood(Banking(
System(
As discussed in Chapter Two, CBUs are one source for HSCs that is available to treat a set of
illnesses. CBUs differ from the other HSC sources in that they must be stored. As such, a
repository is necessary. Private CBBs provide services to individuals and families that feel the
need to bank CBUs for personal use. For families with a pre-existing propensity for diseases or
when a sibling already has an illness treated through cord blood transplantation, private CBBs
can be the best option. For most families, this is not the case, which is why few pediatric HSC
transplantation physicians advise private cord banking unless there is a known recipient. As
discussed in Chapter Two, a system of public CBBs is needed to make high-quality, genetically
diverse CBUs available to the public. Having this type of CBB system will allow individuals
with illnesses treated by CBUs to have access to units that would not be available in a private
system. This public good provides value to all individuals and relies on donations to function.
As explained in Chapters One, Four, and Seven, many public CBBs are losing money and
continue operating only by using funds from donations, subsidies, and larger organizations that
own them. From a private-firm perspective, the benefits of operating a public CBB may not
outweigh the costs. However, banks’ revenues may not fully reflect the social benefits of
operating a public CBB. Public CBBs provide a quasi-public good in that some of the benefits of
the system may not be captured in transactions between CBBs and transplant centers or
providers. Specifically, all individuals with access to advanced health care derive an insurance
benefit from the availability of the international inventory of CBUs as a potential treatment
source for conditions treated using cord blood, as well as for conditions that may in the future be
treated by cord blood. Since most people benefitting from the insurance value of this inventory
have not paid directly to build or sustain the inventory, there is a justification for government
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intervention to coordinate activity and—potentially—to subsidize the collection, processing, and
use of cord blood. To understand if government intervention provides positive net benefits, we
must understand what both the social benefits and costs are.
In this analysis, we only focus on the costs faced by public CBBs, and ignore other cord
blood system costs, such as research costs. We rely on the CBB aggregated cost estimates—
described fully in Chapter Six—to proxy for social costs that we need to compare with social
benefits. Thus, we aim to estimate the social benefits that the public CBB system provides.
Specifically, we are only considering the benefits of the publicly banked units that are listed on
The Registry.
We consider two sets of benefits: First, there are the direct benefits provided by the use of
cord blood for medical treatment. These direct benefits are tied to the patients’ increased life
span and quality of life. Second, there are several indirect benefits that arise from the existence
of the CBB system. Without the CBB system, CBUs could not be used as a treatment for the
diseases discussed in Chapter Two. In other words, there is an insurance value to having a
national inventory: In the event that someone is diagnosed with a disease that is treatable with
cord blood, there is a good chance that he or she will find a unit in the inventory for use. We do
not measure the indirect benefits, except to say that the direct value could be weighted by the
probability that any given person would need to use the system. Thus, our value calculation
underestimates the total societal value.
As technology evolves, cord blood may provide treatments for additional diseases. Having
CBUs and a cord blood system—including the infrastructure, knowledge, and trained staff—
available now means that they will not have to be gathered in the future. Building a CBB system
in the future may be more expensive than keeping the existing structure, even if the current
benefits do not outweigh the costs, given current technology and use. Furthermore, we might
never know what diseases could be treated by cord blood if we do not support the infrastructure
today, because ongoing research partially depends on this existing cord blood infrastructure and
ongoing cord blood use.
The value of the CBB system cannot be assessed without considering its connections to other
stem cell sources and uses. Cord blood’s value depends in part on the value of alternative sources
of HSCs, and any policies designed to strengthen the cord blood system will probably create both
positive and negative spillover effects on other markets. As discussed in Chapters Two and
Eight, HSCs also come from peripheral blood and bone marrow donors, and technologies for
collecting, processing, and using these HSCs may be advancing more quickly than cord blood–
related technologies. To the extent that some medical interventions can use HSCs from sources
other than cord blood, any effort to subsidize CBUs could distort the HSC market by lowering
the relative cost of cord blood, thereby raising demand for cord blood and lowering demand for
other sources of HSCs. On the positive side, any policies or interventions that strengthen the cord
blood system could also help to advance technological progress in processing, transplanting, and
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finding alternative medical uses for HSCs, which could help other parts of the stem-cell sector
and the broader health system.
Direct(Use(Value(of(CBB(System(
Three pieces of information are required to calculate the direct use value of the CBB system.
First, we need to know the demand for CBUs. The data used in Chapter Five provide this
information. Second, we need to be able to quantify how much the treatment improves quality
and duration of life. This is complicated by the fact that alternative treatments exist that could
have been used but were not, as discussed in more detail below. Finally, we need to know the
economic value of the improvements to life span and quality of life.
Cord(Blood(Demand(

Table 9.1 shows the aggregate annual demand for U.S. domestic CBUs shipped both
domestically and internationally. The average annual number of CBUs used for transplants in the
United States was 1,541 between 2010 and 2016. This demand is a function of the size of the
international CBB system, the prevalence of diseases already treatable by cord blood, the current
technology for treating diseases using cord blood transplant, the availability of alternative
treatments, and the relative effectiveness of cord blood and alternative treatments. Because there
has been a growing use of multicord transplants in adult patients, we used NMDP data to
estimate the number of multicord transplants. Based on the NMDP data, we know that
approximately 57 percent of the units shipped were part of a multicord transplant. Thus, we
reduced demand by 57 percent to estimate the number of transplants rather than the number of
CBUs shipped. The size of the CBB system is important because, as the number of banked CBUs
increases, the genetic diversity of the inventory and the number of higher–TNC count units
should increase. Consequently, as the inventory grows, the probability that any individual is able
to find a suitable match also rises.86 These combined factors increase the probability that an
individual who needs an HSC transplant will receive a cord blood transplant as opposed to
seeking alternative HSC sources.
Table&9.1.&Aggregate&Annual&CBU&Demand,&by&Year&
Year&

CBUs&Shipped&

2010(

1,263(

2011(

1,786(

2012(

1,746(

2013(

1,684(

2014(

1,533(

2015(

1,618(

2016(

1,158(

SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations(using(NMDP(data((see(Chapter(Three(for(more(details(
on(this(source).(Table(data(are(adapted(from(Figure(5.2(in(this(report.(((
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Effectiveness(of(CBUs(

An earlier study using data from the CIBMTR estimated the five-year survival rate for
individuals receiving different-quality HLA matches.86 We followed this approach, estimating
the life expectancy from each treatment under three different scenarios: Scenario 1 assumes that
the relative survival risk for an additional antigen mismatch is the same for cord blood and bone
marrow; Scenario 2 assumes that the match level for cord blood matters, although not as much
for cord blood as bone marrow; and Scenario 3 assumes that survival does not depend at all on
HLA match.
In Table 9.2, we present the estimated life expectancy for these three scenarios across
different match criteria for adult and pediatric patients, separately.a The increase in estimated life
expectancy relative to no treatment for cord blood ranges from six months to five years for adult
patients and 13 to 23 years for pediatric patients. We used a no-transplant counterfactual to
calculate increases in life expectancy since cord blood may be viewed as a safety-net technology.
That is, our analysis assumes that without cord blood, the patient would not have a source for
HSCs. Alternatively, one could calculate the difference in life expectancy between a transplant
from an alternative HSC source that could be available in the absence of cord blood, but which
could be a poorer match quality. This approach would require assumptions about the distribution
of matches. The resulting estimates of the benefits of cord blood would likely be lower than
those in our analysis. At the same time, an analysis that included estimates of the insurance value
of the system, higher value-of-life estimates, or estimates of the future value of the system from
additional diseases treated with cord blood would yield benefit estimates that are greater than our
estimates.
To provide an upper bound, we assumed an increase in life expectancy of five and 23 years
for adults and children, respectively. We calculated this increase by taking the difference in life
expectancy from the treatment with cord blood and no treatment using Scenario 3. From
Figure 5.6, we know that approximately 43 percent of all cord blood transplants are pediatric
patients and 57 percent are adults. Taken together, we estimated the weighted average of the
estimated life expectancy for pediatric and adult patients that can be attributed to a cord blood
transplant. Following earlier studies, we assumed that the increase in one life year is valued at
$100,000.156–158

a

These life expectancies are calculated using Howard et al. estimates for five-year survival based on data from the
CIBMTR. The authors additionally assumed that if individuals do not survive to five years that they die at six
months from treatment. If the individuals survive to five years, it is assumed that they live for 25 years and 68 years
for adult and pediatric patients, respectively. Both of these assumptions are consistent with the CIBMTR data. As an
example from Howard et al., the five-year survival for an adult receiving a 6/6 cord blood transplant has a 36percent probability of living at least five years.86 Thus, the expected life expectancy from this treatment is
(1!0.36)×0.5+0.36×25.
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Table&9.2.&Life&Expectancy&from&Different&Treatments&

Transplant&Type&
8/8(bone(marrow(

Patients&Aged&21&or&Older&

&

Patients&Aged&20&or&Younger&

Scenario&1& Scenario&2& Scenario&3&
9.3(
9.3(
9.3(

&
(

Scenario&1& Scenario&2& Scenario&3&
33.6(
33.6(
33.6(

7/8(bone(marrow(

6.6(

6.6(

6.6(

(

28.2(

28.2(

28.2(

6/6(cord(blood(

9.3(

9.3(

9.3(

(

33.6(

33.6(

33.6(

5/6(cord(blood(

6.6(

8.3(

9.3(

(

28.2(

30.2(

33.6(

4/6(cord(blood(

4.7(

7.6(

9.3(

(

23.5(

27.5(

33.6(

No(transplant(
4.2(
4.2(
4.2(
(
10.6(
10.6(
10.6(
86
SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations(based(on(methodology(from(Table(3(in(Howard(et(al. (
NOTE:(Scenario(1(assumes(that(the(risk(associated(with(HLA(mismatch(is(the(same(for(cord(blood(as(it(is(for(bone(
marrow(with(age(categories](Scenario(2(assumes(that(HLA(match(matters(less(for(cord(blood(than(for(bone(marrow](
and(Scenario(3(assumes(that(there(is(no(difference(in(survivability(with(HLA(mismatch.(

Use(Value(of(the(Cord(Blood(Bank(System(

Because we do not know the distribution of HLA mismatch, we use the three scenarios from
Table 9.2 and then assume three different levels of matching to provide a range of potential
annual values. To provide a lower bound, we used Scenario 1 and assumed that all patients
received a 4/6 match. Next, as an intermediate set of assumptions, we assumed that all patients
received a 5/6 match and used Scenario 2 in terms of effectiveness. Finally, we used Scenario 3
and assumed 6/6 matches to provide an upper bound. For the upper-bound estimate, we
multiplied the number of annual pediatric recipients by 23 years (from Table 9.2, Scenario 3 with
a 6/6 match), and for adult patients we multiplied the total adult units shipped by five years (from
Table 9.2, Scenario 3 with a 6/6 match). This gives us an estimate for the total number of life
years saved over all patients who received a cord blood transplant in one year. Finally, we
multiplied total expected life years gained by $100,000 to estimate the total use value per year
for the years 2010–2016. Column three in Table 9.3 displays the results. Thus, our estimates of
the average annual value of the CBB system range from a lower bound of $883 million to $1.7
billion.
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Table&9.3.&Average&Annual&Social&Value&of&the&CBB&System&

Year&

Scenario&1&
4/6&Match&

Scenario&2&
5/6&Match&

Scenario&3&
6/6&Match&

2010(

$724,014,750((

($1,374,144,000((

$1,429,084,500((

2011(

$1,023,824,500((

($1,943,168,000((

$2,020,859,000((

2012(

$1,000,894,500((

($1,899,648,000((

$1,975,599,000((

2013(

$965,353,000((

($1,832,192,000((

$1,905,446,000((

2014(

$878,792,250((

($1,667,904,000((

$1,734,589,500((

2015(

$927,518,500((

($1,760,384,000((

$1,830,767,000((

2016(

$663,823,500((

($1,259,904,000((

$1,310,277,000((

Annual(value(

$883,460,143(

$1,676,763,429(

$1,743,803,143(

SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations.(

With technological change in both cord blood and alternative stem cell therapies, the use
value may increase or decrease. Importantly, changes in the value will be driven by the demand
for CBUs.
Limitations(of(the(Estimates(of(the(Value(of(the(Public(CBB(System(
In addition to the direct use value estimated above, the public CBB system has value
independent of current use. For instance, having a functioning CBB system means that, in the
future, if technological change increases demand for cord blood, we will not have to build the
system from scratch. Also, there exist at least some additional CBU sales outside of the NMDP,
which increases the current use of cord blood beyond what our calculations suggest. For
example, some CBUs have been sold to a biotechnology company that turns CBUs into nonHLA supplements used in cord blood transplants, increasing their efficacy. These factors
increase the value of the CBB system beyond the use value that we have calculated.
Conversely, considering additional factors could decrease the value of our estimates. For
example, if the CBB system did not exist, at least some patients would be forced to use
alternative sources of HSCs—including CBUs from banks located in foreign countries. This
ability to use a substitute technology decreases the value of the U.S. cord blood system: If cord
blood were not produced in the United States, the next-best alternative HSC source would
sometimes be used. Our use value calculations assume that there is no next-best alternative.
Thus, the actual value may be lower when we consider alternative sources of treatment.
Our analysis is sensitive to our assumptions of costs and benefits; therefore, if we assumed
greater gains in life expectancy or value of life, our estimates would be higher.
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Aggregate(Costs(of(the(Cord(Blood(Banking(Industry(
An analysis by the NMDP suggests that the aggregate annual costs to the cord blood industry
for recruitment, processing, and storage are on the order of $60–70 million. Even assuming the
existence of additional costs for running the NMDP, for distribution to hospitals, and for
research, the social benefit of having a cord blood system far outweighs its costs, by at least one
order of magnitude. However, many of the social benefits accrue to people who have not yet paid
into the system (because they do not yet need cord blood), and current users of the system do not
appear willing to pay for the full societal benefit. The question then becomes how to sustain the
CBB system until the point in time when cord blood demand and/or willingness to pay increases.

Objectives(of(the(National(Cord(Blood(Inventory(Program(
As stated in Chapter Two, the aim of the Stem Cell Therapeutic and Research Act is to make
at least 150,000 high-quality units from a genetically diverse population available for
transplant.45 Although the legislation does not define high-quality, HRSA provides definitions
through contracts with CBBs under NCBI. There are two main considerations for quality. First,
the CBU must be collected in an appropriate manner so as to minimize risk to the transplant
patient. This includes testing for infectious disease and sterility. From our perspective, these
attributes of quality are embodied within the accreditation process. As HRSA requires that all
NCBI CBBs must be accredited by either the AABB or the FACT, this aspect of quality should
be achieved automatically.
The second aspect of quality considered by HRSA is the minimum TNC count needed for
inclusion in the NCBI registry. TNC count is important because the current dosing requirements
are for 2.5×107 TNC per kg.159 The current HRSA minimum total TNC level corresponds to a
CBU adequate for patients weighing 36 kg or less (about 80 pounds) and inadequate for the
average adult in the United States. As discussed in Chapter Seven, HRSA’s minimum is one of
the lowest among all international CBB systems.
The other objective for HRSA is to have a unit available to everyone who needs it. This
means that there must be enough genetic diversity in the NCBI program to match that of the
population. The key markers for genetic diversity for HRSA are race and ethnicity. Figure 9.1
displays the racial and ethnic diversity of the banked units from 2002 to 2016 and of the U.S.
population as of 2015. For 13 percent of the banked units, we do not have any data on race or
ethnicity, or they are multiracial. If we assume that all the units that are labeled “other” are
actually Caucasian units, then there is an over-representation of Caucasians. Alternatively, if the
“other” category is equally representative of the non-Caucasian categories, the racial diversity of
the banked units is approximately equal to that of the population.
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From previous Requests for Proposalsb that HRSA issued for contractor CBBs, there is a
special emphasis on collecting units of African ancestry.160 There are potentially two reasons for
this emphasis. First, there may be concern that The Registry (currently or historically) has fewer
African ancestry units relative to the population. It is difficult to assess this, given data
limitations, but in Figure 9.1 we show that the relative proportion of banked CBUs of African
ancestry is roughly in line with the population. Second, according to one expert we interviewed,
the genetic diversity of African ancestry is greater than that for other ethnic groups. As such,
patients of African ancestry are less likely to find a match among CBUs from other racial and
ethnic groups. Thus, HRSA may strive to have an over-representation of those racial and ethnic
groups that have greater genetic diversity, which is consistent with their emphasis on obtaining
units from individuals of African ancestry.
Figure&9.1.&Racial&and&Ethnic&Diversity&of&the&National&Cord&Blood&Inventory&and&the&U.S.&
Population&
Racial&and&Ethnic&Diversity&of&Banked&Units,&2002–
2016&

Racial&and&Ethnic&Diversity&of&U.S.&Population,&2015&

16%

26%
49%

15%
53%

11%

4%

5%

10%

11%

(

(

SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations(using(NMDP(data(on(newly(banked(CBUs(from(2002(to(2016.(U.S.(Population(
statistics(from(the(U.S.(Census,(Quick(Facts(United(States.(

Existing(Program(
At present, there are 13 CBBs that are participating in the NCBI program. There have been
five separate cohorts of CBBs added to the program. Although they are part of the NCBI
b

Specifically, the Request for Proposals states, “special consideration will be given to offerors demonstrating a
superior ability to collect and bank large numbers of CBU[s] from underrepresented populations, especially AfricanAmericans.”
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program, banks are not guaranteed funding every year. In 2011, CBBs collected CBUs at 114
hospitals in 24 states for the NCBI. Additionally, there are six other CBBs that do not participate
in the NCBI but list their units on The Registry. We were unable to acquire the individual
contracts the CBBs have with HRSA, but a GAO report from 2011 estimates that the average
subsidy paid per CBU in the NCBI was $1,110.1
Based on our interviews with representatives from HRSA, these subsidies are CBB-specific
as delineated in a given CBB’s proposal to HRSA and at least one CBB received differential
payments based on race/ethnicity of the donor. HRSA representatives also stated that when they
are considering contracts with CBBs, their goal is to maximize the number of units registered,
given budget constraints. Because CBBs all bid different subsidy amounts, there is implicitly
competition among the CBBs to bid the lowest dollar amount for HRSA to subsidize each unit.
CBBs that are more financially sound may, therefore, be more willing and able to accept a
smaller subsidy. If less established, less financially sound, or savvy CBBs want to compete, they
too may feel the need to lower their subsidy bids, which may result in greater losses and less
financial sustainability. The recent concerns about CBBs’ financial sustainability may be driven
in part by the subsidy and contract structures and not simply as a function of the nature of the
industry.
To some extent, this situation results from payers’ unwillingness to pay more for CBUs of
varying sizes and HLA types. As noted earlier, CBBs charge the same fee per CBU regardless of
size and HLA type, so there is a strong financial incentive for CBBs to bank only the CBUs with
the highest probability of use. If, for example, CBBs were able to charge more for a rare HLAtyped unit or for a larger CBU, the market would incentivize the collection of rarer CBUs. There
is already some market incentive to bank larger units versus smaller ones, because hospitals are
more likely to procure larger units, but this market incentive is weaker when it comes to HLA
type. Because market incentives to bank diverse units are weak, HRSA subsidies may provide
additional incentives to bank rarer units. The HRSA subsidy increases the revenue CBBs receive
when collecting and when distributing cord blood from ethnically diverse donors, which at least
partially compensates for the lower probability that such units will be used. This does not
necessarily maximize the number of lives saved by cord blood, because the money used to save
some number of rare HLA-type patients may have been enough money to save twice as many
common HLA-type patients. However, it does achieve the social objective of helping to level the
access to cord blood across all Americans, which is the aim of the legislation and NCBI.

Potential(Alternative(Programs(
There are a number alternative program designs that could be considered by HRSA. One
option would be for HRSA to provide only a subsidy to those units that have high TNC counts or
those from African and Asian/Pacific Islander ancestry. Alternatively, HRSA could subsidize
units that are collected or used or provide a fixed subsidy independent of the number of units
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collected, banked, or shipped. We discuss each of these three possibilities in turn. Table 9.4
provides an overview of the advantages and disadvantages of each alternative subsidy
arrangement.
Table&9.4.&Advantages&and&Disadvantages&of&Alternative&Subsidy&Arrangements&
Subsidy&

Advantages&

Disadvantages&

Collected(

•( Encourages(greater(effort(into(
collection.(
•( Potential(for(greater(diversity.(

•( Lack(of(verification.(
•( May(encourage(higher(TNC(cutoff.(
•( May(reduce(diversity.(

Shipped(

•( Alignment(of(incentives(to(bank(for(
sustainability.(
•( Encourages(greater(collection(efforts(
to(obtain(higher–TNC(count(units.(

•( May(encourage(higher(TNC(cutoff.(
•( May(reduce(diversity(if(shipments(to(
minorities(are(not(subsidized(at(a(higher(
rate.(
•( Cost(per(unit(banked(may(rise(to(reach(
higher(TNC(cutoff.(

Lump(sum(

•( May(encourage(diversity(through(
adding(hospitals(with(high(minority(
birth(rates.(
•( Allows(greater(flexibility(by(CBBs(to(
achieve(financial(sustainability.((

•( Potential(lack(of(accountability.(
•( Is(not(directly(aligned(with(HRSA(goals.(

Subsidize(Based(on(the(Number(of(Units(Collected(
Suppose that HRSA were to redesign its program to subsidize not future banking, but total
(previous) collection of CBUs. This would focus on the stock of CBUs—rather than the flow—
and could provide additional incentive to collect more units. All else equal, this could cause
more units to be banked than if no subsidy existed, because more units would be collected and
more units should meet the CBB (or HRSA) TNC cutoff. Suppose we were to consider a budgetneutral program that subsidized collection instead of banking. If a CBB had a typical discard rate
of 75 percent, a subsidy equal to one-fourth the size of the current subsidy for banking would
have the same effect in expectation on units banked. Additionally, by focusing on collection
rather than banking, the CBB has more certainty over its subsidies since it is not dependent on
the TNC, which is somewhat of a random draw.
There are several potential problems with this alternative subsidy arrangement, however.
First, the current system provides verification through the NMDP that the unit exists and was
registered. With a collection-based subsidy, there is no built-in verification process; in other
words, HRSA would be relying on the CBBs’ reports of units collected. Second, there may be an
incentive to further increase the TNC cutoff since the probability that a unit will be chosen for
transplantation increases with higher TNC counts, so the discard rate might increase. The
incentives from the subsidy would affect the number of units collected, but because CBBs tend
to lose money on lower–TNC count units (as discussed in Chapter Seven), banks may choose to
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increase their internal TNC threshold as higher–TNC units have a higher release rate. This could
translate into fewer units being added to The Registry, although they would be of higher quality.
Subsidize(Based(on(the(Number(of(Units(Shipped(for(Transplantation(
As another alternative, suppose that HRSA provided a subsidy only for those units that were
shipped for transplantation. Since the probability of a unit being chosen increases as TNC
increases, this would further encourage CBBs to raise their internal TNC thresholds for banking.
Also, to collect higher-TNC units, CBBs may collect more units. With this approach, in contrast
to subsidizing unit collection, verification of number of units shipped is relatively
straightforward: HRSA could verify the shipment of these units through NMDP records on
shipped CBUs. Importantly, by subsidizing the shipment of units, HRSA would be providing an
incentive that aligns with the CBB goal of financial sustainability. We know from Table 7.2 in
Chapter Seven that the higher the TNC, the higher the expected revenues from an individual
banked unit. However, some might argue that HRSA should not be subsidizing something the
CBBs already have an incentive to do and are already paid to do. If HRSA wanted to increase the
probability that CBBs would bank units that will be shipped, they could simply increase the
minimum TNC required to be subsidized. In other words, as TNC rises, profitability of the unit
rises. However, the cost per unit may also rise: More units will have to be collected to find a unit
that meets the higher TNC threshold.
Provide(a(LumpGSum(Subsidy(
Finally, HRSA could provide a lump-sum subsidy for participation in the program. This
lump-sum subsidy could include contingencies, such as expanding to an additional hospital that
participates in collection with the CBB (e.g., with a high rate of minority births). Additionally,
allowing CBBs greater flexibility in how and where they collect units may increase the financial
sustainability of the CBBs. Not being tied to specific TNC cutoffs and having the ability to
experiment without fear of bankruptcy may provide new approaches for collection, banking, and
shipment that had not been considered before due to financial constraints.
At least one of the current CBB’s contracts has differential subsidies for minority CBUs.
HRSA should consider requiring this more broadly across other contracts if the social value of
minority units is higher or if the social cost of collection is higher. The social value may be
higher if there exists greater genetic diversity in the minority population, such that increasing the
number of minority units results in better coverage of the genetic space. We also know from
interviews that it is costlier to recruit minorities, both for bone marrow donation and for CBUs.
We also noted earlier in the report that minority CBUs tend to be smaller in TNC count due to
underlying biological differences.
From the banks’ perspective, there is a trade-off between banking a lot of units and having
higher, on average, TNC counts. As a bank increases the TNC cutoff, the cost per banked unit
increases because more units will be discarded after collection. From HRSA’s perspective, one
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of the main goals is genetic diversity, which requires a large number of units from a variety of
races and ethnicities. From a transplant perspective, there is a trade-off between HLA-matching
and TNC count. Particularly, the greater the HLA mismatch, the greater the TNC count needs to
be to produce the same outcomes as a closer match. This implies that as the TNC count increases
for a unit, the greater the number of potential transplants. Put differently, as the TNC count
increases, fewer units are needed to achieve the same coverage in terms of genetic diversity. The
goal from society’s perspective should be to have a unit available to treat everyone that may need
it. This can be accomplished by having a large number of units that, on average, have a low TNC
count or having a smaller inventory size with units with a higher TNC count. Importantly, as
average TNC increases, the cost per unit increases, but fewer units are required.

Summary(
In this chapter, we estimated the value of the CBB system to be between $600 million and $2
billion annually based on increased life expectancy for patients receiving CBU transplants. Even
by our most-conservative estimates of the efficacy of cord blood, the benefits of the system far
outweigh the collection, processing, and storage costs of approximately $60–70 million. This
suggests that there may be a larger role for government intervention to maintain this valuable
resource.
The aim of the NCBI program administered by HRSA is to ensure that everyone who needs a
CBU can find a match. There are two aspects that capture this: diversity and usability. The
current system provides subsidies to CBUs with a minimum TNC count of 0.90×109, but these
subsidies vary by CBB. This minimum TNC count combined with accreditation should ensure
that every CBU in NCBI is usable. To encourage diversity, as part of its request for proposals
from CBBs, HRSA states that special consideration will be given to proposals that put a focus on
donors of African ancestry and other underrepresented groups. The distribution of donor race of
CBUs appears to roughly mirror the racial distribution of the U.S. population.
Finally, we provided an analysis of alternative subsidy structures. From a transplant
perspective, there is a trade-off between HLA mismatch and TNC count. There may be
advantages in moving to a system that, at least partially, provides lump-sum subsidies to
encourage CBBs to seek FDA licensure or to develop relationships with hospitals with larger
underrepresented deliveries that may be costlier to collect.
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Chapter(Ten.(Themes,(Recommendations,(and(Conclusion(

In this final chapter, we highlight the key findings from our study that drive the basis for the
recommendations we propose to improve the sustainability of the public cord blood system. We
also discuss the limitations of our study, recommendations, caveats, and areas that warrant
further research.

Key(Themes(
Below we highlight our synthesis of themes identified across the report from more than one
source.
Demand(for(Cord(Blood(Has(Stagnated((
Particularly, key stakeholders and our analysis of NMDP data suggests that U.S. demand for
cord blood has declined or plateaued for the time being. The number of cord blood transplants
performed in the United States fell slightly from 822 to 718 from 2010 to 2015.a Over the same
period, the number of haploidentical transplants increased from 361 to 1,045, as have HSC
transplants overall. Thus, cord blood transplants fell from about 12 percent of all HSC
transplants to about 8 percent from 2010 to 2015.
Several explanations for this trend have been identified. In addition to occasional availability
of cheaper alternatives, such as haploidentical HSCs, some have argued that CBU collection
costs have increased over time as CBBs have endeavored to procure more-diverse units. These
rising costs could be one factor dampening demand. Several banks noted the high cost of
obtaining FDA licensure, which they state has exacerbated cord blood’s cost disadvantage
relative to other sources of HSCs that do not bear similar costs for compliance. Many
respondents noted that delayed umbilical cord clamping may also contribute to higher collection
costs, which in turn can decrease demand.
Competition(Among(CBBs(Has(Increased((
The international CBB industry has matured over time, so a greater number of domestic and
international CBBs are competing to provide CBUs to patients. Meanwhile, the number of U.S.
CBBs and their inventory of CBUs both continue to grow. If the number of CBBs and CBUs
rises while demand for cord blood remains stagnant or falls, CBBs will face financial pressure
unless they can get more money per CBU shipped.
a

As noted in Chapter Three, we have NMDP data on transplants for only part of 2016, so we focus on 2015 in this
report. There were only 289 cord blood transplants and 4,006 total HSC transplants in the 2016 data we received.
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CBB organizational and ownership structures affect their financial viability. CBBs that have
survived and thrived tend to be part of larger organizations, such as blood banks, hospitals,
universities, biotechnology firms, or private-public hybrid banks. These organizational strategies
are significant because they allow CBBs to diversify their sources of income and make it easier
for CBBs to cut costs. For example, CBBs that are connected to blood banks typically rely on
some of the same infrastructure and processes used by the whole blood bank. CBBs that are
affiliated with hospitals may have easier access to local labor and delivery wards, which can
reduce collection costs. CBBs that are part of a university, typically in conjunction with a
university hospital, are often linked to HSC-expert physicians and researchers who are more
likely to be involved in clinical trials and clinical practice involving CBUs. Hybrid CBBs that do
both public and private banking can achieve greater efficiencies of scale, and profits from their
private operations can subsidize their public operations.
Cord(Blood(Procurement(Costs(Have(Increased(Relative(to(Alternative(Sources(of(
HSCs((
We noted this above, in explaining the trends away from CBUs, but also note this separately
because there are several key drivers of cost that are worth highlighting.
First, two important features of CBUs that drive costs are the TNC count and donor diversity.
Obtaining higher–TNC count units increases acquisition costs because CBBs have to collect
more units to get a useable or bankable “high–” TNC count unit. The actual marginal cost of
collecting one extra unit does not vary by TNC count. However, costs to collect CBUs from
racial minorities have been reported to be higher.
Additionally, the process of predicting the size of a CBU prior to collection is inexact.
Although it is known that TNC count is positively correlated with factors such as gestational age,
Cesarean delivery, and the infant’s birth weight, and negatively correlated with the number of
children a woman has previously given birth to, these are not one-to-one correlations. Further,
some of these factors are unknown until delivery.80 Thus, we can think of TNC count as
conditionally random and therefore difficult for CBBs to target perfectly.
Although some have argued that cord blood acquisition costs are significantly higher than
other sources of HSCs, we were unable to examine this empirically due to lack of data. Our
analysis, however, of the HCUP data on inpatient stays suggests that the variable costs, which
have been estimated to be between $1,700 and $3,100 per CBU (see Chapter Six), pale in
comparison to other costs associated with HSC treatment, which are between approximately
$160,000 and $262,000 per inpatient treatment (see Table 6.2). This is largely because inpatient
HSC transplants typically require hospitalization, with cord blood patients requiring about 50
days of inpatient stay relative to about 38 days for allogeneic bone marrow transplant patients.
We also point out that the calculation of costs associated with bone marrow or other peripheral
stem cell sources typically does not include costs to the donor, except to note that it often takes
more time to obtain HSCs from these sources. A consideration of the actual health care costs of
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collecting the bone marrow or other HSCs, the preparation and time required of the donor, and
the physical pain should be factored into these comparisons. Any comparison of costs, however,
should be accompanied by a comparison of benefits and the importance of diversifying stem cell
sources, particularly for patients for whom a bone marrow or peripheral blood match is not
readily available.
The(Relative(Clinical(Effectiveness(of(Cord(Blood(Transplantations(Versus(Other(HSC(
Transplantations(Remains(Unclear(in(Some(Medical(Scenarios((
Existing studies on the effectiveness of the different HSC sources (see Chapter Six) are
problematic for several reasons. First, comparison of patients across the different HSC sources is
difficult because selection of an HSC source is clearly not random. Some of our key interviewees
shared that CBUs are used only as a last resort, whereas others mentioned a preference for
CBUs, particularly for certain types of patients. Thus, any comparison of patients using different
HSC sources suffers from a significant selection bias. This can be addressed, somewhat, in
randomized controlled trials, but in such a study, the sample will have to be restricted to patients
for whom all sources are available, which limits the generalizability of findings.
Second, the majority of the literature to date on clinical effectiveness follows patients for
only a short time period. Because cord blood transplants take longer to engraft, such a time frame
truncation will bias results toward more-favorable outcomes for other sources. For example, a
2007 systematic review shows the average survival of cord blood transplant patients at 47
percent (95-percent confidence interval [CI] = 38.6 percent, 55 percent) within the first 100 days
relative to 62 percent (95-percent CI = 57 percent, 68 percent) for bone marrow or other
peripheral blood stem cell transplants. However, at five years out, survival rates were 14.4
percent (95-percent CI = 10 percent, 18.8 percent) and 18.2 percent (95-percent CI = 13.8
percent, 22.6 percent) for cord blood and other HSC transplant patients, respectively, suggesting
no statistically significant difference. There are considerably fewer studies examining longerterm survival rates in this review. Finally, it is worth pointing out that even if CBUs yield better
patient outcomes over the longer term, payer reimbursement preferences may render this moot.
Specifically, because patients tend to change health insurance plans or coverage every few years,
private insurers prefer to cover services that are less expensive in the short-to-medium term.
Cord(Blood(Transplantation(Is(Not(a(Panacea(Treatment,(but(Its(Availability(Is(Important(
CBUs are one important tool among many for the treatment of some diseases. CBUs are not
the answer for every patient needing a bone marrow transplant, but their availability is crucial for
hundreds of patients every year who have no alternative treatment modality. Particularly, cord
blood transplants can be critical for pediatric and minority populations. Although sometimes
there are alternatives to cord blood, patients often have no appropriate alternative HSC source. In
addition, the importance of getting treatment quickly for some patients can make CBUs the best
choice compared with other HSC sources that require greater lead time. It can take two or more
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weeks to obtain other sources of HSCs, whereas already-banked CBUs can be ready in a fraction
of that time.
Several key interviewees noted that, at the current time, if cord blood were to disappear as a
treatment option it would result in increased mortality, particularly for minority populations who
depend on the diversity conferred by cord blood and for pediatric populations, who are not only
more diverse compared with adult populations but are generally smaller than adult patients and
may therefore be treated using some of the smaller CBUs in the inventory. Thus, despite its
relatively infrequent use, there is an argument to be made for supporting the cord blood industry
for the sake of equity.
There(Is(Considerable((Positive(and(Negative)(Uncertainty(About(the(Future(Use(of(
Cord(Blood((
Changes in technology or new research findings related to the use of HSCs might
dramatically increase or decrease the future use of cord blood. Clinical trials experimenting with
cord blood use typically address rare diseases, but some respondents mentioned cord blood as a
source for CAR T-cells, and they mentioned research into new cord blood applications to treat
diabetes, traumatic brain injury, stroke, cerebral palsy, and autism. Any new medical
applications for cord blood could dramatically increase demand for CBUs. There is also
promising research on HSC expansion and related technologies that could increase the utility of
small CBUs. The impact of expansion technologies is unclear: It might boost demand for CBUs
and help some of the low–TNC count CBUs be utilized. However, in the long run, depending on
the degree to which expansion technologies are effective, they might eliminate the need for new
cord blood collections if transplant centers or CBBs could maintain a “library” of diverse CBUs
that could be expanded at will. Furthermore, if new medical applications for cord blood do not
pan out, or if other sources of HSCs prove equally able to provide the same medical benefits for
a lower price, future demand for cord blood could stagnate or decline.

Recommendations(
We have identified several areas in the cord blood industry where policies could plausibly
improve the financial sustainability of the U.S. public cord blood system.
Our first set of recommendations pertains to the NCBI program. We have described the
attributes of the current NCBI program as administered by HRSA earlier in this report. Briefly,
HRSA currently provides subsidies to contractor banks that register CBUs with a minimum TNC
count of 0.9×109 with a stated goal of increasing the racial and ethnic diversity of the units in the
inventory. We begin by discussing recommendations for potentially adjusting this program, both
with respect to the TNC threshold and how subsidies are structured. We then discuss some
potential adjustments to NCBI contracts.
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Our second set of recommendations includes broader suggestions for the industry, including
suggestions for revisions to payment for cord blood transplants, research funding, and
knowledge-sharing in the industry.
Recommendations(for(the(NCBI(Program((
Subsidies(and(CBU(Requirements((

TNC Threshold. Our economic analysis in Chapter Seven suggests that, on average, even
with the NCBI subsidies, CBBs lose money for every unit collected that has a TNC count of less
than 1.5×109. Moreover, a CBU with a total TNC count between 0.9 and 1.24×109will be used
only in about one-tenth of one percent (0.1 percent) of cord blood transplants in a given year.
Currently, there are over 102,000 CBUs containing less than 1.25×109 cells, including non-NCBI
units, listed on The Registry (about 52 percent).
Current research indicates that a higher TNC count can offset some degree of HLA
mismatch. Thus, if one of HRSA’s objectives is to increase ethnic and racial minorities’ access
to cord blood, it can accomplish this by incentivizing CBBs to collect higher–TNC count units.
Some stakeholders have previously recommended this threshold be increased to 1.25×109 for
minority units and 1.5×109 for nonminority units.135 Although HRSA representatives have
emphasized that their current minimum does not preclude banks from setting their own higher
threshold if it makes business sense for an individual bank, we emphasize that the current
structure incentivizes CBBs to bank smaller units to receive the NCBI subsidy. Although banks
lose money in the long term, banking smaller units to collect the NCBI subsidy helps with shortterm cash flow.
These banks are also partially motivated by altruism. If a CBB’s management is willing to
take a financial loss to help address a need for rare HLA types, the NCBI subsidy defraying even
part of that financial loss could be the deciding factor that convinces CBBs to do what is not in
their long-term financial interest. To date, 47 percent of the NCBI units banked have TNC counts
of less than 1.25×109. Given the 0.1-percent chance that units with less than 1.25×109cells will
be used, increasing the inventory of low–TNC count units does not translate into greater access
for minorities, as long as cell expansion technologies remain under development.
The significant downside of increasing the minimum threshold is that doing so will result in
fewer units added to the national inventory, which may have implications for improving the
genetic diversity of the inventory (see Chapter Seven). However, given the growth in the
inventory since the beginning of the NCBI program, focusing on the collection of higher–TNC
count units, especially nonminority units, would be the strategy most likely to further improve
access to the system. On the other hand, if future cell expansion technologies, some of which are
currently under development, succeed in expanding smaller units into bigger units, a small but
genetically diverse inventory may prove valuable, and the current NCBI incentives may
eventually prove optimal for maximizing access. Either way, because changing the minimum
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threshold has implications for the genetic diversity of the inventory, we consider this in
conjunction with a second related aspect of the NCBI program that could be revamped: the
subsidies.
Subsidies. Currently, CBBs that are NCBI contractors propose various structures that will
result in an NCBI subsidy for each CBU that is banked and listed on The Registry that meets
HRSA’s TNC-count threshold and other requirements. Some banks receive the subsidy only for
banking minority units, while others receive the subsidy only for CBUs of a certain size.
Although this gives CBBs flexibility to propose a variety of arrangements, HRSA could revise
the requirements of such arrangements as outlined in Chapter Nine to achieve different goals.
We review some options in the sections below.
Subsidize(Based(on(the(Number(of(Units(Collected(Instead(of(Units(Banked(or(Registered(on(The(
Registry((

Overall, we expect subsidies based on units collected to result in more units collected.
However, the effect this would have on the average quality or TNC count of the units in the
national inventory is unclear. Although some CBBs have already established internal TNC
thresholds that are greater than 0.9 billion, we know that other banks continue to bank a large
percentage (as much as 60 percent of all NCBI units banked) of these lower–TNC count units.
As long as the revenue from the subsidy does not exceed the cost of banking an additional unit—
as is currently the case—CBBs will have an incentive to try to bank units with a high probability
of being used. Predicting whether a given pregnancy will yield a high–TNC count CBU is not an
exact science. However, there may be room for some CBBs that are currently collecting and
banking a significant percentage of low–TNC count CBUs to better screen mothers prior to
delivery to increase the TNC counts of their collected units. The advantage of this approach is
that a greater number of collections provides greater opportunities for collecting high–TNC
count units. A disadvantage is that most public CBBs rely on hospital volunteer collectors to
collect cord blood. Therefore, it is unclear what leverage or capacity CBBs may have to increase
the rate of collections. In addition, the effect on minority collections may be minimal.
Subsidize(Based(on(the(Number(of(Units(Sold(for(Transplant((

This option could encourage CBBs to alter their collection practices, including diversity and
TNC counts, to collect units that are more likely to be used. The advantage of this approach is
that this arrangement would align CBBs’ financial needs with the need to collect units with a
high probability of being used. Thus, it might incentivize CBBs to collect larger TNC units. The
disadvantage is that most transplant recipients are Caucasian; thus, the units most likely to be
used are those from Caucasian donors, although this disadvantage could be overcome if NCBI
provided higher subsidies for CBUs transplanted to minority patients. More concerning is that
some factors associated with high TNC counts are not predictable and there may be more than
one HSC match for any given patient, so it is difficult for CBBs to target high–TNC count
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CBUs. Finally, this approach may be less palatable to policymakers because, in effect, CBBs
would receive subsidies for the units that banks already have an incentive to collect. However, if
policymakers agree that supporting the CBBs most attuned to the needs of patients is the best
way to ensure continued access to cord blood, subsidizing CBB sales may work. Especially if the
overall financial viability of U.S. CBBs continues to decline, with the accompanying danger of
many CBBs closing, saving the strongest among these CBBs could become the priority
mechanism for ensuring continued access to cord blood.
In addition to increasing the likelihood that banked CBUs correlate more closely with use,
two options address the banking of minority units. Our analysis suggests that, although the
current arrangement has achieved one goal of increasing the CBU inventory, it has not
sufficiently incentivized the other goal of collecting high–TNC count or genetically diverse
units. Particularly, if market mechanisms were working, we would expect banks to choose to
bank higher–TNC count units primarily because these units are the most profitable—high–TNC
count units are the most likely to be used in transplants, thus generating the greatest revenues for
CBBs. In the current system, NCBI banks are encouraged to bank or register as many units
(above the 0.9×109-TNC-count threshold) as possible with the government providing no
incentive to focus on whether the units will be used. There is also no direct incentive for banks to
increase the genetic diversity of CBUs: HRSA encourages banks to target minorities, and some
CBBs include this in their NCBI contracts. However, there is no systematic approach to require
banks to have a collection plan or strategy to increase minority units. We present two options for
doing so below.
Implement(Differential(Subsidies(for(Units(Banked(Based(on(the(TNC(Count(and/or(the(Genetic(Diversity(
of(the(Units((

Because CBBs have noted that collection costs are greater for higher–TNC count and
minority units, HRSA could explicitly address this by requesting that CBBs propose this in their
bids. As we have noted, some banks do this already, but a more systematic approach could
optimize the collection of larger and more-diverse CBUs. This option could incentivize
additional collection of units with higher TNC counts and/or more-diverse units. One
disadvantage is that banks would likely incur increased costs to collect these units.
Provide(LumpGSum(Subsidies(to(Encourage(Collection(of(Minority(Units((

HRSA might consider lump-sum subsidies to offset the fixed costs associated with expanding
to a new collection site or implementing some other approach to increase the collection of
minority units. For example, a CBB may be interested in adding a new collection site at a
hospital with a high percentage of minority births, and such a subsidy would help with the startup and fixed costs of implementing such a move. These subsidies could also be used in efforts to
recruit minority donors at existing collection sites. The advantage of this option is that it may
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allow for more-targeted approaches to increase the genetic diversity of the national inventory.
The disadvantage is that such an approach may be more expensive than the current program.
Make(Donation(a(Default(Option((

Using behavioral economics coupled with lump-sum funding to create “nudges” is one
promising strategy to increase cord blood donations. Nudges are modest adjustments to the
environment that influence “people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any
options or significantly changing their economic incentives.”161 Examples include establishing a
specific course of action as the default, framing information to emphasize risks or benefits,
asking individuals to justify a planned course of action, and comparing individuals with their
peers. Currently, potential parents must actively elect to donate cord blood following a birth.
Changing the default option such that parents at public CBB collection hospitals who do not
wish to donate their baby’s cord blood must actively opt out of donation would likely increase
the volume and diversity of cord blood cells donated to CBBs. Similar changes in the default
option have led to sizable increases in organ donations.162 Further, because umbilical cord blood
is typically discarded as medical waste if it is not donated, changing the default option to cord
blood donation does not harm patients.
In Table 10.1, we present a matrix that shows our hypotheses for how the market might
respond depending on the set of joint changes HRSA might make for the minimum TNC-count
threshold (no change or increase) and various changes to subsidy arrangements.
Thus, our recommendation is that HRSA focus on efforts to increase the diversity of the
national inventory in the following ways: (1) provide funding that encourages banks to either
add collection sites where more minority CBUs can be collected or increase subsidies for
minority units, and (2) consider increasing the minimum TNC-count threshold, especially for
nonminority units. HRSA might also explore ways in which CBBs might specialize in the
collection of different types of units. For example, since the cost of collecting more minority
units may be lower in areas with denser minority populations, CBBs with collection hospitals in
these areas might specialize in collecting CBUs from minority populations, while CBBs with
predominantly Caucasian populations at their collection hospitals might focus on collecting large
units, which are often easier to obtain from Caucasian patients. Although we were unable to
investigate this question empirically, future research may be encouraged in this area to help
rationalize collection strategies.
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Table&10.1.&Potential&Changes&to&the&NCBI&Program&and&Expected&Effects&
Changes&to&TNCVCount&Minimum&Threshold&

Changes&to&Subsidy&
Arrangements&

None&

Increase&

None(

Status(quo(

Many(banks(that(have(already(instituted(internal(
thresholds(that(are(higher(than(the(HRSA(
threshold(will(be(unaffected.(Other(banks(may(
bank(fewer(units(overall(or(a(greater(number(of(
CBUs(with(higher–TNC(count(units.(Overall,(the(
inventory(may(grow(less(rapidly,(but(with(an(
increase(in(the(inventory(of(higher–TNC(count(
units.(

Subsidize(units(
collected(

More(units(collected.(Banks(will(
keep(their(incentive(to(collect(
higher–TNC(count(units(as(those(
are(more(likely(to(be(sold.(Likely(
little(impact(on(minority(
collections.(

More(units(collected.(Higher(minimum(TNC(
count(may(offset(concerns(that(CBBs(would(pay(
less(attention(to(quality.(Increased(TNC(
threshold(may(occur(naturally(when(banks(no(
longer(have(an(incentive(to(keep(lowerequality(
units.((

Subsidize(units(sold(

Incentives(to(bank(high–TNC(
count(units(may(increase.(May(
also(encourage(collection(of(
more(units(to(find(highequality(
units.(Likely(little(impact(on(
minority(collections.(

More(units(with(a(higher(probability(of(being(sold(
could(be(collected](i.e.,(higher–TNC(count(units.(
Overall,(the(inventory(may(grow(less(rapidly,(but(
with(increases(in(the(inventory(of(higher–TNC(
count(units.((

Subsidize(minority(
banked(units(
differentially(

CBBs(would(collect(more(
genetically(diverse(units.((

CBBs(would(collect(more(high–TNC(count(
minority(units.(However,(the(inventory(may(grow(
less(rapidly.(

Offer(lumpesum(subsidy( Lump(sum(could(be(used(to(add( CBBs(would(collect(more(high–TNC(count(
for(certain(fixed(costs(
new(collection(sites(serving(more( minority(units.(However,(the(inventory(may(grow(
minorities.(
less(rapidly.(

Recommendations(for(General(Contract(Terms(with(NCBI(Banks((

We briefly highlight several potential adjustments to NCBI contracts with public CBBs that
could improve the operations of the CBB market in the sections below.
Replacement(of(Used(Units((

There is currently a clause in HRSA’s NCBI contracts that requires banks to replace CBUs
that are used for anything other than cord blood transplants if the bank has received an NCBI
subsidy for the unit. There is also the issue that many of the units that have received the NCBI
subsidy are too small to be used for transplants under current market conditions. In some cases, it
may be beneficial to make some of those units available for research, but this contract
requirement discourages such use. Further, if a higher–TNC count threshold is instituted, these
small units would no longer continue to be banked, but a significant inventory of NCBIsubsidized units that are too small to be used would remain. It may be possible to negotiate with
public CBBs for some form of partial reimbursement for NCBI subsidies when these too-small
units are used for research purposes.
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Standardization(of(Contracts(

Standardized contracts with, for example, more-explicit requirements for differential
thresholds or subsidies by TNC count or for minority units across all CBUs may help streamline
the contracting process and improve transparency, which may impact the sustainability of
individual CBBs. Standardizing some elements of the contracts could remove some of the
competition from the marketplace. Although some may advocate for letting this competition play
out in the marketplace, it may come at the cost of losing CBBs that could be critical to increasing
the diversity of the national inventory. As noted above, there may be room for encouraging more
specialization in the collection practices of CBBs to achieve greater unit diversity. Moreover,
standardizing at least some of the elements of the contracts will improve transparency in the
industry, which is important for evaluating the effectiveness of the government’s involvement.
Provision(of(Consistent(Funding((

Although we were unable to examine data from contracts beyond what is publicly available,
we note that NCBI banks are often not funded every year. This variation in funding levels can
increase uncertainty for banks and may cause year-to-year hardships. Thus, we suggest that
funding be offered every year if possible to bring about predictability of revenue. This may
require funding fewer CBBs. This aspect could also be incorporated into the standardization of
the contracts.
FDA(Licensure(

FDA licensure was a common area of concern in our interviews. Our understanding is that
although banks initially expected stricter enforcement for nonadherence to the requirement that
NCBI banks obtain FDA licensure, there has been little enforcement to date. As of this writing,
HRSA has begun prioritizing licensed CBUs with the stated preference of purchasing these units
over nonlicensed units, but we were unable to examine to what extent this is happening. There
were also concerns that banks that did obtain licensure were being penalized as HRSA was
imposing stricter requirements on those banks (e.g., withdrawn units used must be replaced with
licensed units; licensed banks can only receive NCBI subsidies for licensed units, whereas
unlicensed banks can receive NCBI subsidies for IND units). Our recommendation is that HRSA
consider either subsidizing differentially for licensed units or offering lump-sum funding
for CBBs to obtain FDA licensure. This could potentially be offered retroactively for CBBs
that have already obtained licensure.
Contingency(Planning(

More broadly, HRSA could consider ways to mitigate the downside risks of industry
consolidation, which may be inevitable. For example, if a public CBB is consistently
unprofitable and decides to exit the market, what happens to its inventory? Contingencies for
protecting those units in case of adverse events, such as bankruptcy, should be developed.
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Having funding to allow for emergency recovery of such units (or preservation before a new
owner is found) would ensure that those units do not become unviable.
Broader(Recommendations(for(Public(Cord(Blood(Banking((
Beyond subsidies and other payment policies, in this section we discuss several other
strategies that may help ensure sustainability of the public cord blood banking industry in the
United States.
Payment((

One repeated suggestion in our key stakeholder interviews was that payers, particularly
public payers, should reimburse HSC transplants the same way organ transplants are covered.
Organ transplant centers typically track the cost of acquiring organs over the course of a year to
establish a standard acquisition charge that is then billed to insurers, along with the actual costs
of the inpatient stay. Many private payers already cover CBU acquisition costs separately, as
well as travel and lodging costs for patients.
Payments for CBUs are typically bundled into a single payment for an inpatient hospital stay
for Medicare patients, but this payment does not always fully cover the costs of acquiring the
CBU itself. Medicare does use the “pass-through” payment model used for organ transplants in
some settings, but such a change may not yield an immediate increase in reimbursement rates. In
other words, even if CMS pays separately for CBUs, doing so would not necessarily increase the
total amount reimbursed for a given DRG, at least in the short term. CIBMTR has noted that
hospitals do not adequately report acquisition costs to CMS and, though allowing for a separate
charge for acquisition would encourage hospitals to improve coding and cost tracking, the
change to reimbursement would likely lag by at least two years.97
A change to Medicare payment policy allowing providers to bill separately for the
acquisition of HSCs, however, may change the provider calculus in deciding which source of
stem cells to use. Based on the HCUP data analysis presented in Table 6.4 in Chapter Six,
providers have reported costs for allogeneic bone marrow transplants at around $114,000 versus
costs for cord blood transplants at around $150,000. Although our data do not allow us to
observe the drivers of that difference in reported costs, our key interviewees consistently noted
the significantly greater acquisition cost for CBUs. Removing the potential burden of these
greater acquisition costs may result in more providers favoring cord blood as a source of HSCs.
KnowledgeeSharing(

CIBMTR already helps facilitate learning collaboratives and disseminates information
regarding cord blood and other HSC transplant sources to the public, researchers, and clinicians.
Funding to support such activities should continue, and might even expand to encourage moreformal channels for mentoring centers with little cord blood transplantation experience by
centers with extensive experience. For instance, our key interviewees representing both public
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CBBs and transplant centers noted that centers with more experience performing cord blood
transplants are better at selecting the right CBU. Such knowledge could be more formally shared
between high-volume and low-volume transplant centers. Data from 2014 to 2015 indicate that
21 transplant centers performed more than 20 cord blood transplants.163 Seven centers performed
more than 50 transplants. Although some degree of mentorship already occurs informally,
formalizing and supporting such knowledge-sharing channels could help more transplant centers
gain expertise with cord blood transplants and thereby achieve better outcomes.
Research(

There is ongoing research on CBUs to expand their medical applications efficacy. However,
one key interviewee, a researcher who uses cord blood, noted that in a recent National Institutes
of Health study section, an application using cord blood was scored poorly because one reviewer
said that cord blood was no longer being used clinically. It is important for CIBMTR and others
to continue emphasizing that despite the growth of haploidentical transplants, and the fact that
cord blood is used for a relatively small number of HSC transplants annually, these are patients
who may have no alternative source for HSCs; therefore, the treatment is vital and life-saving.
Beyond basic research, it is important to continue supporting health services research related
to cord blood. For instance, it may be worthwhile to consider studies of the potential supplychain challenges to procuring CBUs in a timely fashion. A broader analysis of the current and
future barriers to procuring HSCs in a timely manner may be warranted, especially as cord blood
and other HSCs expand to be used for treatment in diabetes or rare disorders, such as
encephalopathy. For example, prior to the NCBI program, timeliness was a significant
concern.164

Summary(
In this report, we endeavored to understand the economics of the cord blood industry in the
United States, paying particular attention to identifying current challenges and the economic
viability of the public sector as well as the extent to which government policies may improve the
long-term economic sustainability of the market. Our report’s main objectives were to (1)
describe the existing public CBB system, (2) assess current trends and economic relationships
from the perspective of key stakeholders, and (3) provide recommendations for ways to improve
the system. Underlying these objectives, cord blood system sustainability implies that there
should be enough banks in the industry financially “breaking even” to maintain the current
inventory and increase the diversity and quality of the units collected in the future.
We found that the demand for CBUs has recently plateaued, while demand for other HSC
sources continues to increase. Physicians consider a wide range of factors in deciding which
source is best for their patients, and cord blood is not a panacea treatment, but its availability is
important. For some patients, it may be the only HSC source available, and for some other
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patients it may be the most clinically effective source of HSCs. Although stakeholders noted that
the collection of cord blood is expensive, our analysis suggests that the largest factor that
explains the difference in treatment costs by HSC source is the engraftment period, because it
translates into significantly longer hospital stays for cord blood patients. The evidence on the
clinical effectiveness of cord blood relative to other HSC sources is inconclusive because the
literature focuses primarily on short-term outcomes and tends to suffer from selection bias.
We also highlighted the ongoing tension between CBBs’ financial needs and their mission to
provide a public good, particularly in ensuring CBU availability for minority populations. We
estimated a significant societal value to having a national cord blood inventory—at about 2.5
times the annual cost of maintaining the sector—that suggests that if the market for public CBBs
does not adequately provide for that inventory, government efforts to avoid market failure would
be warranted. We investigated current federal involvement in the market through HRSA’s NCBI
program and suggested several areas for improvement. The NCBI program has clearly been
effective at increasing the national inventory of CBUs, but half of the current national inventory
is made up of CBUs that have TNC counts of less than 1.25 billion cells per unit, whereas the
probability that a CBU with that cell count will be used in a given year is about one-tenth of one
percent (or about an 11-percent chance that it will ever be used). As we discuss in the report,
higher–TNC count units are also more likely to improve access for minority patients because
CBUs that are large enough can offset HLA mismatches in some ways. We suggested several
ways in which HRSA could improve the genetic diversity of the national inventory and ways in
which to improve the NCBI program more broadly. We also suggested ways in which different
aspects of the industry might be strengthened by potential changes to payment, research funding,
and knowledge-sharing.
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Appendix(A.(Interview(Protocols(

Cord(Blood(Banks(
Introduction(
•( Please describe your organization’s role as it relates to umbilical cord blood units
(CBUs).
•( Do you typically compete with other public cord blood banks (CBBs) or private CBBs or
both? To your knowledge, how do CBBs, hospitals, and providers in your health care
market work together to collect and utilize CBUs?
•( Over the last few years, have you noticed more CBBs entering the market or any CBBs
leaving the market? Why do you think they are entering/leaving?
•( What kinds of market-level statistics or metrics does your CBB monitor to inform your
planning broadly or in thinking about specific challenges you are facing?
How(Your(CBB(Works(
•( Tell us a little bit about your CBB size—in terms of employees, number of locations,
whether the bank has other product lines, and how many CBUs you have in inventory.
•( How many CBUs does your CBB collect each year? Approximately how many of these
are considered “high–TNC count” (or what percentage)? How many units are from
minority populations or diverse HLA (or what percentage)?
•( Does your CBB also perform research? If so, please describe the research.
•( How does your CBB interface with The Registry of the C. W. Bill Young Cell
Transplantation Program? How are new CBUs listed with The Registry?
•( Do you have contractual arrangements with hospitals/providers to provide CBUs? Or are
CBUs withdrawn only by finding a match on The Registry?
•( What are the main current challenges for cord blood collection and utilization?
For(U.S.(Food(and(Drug(Administration–Licensed(Centers(Only(

We understand that only a handful of CBBs have obtained the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) licensure from the Office of Cellular, Tissue, and Gene Therapies. We are
interested in learning more about the process, costs, and benefits of obtaining this licensure.
•( When did your CBB first obtain the license and how long did the process take from
application to approval?
•( Can you tell us about the FDA licensure process? What were the costs of becoming an
FDA-licensed center? [Assume we collect with specific costs and indirect costs (i.e., had
to hire an additional person to track processes).]
•( Why does your CBB maintain FDA licensure? What are the benefits and drawbacks of
FDA licensure?
•( Does licensure impact payment? If so, how?
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For(Unlicensed(Centers(Only(

We understand that only a handful of CBBs have obtained FDA licensure from the Office of
Cellular, Tissue, and Gene Therapies, and the CBBs that do not have this licensure use the
Investigational New Drug (IND) Application instead.
•( Did your CBB consider attaining FDA licensure? Why or why not?
•( Are there benefits that are not available to you because you are not FDA licensed?
•( How might costs change if you were required to obtain FDA Biologics License
Application (BLA) licensure?
•( What is the process for applying for and obtaining the IND exemption? Which party
(blood bank, requesting physician, transplant center, cord blood registry) most commonly
requests the IND exemption, in your experience?
Recruitment(and(Screening(
•( Tell us about the process of recruitment/marketing. How do potential donors learn about
your CBB? What types of information do they receive?
•( Do you have a sense for why donors choose your CBB over others?
•( Are potential donors screened to assess the potential quality of the CBUs prior to
collection? If so, how is this done? Are any potential donations declined due to likelihood
of low-quality CBUs?
•( Does your CBB do any follow-up with the family or baby following collection to assess
health status, delivery complications, or other concerns? When is this done and how is
this done?
•( [If not already clear] Are any (other) donations or deposits declined prior to collection
because of low quality or other reasons? [Potential probes: multiple gestations,
prematurity, chorrioamnionitis, Premature Rupture of Membranes, tear in cord
intersection from placenta, other.]
!( Are those declined donations or deposits used for any other purpose?
Cord(Blood(Collection(
•( Tell us about the process by which your organization collects CBUs.
!( Who collects the CBUs? Staff from your CBB? Staff at hospitals?
!( What sort of training do CBU collection staff receive?
!( What special equipment is required, and do you supply it or does the hospital supply
it?
•( Once a CBU is collected, what testing is done? Is testing performed in your CBB or
elsewhere? [Potential probes: Hemoglobinopathies, ABO Group, Rhesus (Rh) Group,
infectious disease testing, Health Questionnaires, other screening?]
!( [If not already clear] What procedures or strategies does your CBB pursue to ensure
that high-quality CBUs are obtained?
!( What are the most important criteria that signify a high-quality CBU in your CBB?
•( Are any CBUs discarded after collection because of quality or other concerns?
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!( Are these CBUs used for any other purpose? What percentage of discarded CBUs are
utilized for research?
•( About how many CBUs does your CBB discard per year? [If not already clear] What is
the threshold for discarding a CBU?
•( What happens after the CBUs are collected? How are they transported to your CBB?
What special handling procedures are employed?
•( Tell us about your organization’s processes and systems for tracking collected CBUs. Do
you use any software/systems, equipment, and/or tools to manage your cord blood
collection and stock? [Probes: Excel spreadsheet, Access database, another database.]
•( How do you determine which hospitals will collect CBUs for your CBB?
•( Is your bank a National Cord Blood Inventory Program Contractor? How does that affect
your collection processes? Can you explain how the program works in terms of the
program requirements from CBBs and funding from the program?
Cord(Blood(Storage(and(Maintenance(
•( Tell us what happens once collected CBUs arrive at your CBB.
•( What processing takes place after CBUs arrive at the CBB for storage?
!( Whole blood? Volume reduction only? Reagent Red Cells (RRC)
depleted/Mononuclear cell product? Other? If more than one method, describe what
determines one storage method versus another.
•( What quality checks are in place to ensure appropriate storage?
•( Can you describe how your CBB codes and tracks stored CBUs?
•( How closely does your CBB monitor the quality of CBUs in storage and what measures
are typically used to evaluate their quality?
•( Is there any testing or product check that occurs during storage?
•( Do you have a central storage location or several distributed throughout the country?
CBU(Withdrawal(
•( Tell us about the process of withdrawing a CBU from your CBB.
!( What are the requirements for withdrawing a CBU? What criteria need to be met?
Who sets these standards?
!( How long is a CBU typically stored before it is withdrawn?
!( What percentage of your CBUs are used each year?
!( How often do you receive a request to withdraw a CBU? Do requests ever go
unfulfilled? For what reasons?
!( Is there any testing that occurs at withdrawal? Are CBUs discarded at this point for
any reason?
!( What processing is done by your CBB when it is withdrawn for use? Do different end
users have different requirements for the CBUs requested?
•( Describe the chain of custody of a CBU that is being withdrawn for us.
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Contract(Costs(and(Payments:(
We are interested in learning about the economics of CBBs.
•( What are you typically paid for one CBU? At what point in the process are you paid?
(e.g., at withdrawal only is likely for public banks.)
!( What is the structure of payment arrangements between your organization and
hospitals? A single payment per unit? Per-unit payment? Some combination of the
two? Something else?
!( Do you receive payment from the hospital or directly from the insurance company?
!( Does the payment amount differ based on the payer? (i.e., Medicaid versus Medicare
versus private insurer; one geographic location versus another.)
!( Does the payment amount differ based on its quality, HLA type, use (transplant
versus research), or other factors?
•( [If not already clear] What works well about the current arrangements with your CBU
users? What problems exist? What changes would you make to the current system?
•( Do you feel that your organization is adequately compensated for cord blood delivered
from your CBB? Why or why not? Do you have concerns about this going forward in the
future?
•( Aside from revenues from a withdrawal of a CBU, what are your other sources of
funding? (Include percentage of total, if known.) National Institutes of Health?
Private/philanthropy? State funding? Other?
Health(Care(System(Trends(
•( Are there any innovations that may change the market significantly for your CBB?
[Potential probes: regenerative medicine, cell expansion for CBUs, use of double cords,
etc.]
•( What trends or developments in the health care system are you worried about or have the
potential to negatively impact your business?
!( [Probe on affordable care organizations, global payments, Affordable Care Act
coverage expansion, medical device excise tax, consolidation of hospital markets,
regulatory requirements.]
!( Do you have any plans to make changes (e.g., business practices) to address these
threats? If yes, please describe. What about your industry more broadly—are others
making changes?
•( What trends or developments in the health care system are you excited about? What
trends or developments have the potential to positively impact your business?
!( [Probe on affordable care organizations, global payments, Affordable Care Act
coverage expansion, medical device excise tax, consolidation of hospital markets.]
!( Do you have any plans to make changes (e.g., business practices) to take better
advantage of these opportunities? If yes, please describe. What about your industry
more broadly—are others making changes?
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•( We are thinking about how to improve the sustainability of the U.S. cord blood system.
Do you have any concerns about the sustainability of the system as it currently exists or
any recommendations to improve how cord blood is managed?

Hospitals(and(Transplant(Centers(
Introduction((
•( Please describe your role in the organization as it relates to umbilical CBUs.
•( Please describe the market for cord blood in your geographic area. How many CBBs do
you work with?
•( We understand that patients typically find a match through The Registry such that you
would just work with the CBB with the matched CBU. Are there ever multiple matches?
If yes, how do you decide which CBU to request?
•( For patients who have privately banked CBUs, do you ever forego their use to go to the
public registry? In what situations is this done?
•( Over the last few years, have you noticed more CBBs entering the market or any CBBs
leaving the market? Why do you think they are entering or leaving? Has this affected
how many transplants occur in your hospital?
•( Could you tell us a little about how this organization uses CBUs? When do you use
CBUs versus other modalities for treatment? For research?
•( Tell us what the considerations for using cord blood are for the purposes of clinical
care—specific total nucleated cell (TNC) level, etc. How do these considerations differ
for research purposes?
•( From your perspective, what are the risks of using CBU as a treatment modality? The
benefits? What are the risks and benefits of using CBUs for research?
Demographics(and(Logistics(
•( How many CBUs does your hospital use each year?
!( How many of these CBUs are used for transplants versus research?
!( For transplants, how many are conducted in pediatric versus adult populations?
!( What percentage of CBUs for transplant are considered high TNC or high CD34?
What percentage of CBUs for research are considered high TNC or high CD34?
!( How many units are from minority populations or diverse HLA lines?
•( [If relevant] Please describe the research conducted at this hospital using CBUs.
•( Can you describe the process of searching for a match and requesting the units for
withdrawal?
!( Are there certain HLA types that are more difficult to find a match for? How often is
no match found? What are the alternatives in those cases?
•( What are the main current challenges for obtaining cord blood?
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Cord(Blood(Collection(
•( Does your hospital collect any CBUs, either for your own use or for deposit or donation
for public or private CBBs?
!( If so, tell us about the process of collecting CBUs at your hospital.
!( Who collects the CBUs? Does your organization have any specific policies
regarding the training and/or qualifications of staff who handle CBUs? i.e., is this
run by pathologists? Hematologists/Oncologists? Others?
•( What are the main challenges your hospital faces with CBU donation, collection, and
use?
•( Once a CBU is collected at your hospital, does your hospital conduct its own testing? If
so, please describe the testing. [Potential probes: Hemoglobinopathies, ABO Group, Rh
Group, infectious disease testing, Health Questionnaires, other screening?]
•( Does your hospital discard any CBUs after collection because of quality or other
concerns?
!( Are these CBUs used for any other purpose?
!( About how many CBUs does your hospital discard per year? [If not already clear]
What is the threshold for discarding a CBU?
•( What happens after the CBUs are collected? How are they transported to the CBB? What
special handling procedures are employed?
•( Does any of this differ for units that are collected for private storage?
•( Are any CBUs collected that are not donated to public CBBs or deposited in private
CBBs? What happens to those CBUs?
CBU(Use(
•( Walk us through the process, from your perspective, of obtaining a CBU for a patient
who needs it. Include cost considerations, if they are a factor. Do most of your requests
go through The Registry? Directly to a partner CBB? Do you ever need to go to more
than one source?
!( [If relevant] How does this process differ if the CBU is needed for research?
•( [If not already clear] What are the requirements for withdrawing a CBU? What criteria
need to be met? Who sets these standards?
!( Do different end users have different requirements for the CBUs requested? i.e.,
TNCs, processing needs, differences between your researchers versus your clinicians.
!( Do you request any testing be done by the CBB at the time of withdrawal? Do you
conduct any testing when the CBB arrives at the hospital? Are CBUs discarded at this
point for any reason?
!( Are you aware of how long a CBU is typically stored before it is withdrawn? Does
this matter to you?
!( How often do you request a CBU? Do requests ever go unfulfilled? For what reasons?
[Clarify unfulfilled transplant versus research requests.]
•( Describe the chain of custody once a CBU arrives at your hospital.
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!( What quality checks are in place to ensure appropriate storage conditions before the
CBU is used?
•( [If not already clear] What works well about the current arrangements for obtaining a
CBU? What problems exist? What changes would you make to the current system?
Contract(Costs(and(Payments:(
We are interested in learning about the economics of CBBs.
•( How much do you typically pay for one CBU for research?
•( How much do you typically pay for one CBU for transplant? Does the hospital pay and
get reimbursed by payers, or does the CBB get reimbursed directly from the payer?
•( How do cost considerations play a role in the decision to use CBUs versus other options
for treatment? For research?
•( At what point in the process is payment made? (e.g., at withdrawal only)
•( What is the structure of payment arrangements between your organization and CBBs? A
single payment per unit? Per-unit payment? Some combination of the two? Something
else?
•( Are there factors that influence the amount of payment? (i.e., does payment amount differ
based on the payer?)
•( Does payment amount differ based on CBU factors (TNC count, quality, HLA type, use
[transplant versus research]) or other factors?
•( Do you feel that your organization adequately compensates CBBs for cord blood? Why
or why not? Do you have concerns about this going forward in the future?
Health(Care(System(Trends(
•( Are there any innovations that may change the market significantly for your
organization’s use of cord blood? [Potential probes: regenerative medicine, cell
expansion for CBUs, use of double cords, etc.]
•( What trends or developments in the health care system are you worried about or have the
potential to negatively impact your organization’s use of CBUs?
!( [Probe on affordable care organizations, global payments, Affordable Care Act
coverage expansion, medical device excise tax, consolidation of hospital markets,
regulatory requirements.]
•( Do you have any plans to make changes (e.g., business practices) to address these
threats? If yes, please describe. What about your industry more broadly—are others
making changes?
•( What trends or developments in the health care system are you excited about? What
trends or developments have the potential to positively impact your business?
!( [Probe on affordable care organizations, global payments, Affordable Care Act
coverage expansion, medical device excise tax, consolidation of hospital markets.]
•( Do you have any plans to make changes (e.g., business practices) to take better advantage
of these opportunities? If yes, please describe. What about your industry more broadly—
are others making changes?
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!( We are thinking about how to improve the sustainability of the U.S. cord blood
system. Do you have any concerns about the sustainability of the system as it
currently exists or any recommendations to improve how cord blood is managed?
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Appendix(B.(Economic(Modeling(

Here we present more details on how we derived our calculations in Chapter Seven. We
estimated the value of CBUs based on their TNC count using aggregate NMDP data. As a
starting point, consider a CBB that has some fixed inventory of CBUs that it wants to maintain,
and is deciding on an appropriate TNC cut-off value to break even given this constraint. To
calculate the TNC level at which the bank will achieve this, we need the following two equations
for expected total revenue and expected total cost (Equations 1.1 and 1.2, respectively).

E[TR | TNC ] = " Pi *( Fee ! Cdis ) + U (1 ! d1 )(1 ! d 2 )(1 ! d3 ) S B + U * Sc + " PS
i s

(1.1)

E[TC | TNC ] = U (Ccoll + (1 ! d1 )Ctest + (1 ! d1 )(1 ! d 2 )(C pr + Cs )) +I 0Cs + Ad min

(1.2)

I0

I0

Where:
•(
•(
•(
•(
•(

Pi is the probability that unit i is chosen for transplant. It is a function of TNC count.
Fee is the fee paid to the CBB by the transplanter or researcher.
U is the average number of newly collected CBUs per year.
!" is the initial bank-level inventory.
d1 is the preprocessing discard rate. It is a function of the TNC-count cut-off that banks
choose and increasing in TNC.
•( d 2 is the postprocessing discard rate and is constant.
•( d3 is the discard rate due to poor storage.
•( S j , j = B, C , S are the subsidies that are paid for banking, collecting, and shipping (for
NCBI CBUs only—about 60 percent of all banked units).
•( Ck are the costs associated with each of the steps (k = coll [collection]; pr [processing];
test [testing]; s [storage]; dis [distribution]).
•( Ad min are one-year CBBs’ total overhead costs, such as equipment costs, maintenance
contracts for equipment, rent, utilities, telephone, miscellaneous, office expenses, and
labor costs.
These equations are based on the distribution of TNC counts across CBUs within the CBB
and on the distribution of TNC counts in the population of CBUs, collected or not. The
distribution of TNC counts within the CBB will be a truncation of the distribution of TNC counts
within the population. The choice of the firm is to decide where to truncate the distribution. As a
CBB increases the TNC cutoff for an acceptable unit, total costs rise because the probability of
collecting an acceptable unit decreases. Alternatively, as the average TNC count of a unit with
the bank increases, the probability that the unit will be shipped for transplant increases (see
Chapter Seven for more details).
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Parameters like Fee , d 2 , d3 , Ck , and Ad min are exogenous to CBBs’ decision on the TNC
cut-off. We calculated and described most of these parameter values in the main report. We
calculate Fee and Ck as the average from NMDP data and information obtained from our
interviews with public CBBs, as well as published literature. Parameters d 2 and d3 refer to
postprocessing discard rates. We calculated them from data provided to us by one of the public
CBBs that we interviewed. In Table B.1, we summarize these and other parameters used in this
exercise.
Table&B.1.&Parameter&Values&and&Sources&
Parameter(

Fee

d2

Value&
$36,200(
0.25(

Source&
Interviews,(NMDP(data,(other(
Interviews(

d3

0.02(

Interviews(

Ccoll
Ctest

$200(

Interviews,(NMDP(data,(other(

$700(

Interviews,(NMDP(data,(other(

$400(
$30(
$720(
$2,376,462(
18,282(
9,786(
SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations.((

Cpr
CS
Cdis
Ad min
I0
U

Interviews,(NMDP(data,(other(
Interviews,(NMDP(data,(other(
NMDP(data,(other(
NMDP(data(
Interviews,(NMDP(data(
NMDP(data(

Two other parameters, d1 and Pi , are endogenous to CBBs’ decision on TNC cut-off level
because they both increase with CBU TNC count. To estimate d1 and Pi by TNC count, we used
the distribution of CBUs identified in Figure 6.2.121 We assumed that the distribution of TNC
counts is log-normally distributed and estimate its mean and standard deviation. While Naing et
al. do not provide information on individual data points, they provide information on the mean
(1.086×109) and standard deviation (0.651×109) of their data.121 This allowed us to estimate the
log-normal preprocessing TNC-count distribution. First, we took 1,000 random draws from a
normal distribution with mean 1.086×109 and standard deviation 0.651×109. Then we computed
the mean, the standard deviation, and the natural logs of these draws. We assumed that the TNCcount distribution was log-normally distributed with mean 20.77 and standard deviation 0.625.
We then calculated d1 as the cumulative density function (CDF) of this distribution. In Table
B.1, we estimated probabilities that the collected CBU will be below a certain TNC value, which
in turn helped us calculate an estimate for d1 by TNC-count bins (see Table B.2). We used this
CDF to develop the distribution of TNC counts within the bank so that we can estimate the
probability that a CBU with a certain TNC level falls within different TNC bins.
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Table&B.2.&Discretized&CDF&of&TNC&Counts&
9

TNC&(10 )&

CDF&

Less(than(0.90(

0.40(

Less(than(1.25(

0.61(

Less(than(1.50(

0.73(

Less(than(1.75(

0.79(

Less(than(2.00(

0.85(

Less(than(2.50(

0.92(

Less(than(3.00(

0.95(

SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations.(

From these probabilities, we constructed the distribution of units for all potential cut-offs and
calculated probabilities that a CBU will be banked given the TNC cut-off.
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Appendix(C.(Donor(Race/Ethnicity(Matches(

Table&C.1.&Percentage&of&Patient–Donor&Race/Ethnicity&Matches,&by&TNC&Count&
Donor&
AfricanV
American&
Patient&
Overall:(All(TNC(Counts(
Africane
42.40%(
American(
Asian/Pacific(
1.40%(
Islander(
Caucasian(
3.00%(
Hispanic(
9.10%(

Asian/Pacific&
Islander&

Caucasian&

Hispanic&

Other&

1.10%(

32.00%(

0.60%(

23.90%(

37.70%(

36.70%(

0.30%(

23.90%(

1.60%(

72.90%(

0.60%(

21.90%(

0.00%(

90.90%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

3.80%(

68.10%(

0.90%(

18.30%(

6.30%(

21.90%(

0.00%(

18.80%(

61.10%(

16.70%(

0.00%(

22.20%(

3.40%(

49.4%(

1.10%(

37.90%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

23.70%(

7.50%(

45.20%(

4.30%(

19.40%(

58.70%(

0.60%(

16.20%(

1.20%(

23.40%(

3.40%(

57.50%(

24.10%(

0.00%(

14.90%(

4.60%(

2.60%(

74.20%(

1.20%(

17.30%(

Hispanic(

33.30%(

0.00%(

66.70%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

Other(

10.90%(

6.30%(

67.10%(

2.00%(

13.70%(

45.40%(

1.50%(

30.10%(

0.00%(

23.00%(

1.10%(

45.50%(

31.80%(

0.00%(

21.60%(

4.30%(

1.90%(

75.50%(

0.90%(

17.40%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

100.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

10.00%(

6.50%(

66.60%(

0.70%(

16.30%(

42.70%(

0.90%(

31.50%(

1.70%(

23.30%(

0.90%(

31.60%(

43.90%(

0.00%(

23.70%(

Other(

8.90%(
9

TNC:(Less(than(0.9×10 (
Africane
53.1%(
American(
Asian/Pacific(
0.00%(
Islander(
Caucasian(
8.00%(
Hispanic(
Other(
9

TNC:(0.9–1.24×10 (
Africane
American(
Asian/Pacific(
Islander(
Caucasian(

9

TNC:(1.25–1.49×10 (
Africane
American(
Asian/Pacific(
Islander(
Caucasian(
Hispanic(
Other(
9

TNC:(1.50–1.74×10 (
Africane
American(
Asian/Pacific(
Islander(
Caucasian(

2.70%(

2.40%(

73.50%(

0.90%(

20.60%(

Hispanic(

0.00%(

0.00%(

100.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

Other(

8.50%(

3.80%(

70.80%(

0.40%(

16.40%(
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9

TNC:(More(than(1.75×10 (
Africane
37.00%(
American(
Asian/Pacific(
1.20%(
Islander(
Caucasian(
2.50%(

0.90%(

37.20%(

0.30%(

24.70%(

31.20%(

39.90%(

0.60%(

27.00%(

1.10%(

72.70%(

0.40%(

23.30%(

Hispanic(

0.00%(

0.00%(

100.00%(

0.00%(

0.00%(

Other(

7.50%(

2.30%(

69.20%(

0.60%(

20.30%(

SOURCE:(RAND(authors’(calculations(using(NMDP(data(for(matches(between(donors(and(patients(over(the(period(
2010–2016.(
NOTE:(Patterns(are(similar(for(other(races/ethnicities.(
((
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